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Since about 1970, VIMS has been developing water quality simulation 
models for the Virginia State Water Control Board under the Cooperative 
State Agencies (CSA) agreement. Under this agreement, VIMS has conducted 
field programs and developed and validated a number of water quality models. 
In order to make this accumulated experience available to the State Water 
Control Board and others, VIMS has prepared a users' manual and sample 
cases for the combined hydrodynamic-ecosystem model (HEM)o 
This model is intended for use in simulating water quality conditions 
in a tidal estuary. It is suitable for relatively elongated estuaries 
possessing a viable phytoplankton population. 
It is assumed that the reader is a professional in the field of water 
quality analysis and prediction. Accordingly, this manual will not dwell on 
the staging of field studies or the need to document and understand the 
biochemical processes at work in the estuary. Instead the manual will 
concentrate on implementing the hydrodynarr.ic-ecosystem model. The following 
chapters will explain the underlying physics and biochemistry incorporated 
in this.model, describe the data necessary to run the model, and explain how 
to prepare the input files. Next, the procedures of calibration, 
verification and sensitivity analysis will be discussed in detail. Finally, 
the input files and output results for a test case will be presented. 
2 
II. MODEL DBVELOPl!aT 
The model 'package' consists of a hydrodynamic submode! and a water 
quality submode!, linked externally. The linkage between the two consists 
of geometric information as well as a time-series record of water velocity 
and tidal height, which is generated by the hydrodynamic submode! and output 
to a direct-access file. This file is read sequentially by the water 
quality submode! and used in the calculation o~ transport processes. This 
external linkage has the advantages of speed and economy, since the 
hydrodynamic submodel, once validated, needs to be rerun only once for each 
hydrographic condition, from which several water quality model runs may be 
made. 
Both submodels need a variety of inputs. The following discussion 
will explain ,vhat inputs are needed and how each of these enters the 
calculations. 
A. Geometric Inputs 
~tis assume~ that a one di~ensional representation of the estuary is 
ade~uate for analysis, i.e. variation of parameters with cross-stream 
distance or depth must be less important than variations along the length of 
the stream. 
Model development begins with deternlination of the geometric 
representation to be used as a model framework. Consider a hypothetical 
tidal creek as in Fig. 1. The curved line running the length of the creek 
marks off distances relative to the mouth of the creek. Any point in the 
creek can be located with reference to the axis of the strean1bed. The 
transverse solid lines illustrate the resolution of the creek into discrete 
3 
volumes in order to have a manageable system of equations to solve. Since 
there is a finite number of such transects, these can be identified by 
number, starting at the upstream end. Each of these transects has a cross-
sectional area Ai and mean depth Hi, where the subscript i refers to the 
identifying number of the transect. The transect number 1 is reserved as an 
artificial transect for model calculations. Additionally, the volume of 
water between transects i and i+l has volume v
1 
and surface area SAi. If 
the creek is divided into N segments, it will have N+l transects. 
It is assumed that the important variables (those being modeled) in 
segment vohune Vi are adequately represented by the value at the center of 
the volume, i.e. on the axis and halfway between the limiting transects (see 
Fig. 1). For each con1ponent to be modeled, there will be an equation to be 
solved for each of the N volumes. 
The fully defined system will consist of all required information to 
describe N segments and N+l transects, as in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Segmentation of stream into compartments for modeling 
purposes. 
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B. Hydrodynamic Inputs 
The hydrodynamic submode! performs dynamic calculations to predict 
the water flow under the driving influences of tidal variation, freshwater 
inflow, and wind stress at the air-water surface. 
The unknown quantities to be predicted are volume transport at each 




is derived from these quantities. The two principles used to 
derive the equations are the continuity principle and Newton's second law. 
Continuity means that water is neither created nor destroyed: if the flow 
into a segment does not equal the flow out, then the water surface must rise 
or fall. Newton's second law states that the water will change its velocity 
(speed up or slow down) if the applied forces are not in balance. 
The continuity principle is illustrated in Fig. 2. At some instant, 
the flow into segment i is Qi while the flow outward is Qi+l (The sign 
convention employed makes dovm-estuary flow positive). As can be seen from 
the figure 
~:! = (SA. + ST.) A + q. 
1 1 a.t 1 
(2-1) 
wllere SA. is the surface area of the ith segment, ST. is the surface area of 
1 1 
the side embayments, AY. is the change of water surface elevation over time 
1 
interval At and q. is the laterally introduced fresh water inflow. 
1 
Nev,ton 's second° law is illustrated in Fig. 3. The most relevant 










Definitions of Variables Used in the Continuity Equation. 
6 
where the spatial gradient, <1! )i must be expressed in terms of Y1_1 and 
Yi. Refe~ring to Fig. 3, the distance between mid-segments is O.S (xi+l -
x. 1), so.that 1-
AY (----) Ax i = 





). = --·-Ax~----· (2-3) 
In.the momentum equation, Q. is the volume flow rate and F. is an 
1 1 
opposing frictional force and T. is a wind stress force. The term D. 
l 1 
represents a force present in saline water caused by the horizontal 
variation of salinity and therefore density 
(2-4) 
where k is the conversion factor from salinity to density and d is the 
C 
distance from the water surface to the centroid of the cross-section. In 
the above equations, A., SA.and ST. ar.e not necessarily constant in time: 
1 1 1 
they ca~ vary with Yi-land Yi which are time-variable. The frictional term 
F. is a function of flow: 
1 
-4/3 Io. I 11. 
1 1 
(2-5) 
where n. is the Manning roughness coefficient and g is the gravitational 
1 
acceleration. This term has units of force per unit ttass. The wind stress 
term is: 
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Figure 3. Conceptual Layout of Variables Appearing in the Momentum Equation. 
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(2-6) 
where Wis an the wind stress at the free surface, Bi is the transect width 
and p is the water density. In this model the stress W is not allowed to 
vary spatially, since the water bodies to which it would be applied are much 
smaller than meteorological systems. The final term, Mi, represents the 
momentum source due to lateral inflow. 
The hydrodynamic submode! is intended to si.mulate tidal motion. For 
this purpose an oscillating tide is imposed at the downstream boundary as a 
driving force. This can be either an actual record of tidal height or a 
synthetic tide calculated as a sum of harmonics. The upstream boundary 
condition is an imposed fresh water inflow. 
For N segments there will be a set of 2N equations linking the flows 
and the tidal heights. The details of the computer algorithms will be given 
in a later section. 
C. Transport Processes 
Consider tb.e two connected segments shown in Fig. 3. The bounding 
transects are labeled i-1, i and i+l. If one is modeling some quantity 
(this could be salinity or dissolved oxygen, for example) then the 
con.centrations in the tv,o segments are C. 
1 
and C. respectively. The 
1- 1 
concentration C. can change due to: 
l 
0 external sources or sinks: 
o internal transformations: 
o transport from adjacent segments. 
External sources and sinks are assumed to be distributed evenly 
throughout the segment volume V. as soon as they are introduced. Hence 
1 
9 
these can be simply identified by the subscript i. Transformations can 
likewise be described by the mid-segment values, i.e. (say) C. is transmuted 
1 
to (say) C.'. Transport processes, however, occur at the transects dividing 
1 
two elements and therefore require more elaborate notation to describe. 
Two types of transport are important: advection and dispersion. The 
mass of a species transported across a transect i is simply the product 
QiCbi' where Qi is the volume rate of flow across the transect and Cbi is 
the concentration of species Cat that transect. The difficulty is that the 
quantities Cbi are unknown: they must be approximated from the mid-segment 
values. The form used for expressing Cbi is 
= a.C. 1 + (1 - a.) C. 1 1- 1 1 (2-7) 
The quantity, a., is called the interpolation factor and is usually 
1 
determined in the process of calibration. Clearly a value of O.S would 
represent a linear interpolation, but it is seldom possible to use that 
value. It is normally necessary to weight the upstream segment more heavily 
than th~ downstream in order to ensure numerical stability, i.e. to keep the 
solution from 'blowing up'. One specifies the quantity, a., as an input 
1 
constant. Then, since the flow oscillates, a 1 = a. if O.> 0, a.= 1 - a if 1 1 1 i 
0. < o. 
1 
Dispersive trans11ort between two segments depends on the gradient of 
AC the concentration at the transect, i.e. E.A.(A---)., 
1 1 X 1 
where E. is a dispersion coefficient, A. is the transect cross-sectional 
1 1 
area and(~£-). is the longitudinal gradient of Cat transect i. This 
uX 1 
latter quantity must be expressed in tern,s of C. 
1 
and C .• Using the same 
1- 1 
10 
argument as used in equation 2-3 for surface elevation, one can approximate 
AC <-x;->i by 




Transport of a so-called conservative substance is included in the 
hydrodynamic submode! in order to validate the transport calculations prior 
to running the water quality submode!. 
Using the above definitions for transport into or out of a segment, 
the rate of change of mass m of a component in segment i is 
A(V .C.) 
1 1 ---xi-- = Qi. 
D. Fiocbemical Processes 
(2-9) 
'nte term 'ecosystem' as used in this report refers to the aquatic 
phytoplankton population and its physical substrate. Phytoplankton utilize 
sunlight and nutrients in the growth process. Their success in reproduction 
c!epends on many factors, not least of which are I.imitations of the requisite 
nutrients or sunlight. Since the che~ical elements incorporated in living 
phytoplankton cannot be created or destroyed, one can simulate the cycling 
of these chemicals, including the living phytoplankton as one stage in their 
respective transformations. The water quality submode! consists of eight 
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Figure 4- • Schematic of ecosystem model. 
12 
phosphorus loop, both beginning nnd ending uith chlorophyll 'a', uhich is an 
index of phytoplankton population. Oxygen and carbon. on the other hand, 
are theoretically available from the atmosphere in unlimited quantities, so 
that effectively there is no loop. Dissolved oxygen is impacted by 
photosynthesis, carbon oxidation and ammonia oxidation as well as its ovm 
source and sink terms. 
For the sake of generality the term representing external sources and 
sinks must. be added to the preceding equation. In addition nonconservative 
substances undergoing transformation and/or decay require terms for internal 
sources and sinks. A general expression for rate of change of a substance 
is then 
A(V .C.) 
1 1 ------At =Transport+ S 0 (2-10) 
The external and internal source terms, S. can be positive or 
0 
negative: they are unique for each of the water quality components. 
Given sut1light and nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus in dissolved 
mineral form), phytoplankton tend to grow. Limited availability of any one 
of these three quantities, viz sunlight. nitrogen and phosphorus. or a 
number of other so-called micronutrients (which are not included in the 
model) can inhibit the growth of phytoplankton. 
In the case of nutrients. phytoplankton can be a source as well as a 
sink, through processe~ of death and respiration. Nitrogen and phosphorus 
exist in tt.e form of one of a nnmber of species or as part of the living 
matter. These nutrients therefore are recycled. but the loops are not 
13 
necessarily closed, since other processes such as settling and interaction 
with bottom sediments can be significant. 
Dissolved oxygen and carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand are 
included in the model. Dissolved oxygen is an indicator of water quality 
and is affected by the nutrient-chlorophyll cycles of photosynthesis and 
respiration and by oxidation of aquatic ammonia and carbonaceous organic 
matter. 
~ 
The specific forms of the source and sink terms for each of the 
ecosystem model components are discussed below. In these equations 
multiplication is represented by an asterisk, division by a horizontal or 
slashed line and exponentiation by a superscript. 
1) Phytoplankton or Chlorophyll 'a' - The phytoplankton population, 
quantified as the concentration of chlorophyll 'a', occupies a central role 
in the schematic ecosystem as indicated in Fig. 4 and influences, to a 
greater or lesser extent, all of the remaining non-conservative dissolved 
constituents. The source/sink term for phytoplankton is expressed 
So= V*CH*(G-R-P-Ksch/h) + WCH (2-11) 
in which 
V = segment volume (m3) 
en = chlorophyll 'a' concentration (ug/1) 
G = growth rat~ of phytoplankton (1/day) 
R = respiration rate of phytoplankton (I/day) 
P = mortality rate due to predation and other factors (1/day) 
Ksch = settling rate of phytoplankton (~/day) 
b = local depth Cm) 
., .. .. 
14 
WCH = external loading of chlorophyll 'a' (mg/day) 
Phytoplankton growth is dependent upon nutrient availability, ambient 
light, and temperature. The functional relationships used in the model 
generally follow the forms of DiToro, et al (1971) and are as follows: 
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k' = light extinction coefficient at zero chlorophyll 
e 
concentration Cl/meter) 
k = light extinction coefficient corrected for self-shading 
e 
of plankton (1/meter) 
h = depth of water column (meters) 
I = optimum solar radiation rate (langleys/day) 
s 
It = solar radiation at time t 
I = total daily solar radiation (langleys/day) 
a 
TU = time of sunrise, in hours 
TD = time of sunset, in hours 
t = time of day in hours 
The nutrient effect, N, is based on the minimum limiting nutrient 
concept. The coefficient N is set equal to the lesser of the following two 
expressions: 
N2 + N3 
-~----------- (nitrogen limitation) and K + N2 + N3 
mn 
P2 -------· (phosphorus limitation) 
YJDp + P2 
In these expressions 
N2 = ammonia nitrogen concentration (mg/1) 
N3 = nitrite-nitra·.:e nitrogen concentration (mg/1) 
P2 = orthophosphorus concentration (mg/1) 
Kmn = half-saturation concentration for inorganic nitrogen 
uptake (mg/1) 




The respiration rate, R, is function of temperature. 
T-20 R = R(20)• 8
2 
, in which '- (2-17) 
R(20) = respiration rate at 20°c (1/day) 
82 = a constant 
The mortality rate, P, is a function of temperature 
in which 
0 P(20) = mortality rate at 20 C (1/day) 
8 
3 
= a constant. 
2) Organic Nitrogen - The source/sink term for organic nitrogen is 
expressed 
So= V*(- Kn!~!~!~ an*(R + ar*P)*Fn*CH - N1*En11/h Kh12+N1 
+ BRNNl /h) + VlNl 
in which 
N1 = concentration of organic nitrogen (mg/1) 
Kn12 = hydrolysis rate of organic nitrogen to ammonia 
(mg/1/day) = K (20)* 8 T-2o 
n12 4 
Kn12 (20) = hydrolysis rate at 20°c(mg/l/day) 
04 = a constant 
Kh12 = half saturation concentration for hydrolysis (mg/1) 
an = ratio of nitrogen to chlorophyll in 
(2-18) 
17 
phytoplankton (mgN/pg Chl) 
Fn = fraction of metabolically produced nitrogen recycled 
to the organic pool 
ar c proportion of consumed phytoplankton recycled by 
zooplankton 
Knll = settling rate of organic nitrogen (m/day) 
2 
BENN!= benthic flux of organic nitrogen (gm/m /day) 
WNf = external loading of organic nitrogen (gm/day) 
3) Ammonia Nitrogen - The source/sink term for ammonia nitrogen is 
expressed 
Kn23*N2 Kn12*N1 
So= V*(- ifii:i!_+_N2 -t fiii"-+-Ni + an*(R+ar*P)*(l-Fn)*CH 
- an•G$PR*CH + BENN2/h)+ WN2 
in which 
N2 = concentration of ammonia nitrogen (mg/1) 
Kn23 = nitrification rate of ammonia to nitrate nitrogen 
T-20 
(mg/I/day)= Kn23 (20)* SS 
0 
Kn23 (20) = nitrification rate at 20 C(mg/1/day) 
as = a constant 
Kh23 = half-saturation concentration for nitrification (mg/1) 
BENN2 = benthic flux of ammonia nitrogen (gm/m2 /day) 
PR= preference_of phytoplankton for ammonia uptake 
N2*N3 
= --------------------- + (Kntn + N2) * (Kmn + N3) 
N20f'Jnn 
(N2 + N3)*(Y:.mn + N3) 




4) Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nltrogea - The source/sink te:an for nitrate 
plus nitrite nitrogen is expressed 
So= v•rt!!*~~Nr- - an•G•(l-PR)•CB - N3•Kn33/h 
+ BBNN3/h] + WN3 
in which 
N~ = concentration of nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen (mg/1) 
Kn33 = denitrification rate or loss coefficient of nitrate 
plus nitrite nitrogen (m/day) 
(2-21) 
BENNS= benthic flux of nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen (gm/m2/day) 
WN3 = external loading of nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen (gm/day) 
S) Organic Phosphorus - The source/sink term for organic phosphorus 
is expressed 
So= V•(- !E,!;!Pl_ + ap • (R + ar•P)*Fp•CH - Pl*Kpll/h + BENPl/h) Khp12+Pl 
+ WPl 
in which 
Pl= concentration of organic phosphorus (mg/1) 
Kp12 = first order hydrolysis rate of organic to inorganic 
T-20 phosphorus (mg/1/day) = Kp12(20)• 6 
Kp12(20) = mineralization rate at 20°c 
Khp12 = half-saturation for mineralization (mg/1) 
6 
= a constant 
ap = ratio of organic phosphorus to chlorophyll in 
(2-22) 
19 
phytoplankton (ms P/ps Chl) 
Fp = fraction of metabolically produced phosphorus recycled 
to the organic pool 
Xpll = settling rate of organic phosphorus (m/day) 
2 BENPl = benthic flux of organic phosphorus (gm/m /day) 
WPl = external loading of organic phosphorus (gm/day) 
6) ·Orthophoaphoras - The source/sink term for orthophosphorus is 
expressed 
l:p12*P1 
So= V*( -- + ap*(R+ar•P)*(l-Fp)*CB - ap*G*CB Xhp12+P1 
- P2*Xp22/h + BBNP2/h)+WP2 
in which 
P2 = concentration of orthophosphorus (mg/1) 
Kp22 = settling rate of inorganic phosphorus (m/day) 
BENP2 = benthic flux of inorganic phosphorus (gm/m2/day) 
WP2 = external loading of orthophosphorus (gm/day) 
(2-23) 
7) CarboaaceollS Biocheaical Oxygen Deaancl - The source/sink term for 
CBOD is expressed 
So= V*(- Kc*CBOD + ac*aco*(ar P)*CB - CBOD*Ksc/h)+ WCBOD 
in which 
(2-24) 
CBOD = concentration of carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (mg/1) 
Kc= first order decay rate of CBOD (1/day) 
ac = ratio of carbon to chlorophyll in phytoplankton (mg C/pg CB) 
aco = ratio of oxygen demand to organic carbon recycled= 2.67 
Ksc = settling rate of CBOD (m/day) 
WCBOD = external loading of CBOD (gm/day) 
20 
The CBOD decay rate is assumed to be temperature-dependent. This 
temperature dependence is expressed 




0 Kc(20) = decay rate of CBOD at 20 c. 
= a constant 
7 
(2-25) 
8) Dissolved Oxygen - The source/sink term for dissolved oxygen is 
expressed 
So= V•( - Kc•CBOD - ano• t!:•:2N2 + aco•ac•PQ•G•CH 
- aco•ac/RQ•R•CH 
+ Kr•(DOs - DO) - BENDO/h) + WDO 
in which 
DO= dissolved oxygen concentration (mg/1) 
(2-26) 
ano = ratio of oxygen consumed per unit of ammonia nitrified = 4.33 
PQ = photosynthesis quotient (moles o2/mole C} 
RQ = respiration quotient (moles CO
2
/mole o2) 
Kr= reaeration rate (1/day) 
DOs = saturation concentration of DO (mg/1) 
2 BEtIDO = sediment oxygen demand (gm/m /day) 
WDO = concentration (mg/1) of dissolved oxygen in external loading 
3 
multiplied by flow rate (m /day) 
The expression utilized to compute the reaeration coefficient. Kr, 
represents reaeration of turbulence generated by bottom friction (O'Connor 
and Dobbins: 1958) and that by surface wind stress. The expression is 
21 
Kr(20) = Kro•u112• h-3/ 2 + WREA/h 
in which 
Kr(20) = reaeration rate at 20 C 
Kro = proportionality constant 
u = mean cross sectional velocity__ (m/sec) 
WP~..A = wind-induced reaeration (m/day) 
(2-27) 
The reaeration rate is assumed to be temperature-dependent. The 
reaeration rate at any temperature, T, is obtained through the expression 
Kr= Kr(20)• 1.024(T-20) (2-28) 
Saturation dissolved oxygen concentration, DOs, is calculated as a 
function of water temperature from a polynomial fitted to tb.e tables of 
Carritt and Green (1967). 
DOs = 14.6244 - 0.367134*T + 0.004497*T2 - 0.0966*S (2-29) 
+C.0020S*S*T + 0.0002739*S2 
where S is salinity in parts per tb.ousand. 
22 
III. Hydrodynamic Model Description and 
Operating Instructions. 
A. Program Organization 
Language - Computer programs are written in FORTRAN 77 as published in 
1978 by ANSI (ANSI x 3.9 - 1978 Programming Language Fortran). 
Data Pile Management - Program input and output require several input 
files as itemized in Table III-1. Each of these files is specified in the 
program by a logical unit number as listed in the table. The job control 
necessary for setting up a run is not discussed here, since it is machine-
specific. It is helpful to note, however, that on many machines output 
(logical unit 6) can either be sent straight to a line printer or stored as 
a direct access file for review before a hard copy is made. Likewise 
logical unit 5 could be a card reader rather than a direct access file. 
Table III-1. Data File Organization for Hydrodynamic Model 
Description Logical Unit Read or Write Remarks 
Main Hydrodynamic 
Model ·Input 5 Read 
Model Output 6 Write Option: direct 
to printer 
Hydro Calculations 
for Driving Water 
Quality Model 7 Write Binary 
Time Series of 
Tidal Data 13 Read Optional 
Channel Geometry 15 Read 
Freshwater Inflow 
Time Series 17 Read Optional 
23 
Storage Requirements - Storage requirements should pose no serious 
problem for the operation of the model, since present-day main frame 
computers are capable of handling several jobs at once, automatically 
allocating storage capacity as needed. About 23200 bytes are needed for 
computational procedures and another 8000 for data. 
Program Organization - Both the hydrodynamic and water quality models 
are organized like a vertical t•tree". The main program calls subroutines to 
read input. devices, takes care of initialization and then commences a time 
integration loop. Inside this loop a subroutine is called to predict each 
component at the forward time step. Printout commands come from the main 
program. Figure 5 shows the internal flow of control for the hydrodynamic 
model. 
Program Logic 
Data Group Concept - Most of the model inputs are delimited according 
to so-called data groups. Each data group contains a particular type of 
input. It is preceded by a header line identifying the data group by 
number, specifying the number of inputs contained (for arrays) and 
identifying the group by alpha code for convenience of the user. With 
certain ·restrictions, data groups may be skipped (so that default values are 
used) or reordered, since each group is identified by header information. 
Default values will be noted in the input data description. 
Data Input Organization - At the beginning of a computer run, certain 
essential control information is read by the computer program, which then 
shifts control to other subroutines to complete the input. Table III-1 
lists the input data organization for the hydrodynamic model, including the 
logical unit number. 
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Figure 5. Subroutine Organization for Hydrodynamic Model. 
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B. Data Input Description and Glossary 
Given the previous general description of input organization, it is now 
necessary to itemize the input data line by line with definitions and units 
where needed. 
Data Description 
a) Main input data file (logical unit 5). This file contains the main 





ISALT = 1 if salinity is to be modeled: otherwise salinity not 
modeled. 
IQUAL c 1 causes hydrodynamic output to be written in binary 
format to be passed to water quality model. Otherwise it 
is not output. 
IVAR= 1 means that fresh water inflow is to vary daily and is to 
be read from logical unit 17: otherwise a constant value 
is read from unit 5 and kept throughout run. 
!TIDE= 1 n1eans that observed tides are input from logical unit 
13: otherwise nine tidal amplitudes and phases are read 
in from unit 5. 
NOTE: At this point control passes to subroutine GEOHY 
TITLE 35A2 
TITLE is an alpha line describing the run. 
ML, !ID 215 
ML= transect number of farthest upstream transect. For proper 
operation, ML~. 
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MU= transect number of farthest downstream transect. Dimension 
statements presently implemented limit MU to a maximum value 
of 20. 
Several data groups are read in succession. Each of these begins with 
a line containing: 
NDG, NS, NAME 215, 30A2 
NDG = identifying data group number. 
NS= number of inputs to be read. This input is a dummy unless 
indicated below. 
NAME is alpha information for convenience of user. 
'NDG = 1: DIST(I), I=ML,lffi 7F10.0 
Transect distances in km, starting with the upstream transect and 
decreasing in value toward the downstream end. 
NDG = 2: ARD(I), I=ML,MU 1110.0 
The land drainage areas feeding into each segment I from between 
transect I and transect I+l. Default value is O. 
~IDG = 3: Ql(I), I=ML,MU 7F10.0 
The initial values of volume flow at the transects in cubic 
meters per second. ROTE if IVAR;l, then Ql(ML) is the discharge 
at ML for the entire run. Default value is O. 
NDG = 4: Yl(I) I=ML,MU-1 7Fl0.0 
The initial tidal heights in the model segments, in meters. 
Default value is O. 
NDG = 5: Sl(I), I=ML,MU-1 7F10.0 
The initial values of salinity in the model segments. Default 
value is O. 
NDG = 6: not implemented. 
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NDG a 7: FMANN(7), I=ML,MU 7Fl0.0 
Manning friction coefficients at the model transect. Default 
value is 0.02. 
NDG = 8: ALPH(I), l=ML,MU 7Fl0.0 
Interpolation flow weighting factor for advective t~ansport at 
model transects. 
NDG = 99: . 
. Causes completion of printout and initialization. Further read 
statements for this logical unit come from the main program. 
If ITIDEil, then the following inputs are read: 
AMPL(I), PHASE(!), Icl,9 2Fl0.2 
The amplitudes and phases for the nine most important tidal 
components, in the following order: M2, S2, N2, Kl, M4, 01, MM, 
SSA, SA. These are defined in Table III-2. Amplitudes are in cm 
and phases are in radian measure. The time argument in the 
program is 
COS(PHASE (I)+ TIME x SIGMA(!)), 
where SIGMA(!) is the angular frequency of the Ith tidal 
component. If TIME=O and PHASE(I)cO, tidal height will be a 
maximum. 
Table III-2 
Table of Astronomical Tidal Components 
Designation Name Period (hours) 
M2 lunar semidiurnal 12.42 
S2 solar semidiurnal 12.00 








lunar-solar declinatinal diurnal 
lunar quarter-diurnal 














2 The uniform wind stress in dynes/m. 
SMAX, TOFH 2FI0.0 
The maximum salinity at the downstream segment and the time in 
hours after slack before flood required for the salinity to reach 
this maximum value. 
EBASE, AK 2F10.0 
DCAY 
The minimum dispersion coefficient at slack tide and the 
multiplier in the Taylor dispersion coefficient, i.e. the 
dispersion coefficient E(I) c EBASE +AK* I ulx n x R516 where U 
is the tidal current, n the Manning roughness and R the hydraulic 
radius. 
FlO.O 
-1 Decay constant in day • A non-zero value may be assigned if 
model is used to simulate the transport and dispersion of some 
quantity with a first order decay, in place of salinity. 
DTIME, TMAX, DTT, NP 3Fl0 .O, IlO 
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DTIME is starting time of model run, in days. DTIME can be 
Julian day plus decimal part of day, or simply the decimal part 
of the day. 
TMAX is duration of model run, in days. 
DTT is time step in days. 
NP is the number of times during the run when results will be 
printed out. 
TOUT(l), I=l, NP 7Fl0.0 
The times after the beginning of the model run when model results 
will be printed out. O<TOUT(I)~.AX. A maximum of 30 times may 
be specified and the last one should be TMAX. 
NSBH, NSEH, NSH (needed if IQUAL=l) 3I10 
NSBH is the integration time step at which the hydrodynamic model 
will begin to write binary output for the water quality model. 
NSEH is the time step number at which the binary output will 
cease. Output will be passed every NHS time steps. It follows that the 
integration time step in the water quality model should equal NHS*DTT. 
b) Logical unit 15. Channel Geometry 
TITLE 
Subroutine SETGEOM reads channel geometry. This file is 
organized into a title line plus two data groups. 
IX, 35A2 
Line of alpha information for user convenience. Each data group 
is introduced by a line as follows: 
MDG, NS , NAME 2I5, 30A2 
NDG is an identifying number for the data group and NS is 
the number of inputs in the arrays. NAME is alpha 
information for user convenience. 
NDG=l: transect data. These include: 
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AM(I), I=ML,MU 7Fl0.0 
Transect cross-sectional area at mean tide level, in square 
meters. 
'HM(I) I I=ML,MU 7F10.0 
Transect mean depth in meters. 
DCM(I), I=ML,MU 7F10.0 
Depth of transect centroid in meters. (used to calculate 
density-gradient pressure term). 
NDG=2: segment data. These are 
SAM(I), I=ML,MU-1 7Fl0.0 
The model segment surface area, in square meters. 
VOLM(I), I=ML,MU-1 7Fl0.0 
The model segment volume at mean tide level, in cubic 
meters. 
c) Logical unit 13. Observed tide input • 
. If ITIDE=l, the tidal input for driving the hydrodynamic model is 
read in from a separate file. The first line of this file has 
control information. 
NPERL, CONV, DTSTIN, FMT IS, 2Fl0.3, 6A4 
NPERL is the number of observed tide heights per line of input. 
CONV is a conversion factor for converting tidal heights from 
whatever unit is used in the input file to centimeters. The 
time interval between these observed inputs DTSTIN is in 
seconds and need not be a multiple of DTT. FMT, the format for 
a single line of tidal input should include enclosing 
parentheses, e.g. (10F6.2). The remainder of this file is the 




These tide data can be in any convenient unit, provided CONV is 
set to convert them to cm. 
d) Logical unit 17. Time dependent headwater discharge. 
If IVAR=l, then the volume rate of flow across transect ML varies 
daily. For each day or fraction of a day of the run there.is one 
line of input: 
Q2(ML) 9XF6.2 
C. Organizing and Controlling a Computer Run 
In all probability all the files involved in making a computer run will 
be held on disk storage. While the details of the instructions needed for 
file manipulation will depend on the machine, the required tasks can be 
described in general terms. Certain files must be opened, either for 
reading or writing and then a command must be given to initiate execution. 
1. Open main input data file (logical unit 5) for reading. 
2. Open tidal time series file (logical unit 13) for reading if this 
option is chosen (ITIDE = 1). 
3. Open freshwater inflow time series (logical unit 17) if this option 
is chosen. (IVAR= 1) 
4. Open main output file for writing of printer-width output (logical 
unit 6). 
S. Open output file for binary writing of hydrodynamic predictions 
(logical unit 7) if this option is chosen (IQUAL=l) 
6. Con1t.ence execution of run.. 
7. Close I/0 fi] es (thin is done autor:atical ly by some systems in 
response to the Fortran STOP command). 
8. (optional) line-printer copy of output. 
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IV. Water Quality Model Description and 
Operating Instructions 
A. Program Organization 
Language - Computer programs are written in FORTRAN 77 as published in 
1978 by ANSI (ANSI x 3.9 - 1978 Programming Language Fortran). 
Data File Management - Program input and output require several input 
files as itemized in Table IV-1. Each of these files is specified in the 
program by a logical unit number as listed in the table. The job control 
necessary for setting up a run is not discussed here, since it is machine-
specific. It is helpful to note, however, that on many machines output 
(logical unit 6) can either be sent straight to a line printer or stored as 
a direct access file for preview before a hard copy is made. Likewise 
logical unit 5 could be a card reader rather than a direct access file. 
Table IV-1. Data File Organization for Water Quality Model 
Description Logical Unit Read or Write Remarks 
Main Water Quality Input 5 Read 
Model Output 6 Write Option: direct 
to printer 
Hydrodynamic Time 
Series Data 7 Read Binary file 
Nonpoint Source Data 15 Read 
Storage Requirements - Storage requirements will pose no serious 
problem for the operation of the model, since present-day main-frame 
computers are capable of handling several jobs at once, automaticallyi 
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allocating storage capacity as needed. About 38200 bytes are needed for 
computational procedures and another 12100 for data. 
Program Organization - Both the hydrodynamic and water quality models 
are organized like a vertical "tree". The main program calls subroutines to 
read input devices, takes care of initialization and then commences a time 
integration loop. Inside this loop a subroutine is called to predict each 
component at the forward time step. Printout commands come from the main 
program. Fig. 6 shows the internal flow of control for the water quality 
model. 
Program Logic 
Data Group Concept - Most of the model inputs are delimited according 
to so-called data groups. Each data group contains a particular type.of 
input. It is preceded by a header line identifying the data group by 
number, specifying the number of inputs contained (for arrays) and 
identifying the group by alpha code for convenience of the user. With 
certain restrictions, data groups may be skipped (so that default values are 
used) or reordered, since each group is identified by header information. 
Default values will be given in the input data listing. 
Data Input Organization - At the beginning of a computer run, certain 
essential control information is read by the computer program, which then 
shifts control to other subroutines to complete the input. Table IV-1 
lists the input data organization for the water quality model, including the 
logical unit number. 
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B. Data Input Description and Glossary 
Having given a previous general description of input organization, it 
is now necessary to itemize the input data line by line with definitions and 
units where needed. 
Water Quality Model Inputs l'ormat 
Main Input File (logical unit 5) 
TMAX, DTT, NTPRIN, TIMDEP 2Fl0.0, 3I5 
TMAX is the duration of the run in days and DTT is the time step 
in days. NTPRIN is the number of times during the run when the 
output will be printed and TIMDEP is an integer indicating 
whether water quality input conditions, such as nonpoint sources, 
are time-dependent (TIMDEP=l) or not 
TT(I),I=l,NTPRIN 7Fl0.3 
TLAG 
The time in days at which the results will be printed out 
O<TT(I)~'n-1-A.X. The last TT should equal TMAX. 
Fl0.3 
The time in hours from slack before flood to recovering 
downstream boundary conditions. 
THEN12, THEN23, THEP12 7F10.3 
NS2 
The exponential base for temperature dependence of rate constants 
respectively, of nitrogen hydrolysis, nitrification and organic 
phosphorus mineralization. 
IS 
The number of segments for which nutrient transfer coefficients 
will be read. Setting NS2=2 establishes uniform values, 
otherwise NS2 should equal MU. 
XKN12(I),I=2,NS2 7Fl0.3 
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The hydrolysis rate in mg/1-day 
XKN23(I),I=2,NS2 
The nitrification rate in mg/1-day 
XKP12(I),I=2,NS2 
The phosphorus mineralization rate in mg/1-day 
7F10.3 
7Fl0.3 
ROTE: The transect limits ML & MU have already been passed to the 
water quality model by means of the binary file containing the time-
dependent hydraulic data. 
XKHI2,XKH23,XKHP12 3F10.3 
NS2 
Half-saturation concentrations for hydrolysis and nitrification, 
respectively, followed by the half-saturation concentration for 
phosphorus mineralization, all in mg/1. 
IS 
The number of segments for which settling and loss rates will be 
specified. Setting NS2=2 establishes uniform values, otherwise 
NS2 should equal MU. 
KMll (I), I=2,NS2 7F10.3 
Organic N settling rate in m/day. 
KN33(I),I=2,NS2 7F10.3 
Ni.trate loss coefficient (denitrification rate) in m/day. 
KPll (I), I=2,NS2 7F10.3 
Organic phosphorus settling rate in m/day. 
KP22(I), I=2,NS2 7FI0.3 
Inorganic phosphorus settling rate in m/day. 
KCBOD(I),I=2,NS2 7FI0.3 
Ultimate carbonaceous BOD settling rate in m/day. 
AC,AN,AP,PQ,RQ,KMN,KMP 7F10.0 
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AC,AN & AP are the carbon/chlorophyll, nitrogen/chlorophyll and 
phosphorus/chlorophyll ratios, respectively, in mg/ug. 
PQ is the ratio of oxygen produced to carbon fixed, in moles per 
mole. 
RQ is the ratio of carbon dioxide liberated to oxygen consumed, 
in moles per mole. 
KMN & KMP are the Michaelis constants for growth limitation due 
to nitrogen and phosphorus, respectively, in mg/1. 
XKCG,RIS,RRESP,KCS,KGRAZ,FRON,FROP 7F10.0 
XKCG is the optimum growth rate at 20°c in 1/days. 
RIS is the saturation light intensity, in langleys/day. 
RRESP is the endogenous respiration rate at 20°c in 1/day. 
KCS is the settling rate in m/day. 
KGRAZ is the grazing and other mortality rate at 20°c in 1/days. 
FRON is the fraction of metabolically produced nitrogen recycled 
to the organic pool. 
FROP is the fraction of metabolically produced phosphorus 
recycled to the organic pool. 
TIIETAG,THETAR,THETAD 3Fl0.0 
THETAG is the exponential base for temperature dependence of 
growth rate. 
THETAR is the exponential base for temperature dependence of 
respiration.rate. 
THETAD is the exponential base for temperature dependence of 
grazing and other mortality. 
ROTE: At this point control passes to subroutine HYDRAL. 
TITLE 1X,35A2 
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Alpha information describing the run. 
ALPHA(!), I=ML,MU 14F5.2 
The interpolation factors for weighting of upstream flow in mass 
transport calculations. 
ROTE: Control now passes back to the main program and thence to 
subroutine INPUT. 
TITLE 1X,35A2 
Alpha information for identifying the run. 
NDG,NS2,NAME 2I5,30A2 
NDG is an integer identifying a particular data group while NS2 
tells how many numbers will be input. NAME is alpha information 
for convenience of the user. There are ten possible data groups. 
NDG=l Boundary conditions (NS2 for this data group may be arbitrarily 
specified. 
MlUP,NlD 2FI0.0 
Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for organic N. 
N2UP,N2D 2F10.0 
Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for ammonia. 
t13UP,N3D 2Fl0.0 
Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for nitrate 
plus nitrite. 
PlUP,PlD 2F10.0 
Upstr-eam and do,mstream boundary conditions for organic 
phosphorus. 
P2UP,P2D 2Fl0.0 




Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for 
chlorophyll. 
CBODUP,CBODD 2Fl0.0 
Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for ultimate 
CBOD. 
DOUP,DOD 2Fl0.0 
Upstream and downstream boundary conditions for dissolved 
oxygen. 
NDG=3: Initial Conditions 
Nl(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Organic nitrogen initial conditions 
N2(I), I=?-a,MU 14F5.0 
Ammonia initial conditions 
N3(I),I=ML,MU 14FS.O 
Nitrate plus nitrite initial conditions. Default value for 
all three nitrogen species is 0.1 mg/1. 
Pl(I), I=ML,MU 14F5 .O 
Organic phosphorus initial conditions 
P2(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Inorganic phosphorus initial conditions. Default value for 
both organic and inorganic phosphorus is 0.1 mg/1. 
C (I), I=ML,MU 14F5 .O 
Chlorophyll initial conditions. Default value is 10 
micrograms per liter. 
CBOD(I),I=tll..,MU 14FS.O 
CBOD initial conditions. Default value is 2.0 mg/1. 
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DO(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Dissolved oxygen initial conditions. Default value is 7.0 
mg/1. 
ROTE: Default values are used if this data group is omitted. 
NDG=4: Wasteloads Input 
NS2 g number of segments in which point source will be specified. 
For each of these NS2 segments there will be one line of input. 
If there are no point sources, the entire data group may be 
omitted. 
K,PSQ(K),PSN1(K),PSN2(K),PSN3(K), 
PSPl (K) ,PSP2(K) ,PSBOD(K) ,PSDO(K), 
5X,I5,8F7.l 
K is the segment number; MLS(<MU. PSQ(K) is the point source 
discharge in cubic meters per second. PSNl(K), PSN2(K), PSN3(K), 
PSPl(K), PSP2(K) & PSBOD(K) are the point source discharges in 
kg/day for organic N, ammonia N, nitrate plus nitrite N, organic 
P, inorganic P and BOD respectively. PSDO(K) is the dissolved 
oxygen con.centration in the effluent in mg/1. 
NSG=S: Nonpoint (distributed) sources 
NS2 = number of segments in which nonpoint source will be 
specified. For each of these segments there will be one line of 
'· 
input. If there are ~o nonpoint sources, the data group may be 
md.tted. tlOTE these data are contain.ed in a separate file 




K is the segment number; ML~<MU. DSQ(K) is the distributed flow 
rate in cubic meters per second. DSNl(K), DSN2(K), DSN3(K), 
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DSPl(K), DSP2(K), & DSBOD(K) are the distributed sources of 
· organic N, ammonia, N, nitrite plus nitrite N, organic P, 
inorganic P and ultimate CBOD respectively in kg/day. DSC is the 
distributed source of chlorophyll in gm/day and DSDO is the 
concentration of dissolved oxygen of the distributed source, in 
mg/1. 




0 The array of decay coefficients for each segment at 20 C. 
FlO.O 
The exponential base for temperature correction. 
FlO.O 
The coefficient in reaeration formula. 
NDG=7: Turbidity 
TURB(I),I=ML,Mll I4F5.0 
Extinction coefficient for each segment in 1/m. Default value 
isis 1.0/m. 
NDG=8: Benthic Fluxes. 
Negative values are losses to sediment and positive values are 
sources from sediment. Each of the following inputs is expressed 
in gm/m2/day at 20 deg. c. 
XBENNl(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Organic nit~ogen benthic exchange. 
XBENN2(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Ammonia nitrogen benthic exchange. 
XBENM3(I),I=ML,MU I4FS.O 
Nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen benthic exchange. 
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XBENPl(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Organic P benthic exchange. 
XBENP2(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Inorganic P benthic exchange. 
XBENDOC(I),F=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Ultimate CBOD benthic exchange. 
XBENDO(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
Dissolved oxygen benthic exchange. 
(negative sediment oxygen demand) 
TCBN1,TCBN2,TCBN3,TCBP1,TCBP2,TCBOC,TCBDO 7Fl0.0 
Exponential bases for temperature correction for each of the 
above, respectively. 
NDG=9: Sunlight parameters 
NS2 is flag for specifying whether day length is to be changed. 




RIA is the total radiation over one day. 
TFM is the time (in hours) from midnight to the beginning of the 
model run. 
TU & TD are the respective times of sunrise and sunset, in hour. 
If NS2=1, the following line is read. 
FlO.O 
The total ~adiation over one day. 
The first time INPUT is called, NS2 must be set to 1. For 
subsequent calls, one can either update solar radiation.only 
(NS211) or update solar radiation, sunrise time and sunset 
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time. (NS2=1) However, if the latter option is chosen, TFM 
must be reset to its initial value. 
NDG=lO. Wind reaeration 
WREA(I),I=ML,MU 14F5.0 
The wind-induced contribution to reaeration in m/day for each 
segment. Default value is O. 
NDG=2: Temperature (NS2 may be arbitrarily specified) 
TEMP FlO.O 
ROTE: This data group must be read after data group 8 (bottom 
exchanges, including SOD) and 6 (BOD decay rate), since these 
parameters must be temperature-corrected. 
NDG=99. Exit subroutine INPUT. 
If the time-varying option has been chosen (TIMDEP=l), subroutine 
INPUT is called at 0000 hours of each day of the model 
simulation. Any previous input will be retained unless or until 
explicitly overwritten by a read instruction in subroutine INPUT. 
As a minimum, two lines of input are needed for each simulated 
day, for example: 
DAY N NOTHING CHANGED TODAY 
then, in columns 4 and 5: 
99. 
C. Organizing and Controlling a Computer Run 
As with the hydrodynamic sub-model, all the files involved in ma~ing a 
computer run will be held on disk storage. Without being specific to any 
particular machine, one can enumerate the steps necessary for a computer 
run. 
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1. Open main input file for reading (logical unit 5). 
2. Open binary file to read hydrodynamic data (logical unit 7). 
3. Open nonpoint source input file (logical unit 15). 
4. Open file to store page width output. (logical unit 6). 
S. Initiate execution of program. 
6. Close I/0 files (some machines will do this in response to the 
Fortran STOP command). 
7. (optional) line-printer copy of output file. 
D. Some Special Cases 
There are situations where many of the eight components of the 
ecosystem model are of no interest. In such cases the input parameters can 
be modified to suppress unwanted components. Four special cases will be 
considered. 
o CBOD-DO model 
o CBOD-NBOD-DO model 
o Hitrogen Cycle Suppressed 
o Phosphorus Cycle Suppressed; 
The approach used in setting up these special cases is to eliminate a 
maximum number of input constants so as to achieve a 'clean' printout with a 
minimum of extraneous data. 
1. CBOD-DO model. It is possible to zero out the chlorophyll and 
nutrient dynamics and calculate only the impact of CBOD point and nonpoint 
sources. To achieve this simplification, the following changes should be 
made in the input data: 
o set all nutrient transfer coefficients equal to zero. 
o set all settling rates equal to zero except for CBOD. 
f'!'Jt\ . 
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o set all phytoplankton-related constants equal to zero except for 
respiration quotient and saturation light intensity. 
o set all boundary conditions equal to zero except for CBOD and DO. 
o set all initial conditions equal to zero except for CBOD and DO. 
o set all point and nonpoint sources equal to zero except for CBOD 
and DO. 
2. CBOD-NBOD-DO model. Although NBOD as such is not modeled, the 
model includes the oxygen consumption accompanying nitrification. To run 
this type of simplification, the following changes should be made in the 
input data: 
0 set the organic N hydrolysis rate and the P mineralization rates 
equal to zero. 
o set all settling rates equal to zero except for CBOD. 
o set all phytoplankton-related constants equal to zero except for 
respiration quotient and saturation light intensity. 
o set all boundary conditions equal to zero except for ammonia, 
CBOD and DO. Divide the desired NBOD boundary condition by 4.33 
and input it as ammonia. 
0 set all initial conditions equal to zero except for ammoni~, CBOD 
and DO. Divide the desired NBOD initial conditions by 4.33 and 
input them as ammonia. 
o set all point and nonpoint sources equal to zero except for 
ammonia, CBOD and DO. Divide the NBOD point and nonpoint sources 
by 4.33 and input them as ammonia. 
The resulting ammonia predictions will yield NBOD predictions when 
multiplied by 4.33. The saturation concentration limiting nitrification 
rate (KH23) will still be in effect. 
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3. Nitrogen Cycle Suppressed. In cases where nitrogen scarcity is 
known not to limit phytoplankton growth rate and the influence of 
nitrification on dissolved oxygen is not of concern, it is possible to 
suppress this loop of the modeling predictions. The following changes 





set the hydrolysis and nitrification rates equal to zero. 
set the settling constants for organic N and nitrate plus nitrite 
(actually denitrification) equal to zero. 
set the nitrogen to chlorophyll ratio equal to zero. 
set all nitrogen boundary conditions and initial conditions equal 
to zero, and point and nonpoint sources equal to zero. 
4. Phosphorus Cycle Suppressed. In cases where phosphorus scarcity 
is known not to inhibit phytoplankton growth, it is possible to suppress 
this loop of the modeling predictions. The following changes should be made 
in the model input. 
0 set the mineralization rate equal to zero. 
0 set the organic P and inorganic P settling rates equal to zero. 
0 set the phosphorus to chlorophyll ratio equal to zero. 
0 set all phosphorus boundary conditions and initial conditions 
equal to zero and point and nonpoint sources equal to zero. 
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V. MODEL APPLICATION 
, 
A model can be viewed as an analytical tool for extending present 
knowledge forward into an unknown or hypothetical situation. That is, 
modelling is a kind of extrapolation technique. In many applications, 
much depends on the reliability of this method. The costs of treatment 
facilities, of borrowed money, and of the chemicals and energy needed to 
construe~ and operate a treatment system typically are very large 
compared to the cost of a modelling program. Nevertheless, the model 
results can play a large part in management decisions, and therefore, it 
is likely that model predictions will be scrutinized. In addition to 
veracity, an acceptable model should be sensitive to some coefficients 
and less so to others based on present scientific knowledge of natural 
systems. The modeler is limited in his range of parameters by the 
necessity to justify the results to himself, to the scientific and 
engineering communities, and to managers and other interested parties, 
some of whom may take an adversary position. 
A. Model Calibration 
Many parameters and rate constants must be specified in order to 
run the water quality model. Most of these model inputs will be 
estimated from the available li~erature and then altered to produce the 
best agreement with observation. If any errors are made in the field 
data or the analysis of same (the knolm quantities) the effect will be 
felt on the estimated inputs (the unknowns). 
Once a full suite of model inputs has been asembled (see Chapter 
IV), model testing can begin. Both the hydrodynamic and water quality 
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models will need to be calibrated by adjusting certain input parameters 
until the model predictions correspond to the observed conditions. The 
adjustable parameters are those which are estimated or only known within 
some limits. 
The hydrodynamic model is straightforward to calibrate, since only 
a couple of parameters can be adjusted and since it lacks the feedback 
loops present in the water quality model. Typically, one adjusts 
friction coefficients in order to match the observed phase and amplitude 
of tidal height and current, and then one adjusts dispersion 
coefficients and open boundary time lag to reproduce the observed 
dispersion of salinity, dye, or some other tracer. 
Water quality model calibration is more involved. Since the model 
components are interconnected, altering one rate constant will often 
affect several model components. These responses can be anticipated in 
the first place by referring to the ecosystem model flow diagram (see 
Fig. 4). In the second place, one can use hand calculations to 
anticipate the magnitude of the response of various components to .the 
change Qf a particular parameter or rate constant. These estimates will 
often exaggerate the actual response by a factor of two or three (o~ing 
to negative feedback and transport processes), but can be useful 
nonetheless. 
Graphical presentation of calibration results is not only essential 
for report generation,-but highly useful during the calibration process. 
One can see very quickly where model results and data agree well and 
where they do not, and one can gain useful insights into the 
phytoplankton and nutrient dynamics. Examples of longitudinal profi_les 
of the various water quality components are shown in the appendix in 
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Figures A-1 and A-2 as part of the demonstration run. Observed values 
could easily be added to this kind of plot. Figures A-3 and A-4 show 
temporal plots of Chlorophyll and Dissolved Oxygen for selected model 
segments. 
B. Model Verification 
There are so many unknown input constants that conceivably more 
than one jombination of parameters can produce a satisfactory 
calibration. Alternatively, an error in observation in the calibration 
data set can skew the parameters in a manner that becomes apparent only 
when a not her field data set is tested. Likewise a parameter might not 
be critical for the conditions existing at the time of the calibration 
run, yet become critical in other circumstances. For all these reasons, 
a calibrated model must be tested against an entirely separate set of 
observations, to insure that a range of field conditions can be modelled 
successfully. This process is called verification. If verification is 
not successful, further adjustment might be necessary to match one. or 
more data sets. The similitude of the verification runs will probably 
not be ·as good as that of the calibration. This is normal and to be 
expected when pushing the model to reproduce a wider range of natural 
conditions. 
Among the natural variables influencing water quality, wa~er 
temperature and decay rates seem particularly significant. Therefore 
one should plan to gather verification data at different times in the 
seasonal cycle, if possible, in order to test the model against a wide 
range of values of these parameters. 
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The verification run could be for a separate period with different 
natural conditions from the calibration period or it could a continuous 
simulation over several months. The latter approach can be used even 
if the verification data are not continuous over this time span, but 
only intermittent. However, the parameters that are held constant during 
such extended runs (because of lack of data) should not be both highly 
variable with time and critical for the results. This second 
consideration leads to the subject of model sensitivity. 
C. Sensitivity Studies 
In this imperfect world, the data available for a water quality 
model study might be both incomplete and imprecise. Some of the model 
inputs will have to be estimated, while others are taken from 
measurements with unavoidable errors. Much caution is needed to insure 
that estimated quantities do not dominate the output to the extent t~at 
minor alterations of an input parameter will completely change the 
nature of the result. On the other hand, there are instances when past 
modelling experience indicates that the model should be sensitive to a 
particular parameter. There are also fundamental limiting cases·to 
which the model should adhere, such as the cessation of phytoplank~on 
growth resulting from the depletion of inoganic phosphorus. Thus, many 
modellers will want to examine the sensitivity of the model to various 
input parameters. 
The procedure for sensitivity tests is simply to rerun the 
calibration with a single input altered. Generally it is most 
satisfactory to run sensitivity tests in pairs, with the given parameter 
shifted both up and down in separate tests. Sample sensitivity tests 
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are included in the demonstration run (Appendix A), with the results 
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APPENDIX A 
Water Quality Model Demonstration 
A demonstration case was set up to illustrate use of the model. 
Although this demonstration does not include every option available, it does 
utilize the most important processes: phytoplankton growth and respiration, 
nutrient recycling, oxygen demand and tidal transport. The hydrodynamic and 
water quality models must be run separately. Each of these has its own input 
files and line-printer output. Table A-1 itemizes the rate constants and 
parameters used in the water quality model. This is not an input file but 
rather a tabular summary of the necessary parameters. Tables A-2 and A-3 are 
input files required by the hydrodynamic model. Table A-2 lists the 
hydraulic input data and table A-3 lists the input channel geometry. At run 
time, an output file is generated which echoes the input data and displays 
the model predictions for those times specified in the input file. The 
printout includes the average, maximum and minimum for the last two tidal 
cycles of the model run. The printout is shown in table A-4. The 
hydrodynamic model additionally generates a binary file of predicted flow 
and tidal elevation for feeding directly to the water quality model. This 
file is not displayed here. The water quality input file is listed in.table 
A-5. When the water quality model is run, a printout file is generated which 
displays all the input data and the model predictions for any time specified 
by the input file. For example the user can choose to display the model 
predictions on a hourly basis, or at slack tides, or at a specific time of 
day, or any combination of these. In any event, the model will calculate the 
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average, maximum and minmum for each segment for the last two tidal cycles 
(about twenty-five hours) of the model run. The printout for this model run 
is displayed in table A-6. Note that model predictions are generated for 
early stages of the model run and again on an hourly basis near the end of 
the run. These tables can be used to check the integrity of the source code 
because the data input in these input files should result in the same 
printout independent of machine or operating system. Figures A-1 and A-2 
display graphically the model prediction for average conditions during the 
last twenty-four hours of this model run. Although plotting capability is 
not included in the model package, graphical display of results is used here 
since it is such a useful and even necessary way of showing model 
predictions. Figures A-3 and A-4 show temporal plots of Chlorophyll and 
Dissolved Oxygen, respectively. 
Three pairs of sensitivity runs were made using the ~bove 
demonstration run as a basis. The runs were made in pairs, with a parameter 
varied from the base condition in both positive and negative directions. The 
conditions. are itemized in table A-7. The results of these sensitivity runs 
are shown graphically in Figures A-5 to A-7 where the daily averages for 
the last day of the model run are compared. Table A-8 summarizes the 
results displayed in these figures. 
j ) ) ) ) J 
Ts~l~ a-1. ?ARA~ETE~S AND RAT~ CONSTANTS FOR ~ATER QUALITY DEMONSTRATION 
.,.u:3ntity 
Carbon-Chlorop~yll Rat 1.0 
~itrogen-Chloro~hyll Ratio 
Pnc;phorus-C~lorophyll R .;itio 
?hotosyni:n1;1-;i s Quotient 
Kesi:iratory ':•Jot ie n t 
~~lCh3ellS Cof"st3~,-t for 
t~ i t r o ·;; •? n !r.~1bition 
Mich~el1~ Cori;'tant for 
Pnozpnorus !nhi',1.ticn 
:J;:,t.l~Um o~ytop] 3nk tol" 
0 
G ro!.I: t ~ Rate 3t 20 C 
S.atur:!tion Li ·;ht L~vel 
~es~ira~ion P5te a~ 20 deg C 
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Ta~le A-! (Con+'1) 
-=aci:ors 
0.02 
fraction of Nitrogen R~cycled 
to Cr·;ani c Pt.:>oJ 
Fracti~n of Phosphorus R~cycled 
~:, Sr·;.::nic Pool 
Hydrolysis RAt~ 
h~l+ S2-t~r~tion Concentration 
fc~ Hydrolysis 
Malf s~tur~tion c~ncentr~tion 
for Nitrification 
Crganic Dnosn~orus ~inerali-
Grg~r.ic ~r.osonorus Se~tlir.g 
R 3te 
Half s~~uration Conc9ntr3tion 
for Min~r~liz~tion 
2rg:!nic ~li".ro;1?n Settling 
Rate 
1/day 
mg/l/day at 20C 
mg/1 
mg/1/day at 20C 
mg/1 
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HYDRODYNAMIC INPUT DATA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
1 1 0 0 
IDEALIZED GEOMETRY FOR DEMONSTRATING MODEL 
2 19 




9.0 8.5 8.0 7.5 
s.s 5.0 4.5 4.0 
2.0 1.5 1.0 o.s 
2 20 INCR DRAINAGE AREAS UPST OF TRANS NO 
1.0 o. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. -
3 20 INITIAL DISCHARGES 
1.0 o. o. o. 
o. 
o. 
o. o. o. 
o. o. o. 
4 19 INITIAL ELEVATIONS 
-0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 
-0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 
-0.326 -0.326 -0.326 -0.326 













o. o. o. 
o. o. o. 
o. o. o. 
MANNING ROUGHNESS 
.030 .030 .030 
.030 .030 .030 
.030 .030 .030 
ADVECTIVE WEIGHTING FACTORS 
0.52 0.52 0.52 
0.52 0.52 0.52 




















































O. AMPLITUDE IN CM 
O. PHASE IN RADIANS 

























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
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Table A-2 (Cont'd) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
O. 21.0 .00138888 28 START,DURATION,DT(DA),NTOUT 
0.80 0.90 1.00 20.00 20.04 20.08 20.12 
20.16 20.21 20.25 20.29 20.33 20.38 20.42 
20.46 20.50 20.54 20.58 20.62 20.67 20.71 
20.75 20.79 20.83 20.88 20.92 20.96 21.00 
1 15120 15 NSBH,NSEH,NHS 




GEOMETRIC INPUT DATA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL DEMONSTRATION CHANNEL GEOMETRY 
1 20 TRANSECT GEOMETRIC DATA 
393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 
393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 
393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 393. 
3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 
3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 
·3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
2 19 REACH GEOMETRIC DATA 
S.OE4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 
S.OE4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 
5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 5.0E4 
1.96E5 l.96E5 l.96ES 1.96E5 1.96E5 1.96ES l.96E5 
l.96E5 1.96ES 1.96E5 1.96ES 1.96E5 1.96ES 1.96E5 
1.96E5 1.96E5 1.96E5 l.96ES l.96E5 
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S~LT IS 1'1JDELLEO 
HYDRAULICS WILL 2E PASSCD TO WATER QUALiTv PRQGRAM 
TIDAL HEIGHTS A~E GENERATED SY HAR~O~ICS 
!DEALIZE~ GEO~ET~Y FD~ D~~G~STR~TI~G ~COEL 
******** UPST~EAM BCUN~APY TRANSECT NO.= 
******** DO~NSTRM 9CUNOA~Y TRANSECT NO.= 
) ) 
TABLE A-4 
HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL PRINTOUT 
J 
INPUT DATA GRJUP = 1 . NUMR:R 0~ ?QI~TS !N THIS GROUP= 20 TRANSECT DISTANCES 
j 
INPUT DATA GRQU? = 2 NUM8ER GF PJINTS IN THIS GROUP= 20 INCR DRAINAGE AREAS UPST OF TRANS NO 
T'<ANS NO. DIST ~ P. a~"' MOUT~ C~UNAGE ARtA 
,<IL 0 M. K ~ ::~::: 2 
2 9.50 1.00 
3 9.00 o.oo 
4 '3. 5 0 o.oo 
5 8. 0 0 O.OJ 
6 7.50 o.oo 
7 7.01) o.oo 
8 6.50 0. I) 0 
9 6.00 o.oo 
10 5.50 o.oo 
11 s.oo o.oo 
12 4.50 o.oo 
13 4. :) 0 Ct. 0 0 
14 3.50 o.oo 
15 3.00 o.oo 
16 2.50 o.oo 
17 2.00 o.oo 
19 1.50 o.oo 
19 1. 00 o.oo 
) 
INPUT DATA GKQUP = 3 NUM;ER Of PCINTS IN T~IS GROUP = 20 INITIAL DISCHARGES 
INPUT DATA G~JUP = NUMt>.ER a!= POINTS IN THIS GRQUO = 19 INITIAL ELEVATIONS 
INPUT uATA GRCU? = 5 NUt-~i?ir:R (JF POINTS IN THIS GR!JUP = 19 INI~IAL CONCENTRATIONS 
INPUT DATA GRQUP: 1 i'1U"13E~ !JF POI~TS IN THIS GROUO = 20 MANNING ROUGHNESS 
INPUT DATA GRJUP = ~~ U t,p~. E;;, OF P2INTS !N THIS G~QUP = 20 AOVECTIVE WEIGHTING FACTORS 
********************INITIAL CQNOITICNS***********~******** 
REACH NO. SU~FACE ELEV.lT!ON OISCrtARG~ SdLINITY MANNING COEF. WEIGHTING FACTOR 
~cTER M::~::: 3. 0 ?PT PPT 
2 -0.33 1.00 o.oo 0.0300 0.52 °' N 
3 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
4 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 o.s2 
5 -0.33 0. 0 0 o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
6 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
7 -0.33 0 • 0 'J o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
8 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
9 -0.3; o.oo o.oo 0.0300 o.s2 
10 -0.33 0 • 0 0 o.oo 0.0300 o.s2 
11 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 o.sz 
12 -o. 3:? o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
13 -0.33 iJ. 0 0 o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
14 -o. 33 0. 0 0 o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
15 -o. 33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
16 -0.33 0. ,10 o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
17 -0.3~ o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
18 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 0.52 
19 -0.33 o.oo o.oo 0.0300 o.sz 
STEADY CONJITIJNS 
1 
HYDRJDHJAMIC ~~Qi=L :JEtJONSTR ~TION CH~ N ~~;: L G~QM;TRY 
j) ) 1) 
INPUT DATA GRUP= 1 NU~SER Q~ ?GINT I~ THIS GQO UP= 20 TRANSECT GEOMETRIC DATA 
TRANS t~O. CONVEY. ARfA T~A".iS~CT DcPT-i CENTR~!D O!=:PT)-1 
S·~UARE METER SJUA~F. ,VETER ~ET~R 1000 M**2 
2 393.JO 3.~3 2.00 
3 3·B.u0 3.93 2.00 
4 3Q3.00 3.93 2. 0•) 
5 393.0J 3.93 2.00 
6 3~3.00 3.93 2.00 
7 393.00 3.93 2.00 
8 3°3.0•J 3.93 2.00 
9 393.00 3.~3 2.0,1 
10 393.00 ~.13 2.00 
11 393.00 3.-33 2.00 
12 3;3.00 3.93 2.00 
13 393.00 3.93 2.00 
14 3~3.00 1.93 2.00 
15 393.00 3.93 2.00 
16 393.00 3. ~ 3 2.00 
17 393.uO 3.93 2.00 
18 393.00 3.93 2.00 
19 393.)0 3. •;3 2.00 
INPUT DATA GRUP= 2 t·JU ~ 5 f' R OF PG!NT IN T~IS ,; RC UP= 19 REACH GEOMETRIC DATA 
REACH NJ. SURFACE AREA VOLU~E 
S(JUARE ..,,ET E~ cu • METC:R 
2 50000.00 19,S,JOO.OO 
3 50000.00 19S00().00 
4 soooo.oo 196 0 00. ,) 0 
5 soooo.oo 196000.00 
6 50000.00 19~00().00 
7 soooo.oo 196000.00 
8 50000.•)0 1<?60011.00 
9 50uJO.OO lq6000.00 
10 50J•)O. 00 196000.00 
; 
11 50000.00 19oC,0:).00 
12 50000.00 1960()0.00 
13 50000.00 196000.00 
14 50000.00 1 g 6 0 t) 0 • 0 .'.) 
15 50000.00 196000.00 
16 50000.00 196000.00 
17 50000.00 196000.00 
18 50300.00 19'5~00.00 
DAYS FROM ST ART = O.OHEADWATER FLOW = 1.00 ( P.1*=',( 3 IS EC) 
********************AMRLITU:Fs ANC ~HASES c~ TI~~L CONSTITUENTS AT DOW~STREAM BOUNDARY*****************: 




















**********WIND STRESS(Q~NE/CM**Z)= a.on********** 
***** MAXIMU~ SALINITY AT DCW~5TRE4M SEGMENT= 5.00***** 
***** TIME INTERVAL FRO~ 59F TQ REACH ~AX. SALINITY(H~S)=3.00 ***** 
MINIMUM DISPERSIJ~ CJECF!CIENT AT SLACK TIDE IN M**21SEC = 1.00 
MULTIPLIER FOR TAYLCR OISP=RSICN = 100.00 
DYE DECAY RATE= Q.000 PER DAV 
STARTING OAY OF ~JN = 0.000 
NU~SER OF DAYS T~ SE ~U~ = 21.0 
TIME INCREMENT lN JAYS= 0.0013~ 
N<lMbER JF TIM2S TJ PQI~T GUTPUT = 2R 

























NOTE: Some of the sample outputs have been omitted 
in the following pages. 
) 
) .!) J) 
.. , .. -·· ... , ......... .,._ ,,.,.., ........ t-~ ....... CONDITIONS AT o.aoo DAYS ~c:TER CJMPUTATION SE GIN s~,*~o:'** 
DIST ~t>-JCE SURFACE f LEV .H IO!~ QI SCH.ARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MIO-DISTANCE 
2 '1. 5 0 0.347 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 0.347 1.69 o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 a.so 0.347 2.39 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 a.co 0.347 3.08 0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 o.:>46 3.78 0.01 o.oo 7.25 
1 1.00 0.346 4.47 0.01 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0.346 5.16 0.01 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 ,').346 S.86 0.01 o.oo 5.75 
10 5.50 1).345 6.55 0.02 o.oo 5.25 
11 5.00 o.~45 7.24 0.02 o.oo 4.75 
12 4.50 0.345 7.94 0.02 0.01 4.25 
13 4.00 0.344 8.63 0.02 0.07 3.75 
14 3.50 0.344 9.32 0.02 0.26 3.25 
15 .3. 0 C 0.343 10.02 0.02 o.ao 2.7S 
16 2.50 0.342 10.11 0.03 1.94 2.25 
CJ\ 
CJ\ 
17 2.00 o.,42 11.41 0.03 3.59 1.75 
18 1.50 0.341 12.10 0.03 4.88 1.25 
19 1. O:J 0.340 12.80· 0.03 s.oo -0.25 
) j l) } .i) j j) b } ) ) 
****** CONDIT!JNS AT 0.900 DAYS ,FTER COMPUTATION BEGINS****** 
DIST A r~C E SU?FAC~ ~LEVATICN DI$CHARG~ TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.032 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 0.032 3.52 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
4 8. 50 0.•132 5.03 0.02 o.oo 8.25 
5 8. CC• 0.032 3.55 0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 0.032 11.07 0.03 o.oo 7.25 
7 7.JO 0.032 13.58 0.03 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0.032 15.10 o.o4 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 0.031 18.61 o.os o.oo S.75 
10 S. 5 i) 0.031 21.12 o.os o.oo s.2s 
11 5. CJ 0 iJ.031 23.63 0.06 o.oo 4.75 
12 i+., 0 n.030 26.14 0.01 o.oo 4.25 
13 4. iJ 0 0.030 28.6S 0.01 0.01 3.75 
14 3.50 0.029 ?1.15 o.oa 0.06 3.25 
15 3.00 iJ.023 33.66 0.09 0.22 2.75 
16 2.50 0.028 36.16 0.09 0.71 2.25 °' 
17 2.00 0.027 
....... 
38.66 0.10 1.ao 1.75 
18 1.50 0.026 41.16 0.10 3.30 1.25 
19 1.00 0.025 43.66 0.11 s.oo -0.25 
-·- ..... ,'w .... ,,. , • ., 
""'t'""'f&-.''•"' -......... CO l\i DI T I O "JS AT 1.000 DAYS 4;:TER CJ'1PUTATION 8 EG IN S:::t.;_**1-'* 
DI ST 4~JC~ SURFAC~ ~ L := V ~ T I ~ "J DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MIO-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 -0.328 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 -0.328 2.15 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
4 a.so -0.32B 3.29 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
; s.oo -0.32R 4.44 0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 -0.328 5.58 0.02 o.oo 7.25 
7 1.00 -0.329 '>. 7 2 0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6. 5 iJ -0.328 7.86 0.02 o.oo 6. 25 
9 6.00 -0.327 9.00 0.02 o.oo 5.75 
10 5.50 -0.327 10.13 0.03 o.oo S.25 
11 5.00 -,) • 327 11.26 0.03 o.oo 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.326 12.39 0.03 o.oo 4.25 
13 4.00 -0.326 13.51 0.04 o.oo 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.326 14.62 0.04 o.oo 3.25 
15 j. (I 0 -0.325 15.73 0.04 0.03 2.75 
16 2.50 -0.325 16.83 o.os o.os 2.25 CJ\ 
17 2. 0 v -0.324 17.92 o.os 0.63 1.75 
0:, 
18 1.50 -').324 19.00 o.os 0.36 1. 25 
19 1.00 -0.323 20.07 0.06 s.oo -0.25 
) 
* ;:; :::: ~: ~: ~: C O N D I T I 1J '~ S ;~ T 20.0t)O DAYS Ai=TEt? ca~-1PIJTAT!ON S !: GIN St.:,::**** 
DIST~NC= SUP.FACF ;: L f V u. T ! C! ~~ 0!SCHA~GE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.23'1 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 0.239 2.se 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
4 8. 5 •J 0.239 4.76 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 :~. 00 0.238 6.65 0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 C.23', a.s3 0.02 o.oo 7.25 
7 7.00 0.233 10.41 0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0 • 2 3 ?. 12.29 0.03 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 0.237 14.17 0.03 0.01 5.75 
10 5.50 0.237 16.05 0.04 0.03 5. 25 
11 s.oo ,1.231 17.93 0.04 0.06 4.75 
12 4.50 0.2~~ 19. 81 o.os 0.14 4.25 
13 4.00 0.236 21.59 o.os 0.30 3. 75 
14 3.50 0.235 23.57 0.06 0.61 3. 25 
15 3.00 G.234 25.45 0 .06 1.18 2.75 
16 2.50 0.2~4 ?.7.33 0.07 2.11 2.2s °' \0 
17 2. 0 I) 0.233 29.22 0.01 3.36 1.75 
18 1. 50 0.232 31.10 0.07 4.50 1.25 
19 1.00 0.231 32.99 o.os s.oo -0.25 
.. ,,,•-,&, ... 411' ··-,·- CDNDITIO'-JS AT 20.120 LI A Y S AFTEP COMPUTATION BEG I t>J S:::~::::*** ,, .. '•' ,,,. ... ,.._ .... ,, ... 
DISTANC~ SU~FilCE F:Li:V4TICl~ DISCH AP.GE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MIO-DISTANCE 
2 -~. 50 -0.239 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9. 25 
3 9.00 -0.239 2.96 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
{. g. 5 ') -0.239 4.92 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 8.00 -0.239 6.87 0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 -0.239 8.83 0.02 o.oo .7. 25 
1 7.00 -0.2:9 10.78 0.03 o.oo 6.75 
ij 6.50 -0.239 12.73 0.03 o.oo 6.25 
'1 6.00 -o.23g 14.68 0.04 o.oo s.1s 
10 5. 5•j -0.239 16.63 -o.os 0.01 5.25 
11 s.oo -0.23·~ 1,(3.57 o.os 0.02 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.23~ 20.so 0.06 o.os 4.25 
13 4.00 -0.239 22.43 0.06 0.10 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.239 24.35 0.07 0.20 3.25 
15 3.00 -o.23g 26.27 0.07 0.40 2.75 
16 2.so -o.23q 28.lR 0.08 0.71 2.25 --.J 
-0.239 30.07 o.oa 1.45 1.75 0 17 2.00 
18 1.50 -0.240 31.96 0.09 1.a1 1.25 
1 c; 1.00 -w.240 33.83 0.09 s.oo -0.25 
) 
:~ ):, ::, ::: ~:: ::~ CONOITIJNS AT 20.2so J~YS AFTER COMPUTATION SE GIN S>!<**t.:** 
DISTANCE suc:;::AcF FLEVAT!~N DISC~ARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 -·).261', 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 -0.266 -0.67 -o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 B.50 -0.2t-S -2. 34 -0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 a.oo -0.266 -,.01 -0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.5J -0.266 -S.68 -0.02 o.oo 7.25 
1 7.00 -0.2~6 -7.35 -0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 -0.265 -9.02 -0.02 o.oo 6.25 
9 o. 00 -0.265 -10.69 -0.03 o.oo S.75 
10 5.50 -0.:!tS -12.35 -0.03 0.01 5.25 
11 s.oo -0.264 -14.02 -0.04 0.02 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.264 -15.69 -0.04 0.04 4.25 
13 4.00 -0.263 -17.36 -0.05 0.09 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.263 -l~.03 -o.os 0.19 3.25 
15 3. 0 0 -0.262 -20.71 -0.06 0.37 2.75 
16 2. 5 iJ -t).261 -22.38 -0.06 0.65 2.25 ...... 
17 2. (10 -0.260 -24.06 -0.07 1.34 1.75 
.-
18 1.so -o.~i;q -25.73 -0.01 1.80 1.25 
19 1.00 -0.258 -27.42 -0.01 s.oo -0.25 
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
****** CONDITIONS ~T 2J.~30 DAYS AFTFR COMPUTATION B:GINS****** 
DISTANC'= SUPFACE ELEVATIJN ~ISC~~P.GE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.250 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 o.2so -0.85 -o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 3.50 0.250 -2.70 -0.01 o.oo 8.-25 
5 8.00 0.250 -4.5S -0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 0.250 -6.40 -0.02 o.oo 7.25 
7 7.00 0.250 -8.25 -0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0.249 -10.10 -0.02 o.oo 6. 25 
9 6.00 0.249 -11.94 -0.03 0.01 5.75 
10 5.50 0. 24'~ -13.79 -0.03 0.03 
s.zs 
11 5.00 o.z4g -15.63 -0.04 0.06 4.75 
12 4.50 o.24q -17.47 -0.04 0.15 
4.25 
13 4.00 0.248 -19.30 -o.os 0.31 3.75 
14 3.50 0.24S -21.13 -0.05 0.63 3.25 
15 3.00 J.248 -22.96 -o.os 1.23 2.75 
16 2.50 0.248 -24.78 -0.06 2.20 
2.2s !',.J 
17 2.00 0.247 -26.60 -0.06 3.51 
1.75 N 
18 1.so 0.247 -28.41 -0.07 4.66 1.25 
19 1. C' 0 0.247 -30.22 -0.07 s.oo -0.25 
) ) 
,:c ,;c ::, )!: ,:: ::: CONDITIONS AT 20.500 QAYS t\FTE~ CJMPUTATION BEGINS****** 
DISTANCE SUR;::ACt ~LEVATION DISCHA~GE TIOAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 o.zso 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 0.290 2.48 0.01 
o.oo 8.75 
4 a.so 0.290 3.96 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 8.00 0.290 5.44 0.01 
o.oo 1.1s 
6 7. 50 0.290 6.91 0.02 
o.oo 7.25 
1 7.00 0.290 8.39 0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 ().289 9.87 0 .• 02 
o.oo 6. ZS 
9 6.00 0.2~9 11.35 0.03 
0.01 5.75 
10 s.su 0.269 12.83 0.03 0.03 5. 25 ~ 
11 5.00 0.298 14.31 0.03 
0.01 4.75 
12 4.50 o.2se 15.79 0.04 0.16 4.25 
13 4.00 Q.287 17.27 0.04 o.34 
3.75 
14 3.50 IJ.287 19.76 0.04 0.68 
3.ZS 
15 3.00 0.286 20.24 o.os 1.31 z.1s 
16 2.50 0.285 21.73 o.os 2.32 2.25 ...... 
17 2.00 0.2B5 2?.22 0.06 3.60 
1.75 
u) 
18 1.50 0.284 24.71 0.06 4.67 
1. 25 
19 1.00 0.283 26.21 0.06 s.oo ~o.2s 
} ) ) ) ) ) ) j • ) ,A 
****** CONDITIONS AT 20.620 DAYS AFTER C~~PUTATION BEGINS****** 
JI STANCE SUR~~CF. F.L~VATIQN DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MIO-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 -0.176 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 -0.176 3.26 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
4 a.so -i).176 5 • 5 1: 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 a.oo -0.176 7.76 0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.30 -0.176 10.02 0.03 o.oo 7.25 
7 1.00 -0.176 12.27 0.03 o.oo 6.75 
g 5.50 -0.176 14.52 o.o4 o.oo 6.25 
9 6. 0 t) -0.176 1 s.11 0.04 o.oo 5.75 
10 5.50 -0.176 1~.01 o.os 0.01 5.25 
11 5.00 -0.176 21.25 0.06 0.03 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.176 23.48 0.06 0.06 4.25 
13 4.00 -0.176 25.71 0.01 0.12 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.176 27.94 0.01 0.24 3.25 
1; 3.CO -0.177 30.16 o.os 0.46 2.75 
16 2.50 -0.177 32.37 0.09 0.84 2.25 " 
17 2.00 -0.178 34.57 0.09 1.63 1.75 
~
18 1.so -0.178 36.77 0.10 2.21 1.2s 
19 1.00 -0.179 38.95 0.10 s.oo -0.25 
) ) 
,., ,,. , ....... , .......... ., cm,DI T IJNS AT 20.750 01\YS Al=TER C!JMPUTATION BEGINS ***t,c** ,,. '(' '"'"'..._ ...... 
DIST~NCE SURFACF. FL EV AT El~ DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 ~.50 -0.312 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 -0.311 -0.24 -o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 ·3. 50 -0.311 -1.48 -o.oo o.oo 8. 25 
5 a.oo -0.311 -2.72 -0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 -0.311 -3.97 -0.01 o.oo 7.25 
7 1.00 -0.311 -5.21 -0.01 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 -0.311 -6.45 -0.02 o.oo 6.25 
9 5.00 -0.310 -7.69 -0.02 o.oo 5.75 
10 5.50 -0.310 -3.<33 -0.02 0.01 5.25 
11 5.00 -0.310 -10.11 -0.03 0.02 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.309 -11.41 -0.03 0.04 4. 25 
13 4.00 -0.309 -12.66 -0.03 o.oa 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.308 -13.90 -0.04 0.11 3.25 
15 3.00 -0.3t)7 -15.14 -0.04 0.33 2.75 
16 2.50 -0.307 -16.39 -0.05 0.57 2.25 ..... 
17 2.00 -0.306 -17.64 -0.05 1.26 1. 75 
\JI 
18 1.50 -J.305 -18.89 -o.os 1.39 1. 25 
19 1. 0 u -().~04 -20.14 -0.06. s.oo -0.25 
) j 
.. •.- ........... -·- ... ,, .... CONDITIONS AT 20.aao DAYS AFTE~ COMPUTAT!QN SE GINS t_:)',(*::C:!:~: ,, ....... ¥'t""""'•"'4'e' 
DISTANC:: SL;Ri=ACc: ; L ~ v . n re .. J C'ISC~ARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.189 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 '1. 0 0 0.189 -1.18 -o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 8.50 o.1as -3.37 -0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 3.00 0.183 -5.55 -0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 o.1as -7. 74 -0.02 o.oo 7.25 
1 1.00 0.188 -9.92 -0.02 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0.1B8 -12.10 -0.03 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 0.13,3 -14.28 -0.03 0.01 5.75 
10 5.50 o.1e.g -16.45 -0.04 0.02 5.25 
11 5.00 0.168 -18.63 -0.05 0.06 4.75 
12 4.50 0.187 -20.80 -o.os 0.13 4.25 
13 4.00 0.187 -22.97 -0.06 0.27 3.75 
14 3.50 0.197 -25.13 -0.06 o.ss 3.25 
15 3.00 0.187 -27.28 -0.07 1.oa 2.75 
16 2.so 0.1B7 -29.44 -0.07 1.97 2.25 ...... 
2.00 0.187 -:n.s~ -o.oa 3.23 1.75 0\ 17 
18 1.so 1).167 -33.72 -o.oa 4.49 1.25 
19· 1.00 0.187 -35.8S -0.09 s.oo -o.zs 
) ) ) ) ) 
:::c )~ ~: ::t ,:: :;: CONDITICM~ AT 21.000 DAYS ~FTER COM=>UTATION BEG INS :;:~n:o',c*~: 
DISTANCE SURt:A(i== f.Li:VATIJN DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.32~ 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 0.329 2.02 o.oo o.oo 8.75 
4 8.50 0.329 3.04 0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 8.00 0.328 4.06 0.01 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 !).328 5.08 0.01 o.oo 7.25 
7 7.00 o.32~ 6.11 0.01 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 0.323 7.13 0.02 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 0.323 8.15 0.02 0.01 5.75 
10 5. S•J t}.327 9.17 0.02 0.03 5.25 
11 s.oo 0.327 10.20 0.02 o.oa 4.75 
12 '+. 5 0 O.~Z6 11.22 0.03 0.17 4.25 
13 4.0G 0.326 12.25 0.03 0.37 3.75 
14 3.Su 0.325 13.27 0.03 0.74 3.25 
15 3.j0 0.325 14.30 0.03 1.42 2.75 
16 2.so 0.324 15.33 o.o4 2.48 2.25 ..... 
17 2.00 0.324 16.36 0.04 3.78 1.75 
..... 
18 1. SO 0. 32 3 17.40 0.04 4.78 1.2s 
19 1.00 0. 322 18.43 0.04 s.oo -0.25 
) J j 
... ., ... _ ,•.- .......... _ DAILY AVERAGE .... -.•1""''· ... •- ..... ·a-¥"•''t' .,, 't' ......... ,, ", ... , ... 
DISTANCE SURFAC~ tLEVATION DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 -~. 5 0 -0.009 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 9.00 -0.009 0.96 o.oo o.oo 8. 75 
4 a.so -0.009 0.92 o.oo o.oo 8.25 
5 e.oo -0.009 0. • 6 8 o.oo o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 -Cr.009 0.84 o.oo o.oo 7.25 
1 1.00 -0.009 0.80 o.oo o.oo 6.75 
8 .S. 5 0 -0.009 0.76 o.oo o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 -0.009 0.72 o.oo 0.01 5.7S 
10 s.so -0.009 0.68 o.oo 0.02 5. 25 
11 s.oo -0.003 0.64 o.oo 0.04 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.009 0.61 o.oo 0.09 4.25 
13 4. 0 () -0.009 0.57 o.oo 0.20 3.75 
14 3.50 -0.009 0.53 o.oo 0.41 3.25 
15 3.00 -0.009 0.49 o.oo o.79 2.75 
16 2.50 -o.ooq 0.45 o.oo 1.40 2.2s 
17 2.00 -0.009 0.41 o.oo 2.41 1.75 -.... 
lB 1.50 -0.009 0.37 o.oo 3.1'7 1.2s 
00 
19 1.00 -0.010 0.33 o.oo s.oo -o. 25 
) ) ) ) 
.... ..,, • .J, ,, ...... DAILY MAX IMU~·1 ..... -·· ... , ........ 4, ..... "•' ....... -.- .. ... ,, ..... , .... ,, . 
DISTANCE SUP.FACE F.LFv.~·::oN DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MIO-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 0.362 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9.25 
3 q.oo 0.361 3.54 0.01 o.oo 8.75 
4 a.so 0.361 6.07 0.02 o.oo 8.25 
5 s.oo 0.361 9.61 0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7.50 'J.361 11.14 0.03 
o.oo 7.25 
7 1.00 0.361 13.67 0.04 o.oo 6.75 
8 o.3D 0.361 16.20 0.04 o.oo 6.25 
9 6.00 0.360 18.73 o.os 0.01 S.75 
10 s.so 0.3SO 21.2,s o.os 0.03 S.25 
11 5. 0 !J 0.360 23.79 0.06 
o.oa 4.75 
12 4.50 0.359 26.31 0.01 0.18 
4.25 
13 '+. C 0 0.35') 23.83 0.01 0.39 
3.75 
14 3.50 o.~sg 31.35 o.oa o.so 3.25 
15 3.00 0.358 33.87 0.09 1.52 
2.75 
16 2.50 0.357 35.38 0.09 2.63 
2.25 
17 2.00 0.356 38.90 0.10 3.94 
1. 75 " \0 
18 1.50 0.356 41.40 0.11 4.88 
1.25 
19 1.00 n.353 43.91 0.11 s.oo -0.25 
) ) • ) ) J • ) J . ' ) 
***** DAILY MINIMUM***** 
DISTANCE SUQFAC~ FLEV4TI0N DISCHARGE TIDAL VELOCITY SALINITY MID-DISTANCE 
2 9.50 -0.363 1.00 o.oo o.oo 9. 25 
3 9.00 -G.363 -1.54 -o.oo 0~00 8.75 
4 a.so -0.363 -4.07 -0.01 o.oo 8.25 
5 8.00 -0.363 -6.61 -0.02 o.oo 7.75 
6 7. 51) -l).363 -9.14 -0.02 o.oo 7.25 
7 1.00 -0.362 -11.68 -0.03 o.oo 6.75 
8 6.50 -0.362 -14.21 -0.04 o.oo 6.25 
·~ 6. I) 0 -0.362 -16.74 -0.04 o.oo 5.75 
10 5. :>O -0.361 -19.27 -0.05 0.01 5.25 
11 5.00 -0.?61 -21.79 -0.06 0.02 4.75 
12 4.50 -0.360 -24.32 -0.06 0.04 4.25 
13 4.00 -o. 36() -26.84 -0.07 0.01 3.75 
l '+ 3.51) -0.359 -2·3.35 -0.07 0.15 3.25 
15 3.00 -0.353 -31.86 -o.os 0.30 2.75 
16 2.50 -0 .• 353 -34.37 -0.09 0.47 2. 25 · 
17 2.00 -0.357 -36.37 -0.09 1.21 1.75 co 
18 1. 50 -0.356 -39.36 -0.10 0.88 1. 25 
0 
19 1.00 -0.355 -41.85 -0.11 s.oo -0.25 
81 
TABLE A-5. WATER QUALITY INPUT DATA FILE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
21 •• 0208333 28 1 
0.25 o.so 1.00 
20.16 20.21 20.25 
20.46 20.50 20.54 
































.042 .007 .0010 1.0 1. .025 .001 
2.5 250. .250 0.1 .02 I. 1. 
1.068 1.045 1.000 
GEOMETRY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS 
.52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 .52 
.52 .52 .52 .52 
AUGUST 19 INPUTS 









3 18 INITIAL CONDITIONS 
0.25 0.2s 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.2s 0.25 0.2s 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.2s 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
6.2 4.3 2.4 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
6.0 4.7 3.4 2.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.1 
0.1 0.01 0.01 0.1 
0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 o.os 0.05 0.05 o.os 0.05 o.os o.os o.os 0.05 o.os 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
10. 39. 39. 73. 73. 65. 26. 26. 40. 73. 65. 26. 26. 40~ 
65. 26. 26. 40. 
7. 12. 18. 26. 16. 14. 12. 12. 12. 16. 14. 12. 12. 12. 
14. 12. 12. 12. 
8. 10. 12. 15. 15. 15. 15. 15. 1s. 15. 1s. 1s. 15. 15. 
15. 15. 15. 15. 




Table A-5 (Cont'd) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
4 1 POINT SOURCE 
8 0.1 o.o 150. 183. o.o 100. 300. 4.8 
6 18 BOD DECAY 
.08 .08 .os .oa .oa .oa .oa .oa .08 .08 .oa .08 .08 .08 
.08 .08 .oa .08 
I.OS 
3.933 
7 18 LIGHT EXTINCTION 
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
8 18 BENTHIC AND AREAL FLUXES 
o.o o.o -o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.os o.os 0.05 o.os o.os o.os o.os o.os o.os o.os 0.05 0.05 o.os 0.05 
o.os 0.05 o.os o.os o.os 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 
.003 .003 .003 .003 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 
-1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 
-1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2 1 TEMPERATURE 
28.5 
9 1 SOLAR RADIATIO?I PARAMETERS 
540. 15. 5.3 18.7 
10 18 WIND-INDUCED REAERATION 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
99 
AUG 20 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
510. 
99 
AUG 21 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
510. 
99 
AUG 22 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
AUG 23 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
300. 
99 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
Table A-5 (Cont'd) AUG 24 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
525. 
99 
AUG 25 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
525. 
99 
AUG 26 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
555. 
99 
AUG 27 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. · 
99 
AUG 28 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
AUG 29 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
AUG 29 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
AUG 30 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
AUG 31 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 . 
SEP 01 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 02 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 03 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIAT:rO?J 
500. 
99 
SEP 04 INPUTS 




Table A-5 (Cont'd) 
SEP 05 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 06 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 07 INPUTS 
9 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 08 INPUTS 
9 2 -SOLAR RADIATION 
500. 
99 
SEP 09 INPUTS 




Table A-6. Water Quality Model Printout 
1STATIJN NUMBE~ CF UP~T~EA~ dSU~DARY= 2 STATION NUM8ER OF DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY= 
NUM&ER o~ DAYS TO 3E RUN= 21.00 TI~~ INCREME~T IN DAYS=0.020833 
TIME DEPEND:NT CQ~JiJITiiJ~S 
uUTPUT wILL :l..: ...... i:>~INTED 28 i!tv1E5 AT CAYS * 
0.250 o. 50C, 1.000 2..000 20.040 20.080 20.120 
20.160 20.210 20.250 20.290 20.330 20.380 20.420 
20.460 20.500 20.540 20.SdO 20.s20 20.670 20.710 
20.750 20.790 20.830 20.RB0 20.920 20.960 21.000 
**********TIME FJ~ JOWNSTREAM CC~DITIONS TO RECGVER TOTHQSE OF OPEN BAY********** 
3.00'"ilJUR5 
*****EXPONENTIAL TE~PFRATU~E OED~~DENT co~=FICI~NTS**** 
FOR Nl2= 1.0500 
FOP. N23= 1.os:)O 
FJR ?12= 1.0500 















0.0750 0.0900 0.2200 
0.0750 0.0900 0.2200 


























0.0750 0.0900 0.2200 
HALF-SATURATIJN C Q NC E N T ~ A T I C 'J FOR HYDROLYSIS ('-'GIL) 
1-fALF-SATURAT'.:JN CJNC=NTRATICN ;: .J ~ N I T R I F ! C .d T ! J ~ (MG/L) 
HALF-SATURUION CONCENTRAT!J!-.J ~o~ ORG. PHOS?HORUS C~G/L) 
:;; ::::;::;::;:Si TTL It'~ G RL\TfS CM /0 A Y) ::::::*:::t,: 
0 .. 11 KN33 II'. P 1 1 KP22 KCSCDS 
2 0.1000c a.oooo·J 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
3 0.10000 O.O·)OOJ 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
4 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
5 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
6 0.10000 '). 0 ocoo 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
7 0. l ()i) 00 G.0'1000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
B 0.10000 c,.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
9 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
10 0.10000 J. o o·o o o 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
11 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
12 0.10000 0. iJ •)CO 0 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
13 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 O.OOJOO 0.10000 
14 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
15 0.10000 0.0JCJO O.lOJOO 0.00000 a.10000 
16 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
17 0.10000 0.110000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
18 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 0.00000 0.10000 
19 •).10000 0.0•)000 0.100)0 0.00000 0.10000 
PHYTOPLANKTJN CD:FFIC!E~TS 
CA~BON/CHLQROPHYLL RAT!~ (MG C TO ~IC~nG~ CHL) 
NITROG~N/CHLOROPHYLL QATIO (MG N TQ M!CQQGM CHL) 
PHOSPHO~US/CHLOROPHYLL RATIO (MG PTO M!C~OGM CHL) 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS ~UJTIE~T 
RESPIRATION QUOTIENT 
H4LF-SATURATIJN CJNSTANT FCR N!TROGEN UPT~KE (MG/L) 
HALF-SATURATION CJNSTANT ~OR P~OSF~CRUS UPTAKE (~G/l) 
















j b ' ) 
SATURATION LIG~T INTENSITY (LANGLEYS/OAY) 
RESPIRATION RATE (1/DAY AT 20 C) 
SETTLING RATE (METERS/DA~) 
" 
GRAZING ~NO 8THE~ OEAT~ FACTORS= 
FRACTIQN NITRJGEN RECYCLED TO JRGANIC POOL 
FRACTION ?HOS~HORUS RECYCL~C T1 ORGANIC POOL 
EXPONENTIAL SASE FOR GRCWTH 
EXPJNENTIAL BASE FOR RFSPIP.ATI~N 
EXPONENTIAL BAS~ FOR GRAZING ETC. 
G~OMETRY ANC INITIAL CO~DITIONS 
& 
REACH ND. KM. FRJM MOUT~ CROSS SECTIG~ TR4NSECT DEPTH 
S~. MfTER ~-1E T ~ R 
2 9. 5 G 360.40 3.60 
3 ;.oo 360.40 3.60 
4 8.50 360.40 3.60 
5 8.00 360.40 3.60 
6 7.50 3 60. 40 3.60 
7 7. 1) 0 360.40 3.60 
8 6.50 ~60.40 3.60 
9 6.00 ?60.40 3.60 
10 5. 50 360.40 3.60 
11 s.00 360.40 3.60 
lZ 4. 50 360.40 3.60 
13 4.00 350.40 3.60 
14 3.50 360.40 3.60 
15 3.01J 360.40 3.60 
16 2.50 360.40 3.60 
17 2.00 360.40 3.60 
18 1.so '361').40 3.60 
19 1.00 360.40 3.60 
Rc:ACH NG. TIDAL V:LJ. DISPERSIQ~ ALPHA 
~. PER SEC. ~., t.: ~: 2 P t ~ S c C • 
2 o.oo o.o 0.520 
3 0.00 o.o 0.520 
4 o.oo 0 • IJ 0.520 

























































6 o.oo o.o 0.520 
1 o.oo o.o 0.520 
8 J.00 o.o 0.520 
9 0. 0 0 o.o 0.520 
10 o.oo o.o 0.520 
11 c.oo o.o 0.520 
12 0.00 o.o 0.520 
13 o.oo 0. (j 0.520 
14 o.oo o.o 1).520 
15 o.oo o.o 0.520 
16 Cl. 0 0 o.o 0.520 
17 o.oo o.o 0.520 
18 G. ,J 0 o.o 0.520 
19 0.00 o.o 0.520 
AUGUST 1~ I!\?!JTS 
INPUT DAT~ G~JUP= 1 
*****RJUN~A~Y :a~CENTRATin~S***** 
JRG N ~J~4 N M03 N DRG p 
UPSTR~AM 0.376 0.094 0.560 0.014 
0 0 W N S T ~ : ~ "' 0. 30 0 0.100 1.100 o.n.10 
INPUT DATA (;RJUP= 3 ;-4U,.... S 2R 8F POINT IN TL.fl S GROUP= 
DISTANCE GRGAN-t\ r-JH4-N NQ3-N iJRGO~-P 
2 3.250 o.z;c, 6.200 6.000 0.100 
3 8.750 0.250 4.300 4.700 0.100 
4 a.2so 0.2;0 2.400 3.400 0.100 
5 7.750 0.25J 1.100 2.400 0.100 
6 7.250 o.2;c 0.200 1.100 0.100 
1 6. 7 5 '.} O.Z:J 0.20J 1.000. 0.100 
a 6.250 Ci.250 0.200 1.000 0.010 













































10 5.250 0.25G 0.100 0.200 0.100 
11 4.750 0.250 0.200 1.100 0.100 
12 ~.250 0.250 0.200 1.000 0.100 
13 3.750 0.250 0.20·1 1. •)00 0.010 
14 3.250 0.250 0.200 1.000 0.010 
15 2.750 0.25C 0.100 ·0.200 0.100 
16 2.250 0.250 0.200 1.000 0.100 
17 1.750 0.2150 G.2:lO 1.000 0.010 
13 1.250 o.2sc 0.200 1.DQO 0.010 
19 -0.250 0.25C 0.100 0.200 0.100 
INPUT DATA G~OUP= 4 ,W~~ ?. E~ OF Prl!NT IN TH! S G~OUP= 1 
REACH 1.J~AST ·..;N 1 wN2 ~N3 WPl 
M ,;o:: 3 / .S !<G/JY KC:/JV KG/DY KG/DY 
8 0.1 o.o 1 ~'). 0 133.0 o.o 




































o.oso 40.000 12.000 15.000 
o.oso 73.000 16.000 15.000 
o.oso 65.000 14.000 15.000 
o.oso 26.000 12.000 ·15. 00 0 
o.oso 26.000 12.000 15.000 
o.oso 40.000 12.000 15.000 
o.oso 65. 000, 14.000 15.000 
0.050 26.000 12.000 15.000 
o.oso 26.000 12.000 15.000 
o.oso 40.000 12.000 15.000 
POINT SOURCE 
WP2 WBOO. OOWAST 
KG/DY KG/DY MG/L 








EX?ONENTIAL BASE FOR T~~PE~ATU~E DFP~~~E~ce: 1.05000 
PRJPORTIONALITY CO~STANT FDR REAERATIO~: 3.93 
INPUT DATA GROUP= 7 NUM:-E~ OF PrJ I"JT IN PiIS GROUP= 18 


















1 ·3 2.50 
INPUT DATA GROUP= 8 NUMBER JF ~DINT IN THIS GRCUP= 18 
RELEASE RATE (GM/ M:::::: 2 IO A Y ilT 20 O:G. C':NT.) 
Re ACt,. NO. 3ENN1 S::NN2 3ENN3 8t:NP1 8ENP2 
2 0.0000 0.050(\ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 
3 0.0000· o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 
4 0.0000 o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 
5 0. 0 0 01J 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 
LIGHT EXTINCTION 






6 0.0000 o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
7 0.0000 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
a 0.0000 0.0500 O.JOOO 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
·3 0.0000 0.0500 ~.0000 o.ooon 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
10 0.0000 o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
11 0.0000 c.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
12 0.0000 o.osoo O.O,JOO 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1~3000 
13 0.0000 0.0500 o.on.oo 0.(L')OO 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
14 0.0000 C.0501') 0.0000 0.0000 1).0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
15 0.0000 o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
16 0.0000 0.0500 0.0000 o.o·.)oo 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
17 0.0000 o.osoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
18 0.0000 .Q.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
19 •).0000 0.0500 O.OOQ(l 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 -1.3000 
TEMPERATURE OEPEt..JQENC= Ef4SfS 
TCoNl TC3N2 TC?.N3 TC3Pl TCSP2 TCBOC TCBOO 
1.0000 1.1)0'30 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
\0 .-
INPUT DATA G~!JUP= 2 NUM?t~ ..,-ur- PQINT IN THIS GR8UP= 1 TEMPERATURE 
TEMPERATURE= 28.50 nc: ....... i:,-~ :.J •• UK .. C: ~ CE>-HIGR.~DE 
NuiE: READ TE •-1P ~FT~; 3CO CFCAY AND sac 
INPUT DATA GROUP= 9 NU~SER Jf= POINT PJ T~IS GROUP= 1 SOLAR RADIATION PARAMETERS 
HJU.~S FRO~, MIJNIT€ TO a..4 0Df.L START = 15.00 
rtOURS i= RO,-., ~IONITE TO SUN UP = 5.30 
HOU~S FROM t-' ID tH Ti: TO SUN DCWN = 18.70 
SOLAR r<AO!ATION TCTAL :JV=R JNE DAY = 540.00 
INPUT uATA GROUP= 10 NU~8E~ 0 r= POINT !N THIS GROUP= 18 WINO-INDUCED ~EAERATION 
~EACH NO. REAERATI~~ (~~TFR/DA1) 
2 0.0000 




















) j I, j • _& j ·.& j ) j) 
******CONCENT~ATICN AT 0.25 ~AYS A~TER CO~PUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DISTAt>JCi: !JRGAN-N N'14-N N03-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBDD OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.2;7 5.588 5.556 0.089 0.468 13.145 7.021 7.781 
3 8.750 0.268 3.920 4.4B6 0.095 0.365 38.802 12.566 9.816 
4 8.250 0.274 l.90S 3.042 0.096 0.169 48.555 18.967 12.092 
5 7.750 0.2.92 0.635 ·1.355 0.097 0.077 73.023 21.728 14.285 
6 7.250 0.286 0.091 0.929 0.087 0.053 63. 526, 13.244 14.425 
7 6.750 0.274 0.231 1.038 0.055 0.081 43.885 12.552 14.526 
8 6.250 0.2b2 0.310 1.057 0.019 0.145 26.421 11.941 14. 60 5 
9 5.750 0.2.76 0.106 0.660 0.075 0.030 46.584 12.663 14.528 
10 5.250 0~28e 0.140 0.737 0.102 0.058 60.303 13.785 14.485 
11 4.750 0.283 0.190 1.215 0.060 0.049 55.444 13.801 14.480 
12 4.250 Q.Z~t 0.161 o. 7,'33 0.037 o.oso 30.247 11.284 14.577 
13 .~.750 0.257 0.157 0.306 0.037 o.oso 32.441 11.918 14.481 
l 't 3.250 o.21e 0.136 0.688 0.080 0.051 47.321 12.102 14.286 
15 2.750 0.275 0.157 0.894 o.oso 0.048 39.885 11.361 13.829 
16 2.250 0.212 0.173 1. 099 0.010 0.044 27.337 9.412 12.816 
17 1.750 0.279 0.113 0.779 0.024 0.040 23.086 6.312 11.007 
18 1.250 0.2)9 0.110 1.070 0.031 0.034 33.882 3.931 8.832 ID u,) 
19 -0.250 0.300 0.100 1.100 0.010 0.030 26.000 2.000 a.ooo 
AUG 20 INPUTS 
INPUT DATA GROUP= 9 ~UM~E~ 8F POI~T IN THIS GROUP= 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
SOLAR ~ADIATION TJTAL JVER ONE DAY= 510.00 
) ) } b ) j ) ) ) ) ) 
******CDNCENT~ATIJN AT o.so OlYS AFTER COMDUTATICNS SEGIN ****** 
DISTAl\;C= 'JRGAN-t-.: NH4-~ Nu3-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOD OXYGEN 
2 9.2SO O.Z6! 5.30~ 5.329 0.078 0.454 10.453 6.241 7.142 
3 8.750 0.277 ~.434 4.853 0.088 0.411 28.876 10.230 8.272 
4 a.2so 0.2<36 2 • .SO 3 3.739 0.091 0.259 36.365 15.340 9.797 
5 7.750 0.314 1.446 · 2. 6~ 1 0.095 0.144 56.321 20.759 11.584 
6 7.250 0.322 0.548 1.588 0.095 0.091 61.692, 16.833 12.583 
7 6.750 0.315 0.205 1.084 0.087 0.026 56.314 13.886 13.029 
8 6.250 0.237 0 .4H 1.339 0.043 0.226 36.254 12.623 13.483 
9 5.750 0.2.30 0.308 1.109 0.033 0.139 30.737 11.898 13.573 
10 5.250 0.290 0 • 1 R S G.681 0.068 0.092 37.220 11.885 13.488 
11 4.750 0.?10 0.172 0 •. 3 99 0.081 0.070 51.002 13.312 13.213 
12 4.250 0.310 0.171 0.9::6 0.079 0.061 50.838 12.978 13.230 
13 3. 75'J 0.291 0.175 0.950 0.049 o.nss 37.673 12.090 13.430 
14 3.250 0.215 0.173 0.913 0.041 0.054 33.286 11.708 13.469 
15 2.750 0. 2 .q E. 0.147 0.692 0.060 0.056 35.544 11.616 13.452 
16 2.250 0.295 0.158 0.333 0.062 0.056 39.909 11.734 13.155 
17 1.750 0.21-~ 0.166 0.890 0.045 0.053 34.236 11.315 13.213 
18 1.250 0.285 0.161 0.893 0.035 o.oso 28.936 10.020 12.438 \0 
19 -0.250 0.28; 0.145 0.903 0.030 0.045 27.787 8.356 11.551 
~ 
.. ) J) ) J) ) } ) ) ) j} . 
******CONCENTRaTIGN AT 1.00 nAYS A~T;~ CO~PUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DISTANCf :.lRGAN-t\ t·,4rl4-N ~!Q 3-~J DRGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOD OXYGEN 
2 9.250 o.21e 4.594 4.321 0.063 0.415 13.747 5.618 6.805 
3 8.750 0. 2 ~; 4.294 4. i330 0.076 0.404 29.756 8.945 7.764 
4 8.250 0.317 2.968 3.957 0.083 0.286 41.386 13.307 9.035 
5 7.750 0.357 1.632 ·2.916 0.088 0.171 57.649 17.257 10.soo 
6 7.~50 0. 3 7 4 0. 7 21) 1.~21 0.088 0.114 64 .434· 15.893 11.745 
7 6.750 0.36: 0.242 1.267 0.079 0.034 60.623 13.503 12.472 
8 6.250 0.333 :).554 1. 5':l7 0.054 0.326 47.442 12.682 12.894 
9 5.750 0.31E 0.3~1 1.265 0.045 0.218 41.421 11.707 13.004 
10 5.250 .o. 326 0.202 0.926 0.059 0.133 44.458 11.468 12.991 
11 4.750 G.344 0.127 0.903 IJ.068 0.086 51.513 11.906 12.883 
12 4. 2 5 J 0.34t 0.102 0.916 0.067 0.065 52.117 11.808 12.869 
13 3.750 0.331 0.103 0.9(\9 0.056 o.oss 46.257 11.386 12.895 
14 3.250 C.323 0.102 0.877 0.050 0.051 42.555 11.032 12.874 
15 2.750 0.3.~1 0.096 0.307 0.052 0.051 41.579 10.769 12.792 
16 ... ' -"" '- .... ., ~! 0.322 0.093 0.334 o.oso 0.049 41.795 10.337 12.539 
17 1.750 0.31.~ 0.093 0.:374 0.043 0.047 38.574 9.618 12.155 
18 1.250 0.314 O.OR7 0.915 0.034 0.040 36.518 7.928 11.378 \0 
V1 
19 -0.250 0.306 0.090 0. 9 ss 0.026 0.036 32.670 6.159· 10.338 
AUG 21 IN?JTS 
INPUT DATA GRJUP= 9 NU~~~~ cc FOINT I~ T~IS GROUP= 2 SOLAR RADIATION 
SOLAR RAD!ATIQ~ TOTAL DVF~ C~E D~Y = 510.00 
} ) ) ) ) j ) ) ) ) } 
******CONCENTRATION AT 20.04 J~YS AFT~R COMPUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DIST.ANCE ~R GAN-~ .. !\Jli4-N N03-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP caao OXYGEN 
2 9.25J 0.423 ;).070 0.988 0.018 o.oas 18.552 0.649 6.164 
3 8.750 0.49~ 0.057 1.262 0.022 0.104 25.541 0.536 6.039 
4 a.zso O.S70 0.052 1.667 0.028 0.145 32.839 0.496 5.926 
5 7.750 0.683 0.079 ·z.230 0.034 0.237 39.746 o.s62 5.729 
6 7.250 0.808 O.lQl 2.970 0.040 0.415 4 5. 80 2· o.soa 5.411 
7 6.75•j 0.932 0.413 3.320 0.046 0.683 50.780 1.243 5.024 
8 6.250 1.044 1. 0 32 5.058 0.050 1.215 54.630 2.438 4.739 
9 5.750 1.132 0.72.4 4. ·130 0.054 1.086 57.342 1.909 4.599 
10 5.250 1.191 0.528 4.753 0.056 1.000 S9.001 1.650 4.708 
11 4.750 1.21: 0.353 4.434 0.057 0.891 59.650 1.441 4.982 
12 4.250 1.204 0.223 4.037 0.056 0.778 59.294 1.305 5.354 
13 3.750 1.155 0.132 3.592 0.054 0.662 57.897 1.223 5.773 
1'+ 3.250 1.070 0.077 3.127 o.oso 0.545 55.392 1.197 6.200 
15 2.750 0.351 0.049 2.662 0.045 0.430 51.709 1.22s 6.616 
16 2.250 0.804 0.040 2.212 0.038 0.317 46.839 1.318 7.006 
17 1.750 0.639 0.044 1. 7q9 0.030 0.212 40.948 1.474 7.370 
18 1.250 0.475 f).052 1.426 0.021 0.117 35.253 1.644 7.706 \0 
°' 19 -0.250 0.374 0.073 1. 226 0.015 0.065 30.338 1.813 7.855 
) ) ) ) ) ) } ) ) ) ) 
******CDNCENTRATIO~ AT 20.12 DAYS A=TER COMPUTATIONS 8EGIN ****** 
DISTANCE ORGAN-N f-J~4-I\J N03-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOD OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.423 0.06B 0.975 0.018 0.087 18.842 0.654 6.254 
3 8.750 0.47"3 0.034 1.215 0.021 0.100 25.431 0.544 6.160 
4 a.2so 0.551 0. '.)45 1.5-S3 0.026 0.131 32.331 0.494 6.086 
5 7.750 0.652 0.055 ·2.041 0.032 0.199 38 .974 0.520 5.948 
6 7.250 0.756 0.135 2.691 0.038 0.344 44.952. 0.708 5.701 
1 6.750 n ·:i o ~ t,,I • 4.,; u _, 0.210 3.338 0.043 0.501 50.036 0.872 S.356 
8 6. 2 50 0.99Z 0.904 4.704 0.04S 1.083 54.160 2.202 5.057 
9 5.750 1.087 0.822 4.944 0.052 1.119 57.284 2.074 4.832 
10 5.250 1.1;; 0.647 4.89S 0.055 1.063 59.468 1.820 4.810 
11 4.750 1.205 0. 4,':', 3 4.691 0.056 0.975 60.762 1.590 4.961 
12 4.250 1.2~1 0.321 4.386 0.057 0.876 61.190 1.417 5.234 
13 3.75J 1.20-6 :j.206 4.015 0.056 0.771 60.749 1.296 s.579 
14 3.2SO 1.1:9 0.126 3.604 0.054 0.664 59.411 1.222 5.958 
15 2.730 1.082 f'.076 3.17g 0.051 0.558 57.082 1.198 6.341 
16 2.250 0.975 0.043 2.743 0.046 0.450 53.850 1.21s 6.721 
17 1.750 0.847 0.039 2.340 0.040 0.348 49.234 1.298 7.047 
18 1.250 0.692 0.035 1.926 0.033 0.243 44.427 1.416 7.441 \0 
19 -0.250 0.550 0.047 1.601 0.025 0.161 38.463 1.567 7.619 
......, 
) ) ) ) ) ) » ) t ) ) 
******CONCENTRATION AT 20.25 DAYS AFTEQ COMPUTATIONS 8EG!N ****** 
DISTANCE G~ GAN-~~ N!-14-N N03-N GRG.\N-P INCRG-P CHLOROP CBOO OXYGEN 
2 9. 2 SC• 0.1.2,; O.C,74 0.984 0.018 0.089 17.976 0.664 6.237 
3 8.750 0.'+82 0.060 1.230 0.022 0.102 24.467 0.549 6.10 5 
4 8.2SO 0.563 0.053 1.588 0.027 0.136 31.229 0.498 5.996 
5 7.750 0.66B 0.065 2. ,Jg 2 0.033 0.208 37.745 0.528 S.823 
6 7.250 o.78t 0.145 2. 74 7 0.039 0.355 43.605, 0.712 5.538 
7 6.750 0. j ,) t 0.258 3.46B 0.045 0.548 48.578 0.966 5.166 
8 6.250 1.01s 0.979 4.868 0.049 1.146 52.594 2.325 4.832 
j 5.150 1.115 0.815 5.008 0.053 1.127 55.617 2.037 4.584 
10 5.250 1.1a1 0.646 4.962 C.056 1.075 57.705 1.802 4.573 
11 t...750 1.232 0.468 4.742 0.058 0.984 58.903 1.574 4.740 
12 4.250 1 • .: 4; 0.320 4.421 0.058 0.882 59.235 1.405 5.030 
13 3.750 1 • 2 .2 t 0.207 4.034 0.057 0.774 58.694 1.288 5.394 
14 3.250 1.173 o.12~ 3.608 0.055 0.663 57.245 1.219 5.792 
15 2.75J 1.08-S o.oq1 3.167 0.051 0.553 54.810 1.201 6.195 
16 2.25:J 0.:74 o.oss 2.722 0.046 0.442 51.414 1.230 6.593 
17 1.750 0 •. 3 3 5 0.047 2.300 0.040 0.336 46.718 l.325 6.959 
18 1. 50 0 • f, S S 0.048 1.3;5 0.031 0.223 41.199 1.483 7.390 \0 
1c; -0. 50 c, ... '32 IJ • J 7 1 1 • .:.12 0.019 0.111 33.326 1.756 7.773 00 
) ) } ) j ) ) ) ) ) ) 
******CONCENTRATION AT 2G.3q D4YS ACTE~ COMPUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DISTANC:: J~GAN-~ ~~'"'4-N N03-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOO OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.433 0.075 0.996 0.018 0. 0 91 17.241 0.656 6.107 
3 a.1so Q.4g7 O.D63 1.2q2 0.023 0.110 24.258 0.534 S.922 
4 a.2;0 0.; ·1 E 0.065 1.739 0.029 0.160 31.504 o.so1 5.746 
5 7.750 0.1;3 0.1,)9 2.372 0.036 0.274 38.298 0.600 5.473 
6 1.2;0 0 • ':, f.1 1) ( 1 .262 3.211 0.043 0.495 44 .15 7' 0.922 5.075 
7 6.750 0. :Bl 0.590 4.210 0.048 0.845 48.858 1.558 4.645 
8 6.230 1. 10 4 l.lj70 5.255 0.053 1.284 52.356 2.493 4.350 
9 5.75(1 1. l '3 B o •. :>D3 4.883 0.056 1.039 54.669 1.679 4.265 
10 5.250 1.235 0.474 4.714 0.058 0.9132 55.873 1.561 4.469 
11 4.7SO 1.2.:.1 v. 2 ·~ 9 4. 314 0.059 0.853 55.992 1.352 4.814 
12 4.250 1.205 0.188 3.864 0.056 0.731 55.009 1.250 5.245 
13 3.750 1.127 0.114 3.371 0.053 0.605 52.868 1.202 5.709 
14 3.250 1. 0 l')S 0.075 2.869 0.048 0.480 49.497 1.222 6.175 
15 2.750 O.S57 0.060 2. 377 0.040 0.356 44.864 1.312 6.633 
16 2.250 0.67'2 •).051 1.908 0.031 0.237 39.098 1.473 7.076 
17 1.750 0.4:;4 0.074 1.491 0.022 0.131 32.786 1.691 7.493 
18 1.250 0.347 0.091 1.185 0.013 0.052 27.596 1.899 7.829 \0 
19 -0.250 0.3JO 0.100 1.100 0.010 0.030 26.000 2.000 a.ooo '°. 
) ) ) ) J ) i} ) ) D ) 
******CQNC~NT~ATICN AT 2n.so nAYS ~~T~R co~our~TIONS SEGIN ****** 
DISTANCE ORGAN-~ NH4-"·J NQ3-~ ORG4N-P INORG-P CHLCROP CBOD OXYGEN 
') 3.250 0.427 :J.ocn 0.979 0.018 0.091 15.961 0.644 5.910 '-
3 a. 1 sc. 0. ~·? C 0. 0 7 ') 1.265 0.022 0.109 22.425 0.525 5.690 
4 a.25·j 0. 5·H 0.071 1.700 0.029 0.159 29.191 0.491 5.481 
5 7.750 0.712 0.114 . 2. 31 a 0.035 0.270 35.568 0.584 S.180 
6 7. 2 5 i) O.B~6 0.252 3.138 0.042 0.484 41. 094, 0.889 4.758 
7 6.75J ·j. 977 0.570 4.11= 0.047 0.819 45.547 1.482 4.302 
8 o.250 1.03,; 1.0::S 5.207 0.052 1.281 48.874 2.482 3.996 
9 5.750 1.172 0.633 4.S48 0.055 1.046 51.091 1.693 3.897 
10 5.250 1.2:c C.473 4.6S4 O.OS7 0.971 52.261 1.519 4.080 
11 4.750 1.227 ).310 4.272 0.057 0.849 52.410 1.323 4.418 
12 4.2SO 1.193 ~1 .199 ., Q'l1 - e V .... • _. 0.055 0.729 51.523 1.219 4.846 
13 3.750 1.118 ~).125 3.347 0.052 0.604 49.549 1.112 s.312 
14 3.250 1.003 O.OS5 2.353 0.047 0.480 46.427 1.189 s. 786 
15 2. 750 0. g 54 0.058 2.3-Sd 0.040 0.359 42.140 .1. 2 74 6.255 
16 2.25.J 0.6~C 0.067 1.908 0.032 0.242 36.832 1.426 6.712 
17 1. 7 50 0.503 0.078 1.502 0.022 0.137 31.118 1.629 7.144 
13 1.250 0.361 0.092 1.203 0.014 0.061 26.251 1.818 7.461 
~ 
0 
19 -0.250 a.313 0.098 1.119 0.011 0.036 25.965 1.955 7.865 
0 
) ) } ) J ) ) J J ) ) 
******CONCENTRATION AT 20.62 ~AYS ~~TER CQMPUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DISTANCE ORGAN-~ NH4-N N03-N O~GllN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOO OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.422 •). 0 8 5 0.957 0.018 0.090 14.879 0.648 5.842 
3 8.750 0.473 0.01; 1.191 0.021 0.104 20.284 0.535 5.626 
4 8.250 0.554 0.071 1.537 0.027 0.138 26.041 0.483 5.436 
5 7.750 0.657 0.097 ·2.01a 0.032 0.210 31.642 0.510 .5.190 
6 7.250 0.774 0.176 2.675 0.038 0.361 36. 718· 0.699 4.844 
7 6.750 0.892 0.280 3.363 0.044 0.540 41.053 0.904 4.414 
8 6.250 1 • r, !) 3 !).959 4.726 0.048 1.119 44.564 2.21s 4.046 
9 5.750 1.098 0.852 4.923 0.052 1.131 47.223 2.017 3.782 
10 5.250 1.170 0.672 4.8,S7 0.055 1.068 49.062 1.748 3.741 
11 4.750 1.213 0.497 4.657 0.056 0.978 so.112 1.519 3.885 
12 4.250 1 ., - -. ,_ ~: n.354 4.350 a.os1 0.878 50.390 1.352 4.160 
13 3.750 1.205 0.245 3.978 0.056 0.772 49.892 1.239 4.515 
14 3.250 1. 1 ~ 2 0.168 3.566 0.054 0.664 48.560 1.176 4.910 
15 2.73C 1.069 0.118 3.139 o.oso 0.555 46.465 1.164 5.334 
16 2.250 ,j. 9 54 ().089 2.703 0.045 0.445 43.195 1.198 5.727 
17 1.1;0 0.820 0.076 2.2;:; 0.039 0.340 39.807 1.297 6.204 
18 1.250 0.6SB 0.078 1.376 1).031 0.234 34.325 1.431 6.529 
..... 
0 
19 -0.250 0.521 0.084 1.554 0.023 0.152 30.260 1.594 6.901 
..... 
) ) ) ) ) ) ) } J ) ) 
******CQNCENTRATIO~ AT 20.75 ~AYS AFT~~ CQMOUTATI8NS BEGIN****** 
DISTANC: JRGAN-N NH4-N NQ3-N ORGAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOD OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.427 0.080 0.360 0.018 0.090 16.072 0.660 6.063 
3 8.750 0.478 o.o6a l.13~ 0.021 0.103 21.835 0.543 S.887 
4 8.250 0.557 0.061 1.524 0.027 0.135 27.928 0.487 5.743 
5 7.750 0.6:j9 0.072 ·l. 99 3 0.032 0.203 33.861 0.506 5.544 
b 7.250 0.775 0.143 2.638 0.038 0.347 39.253, 0.678 5.238 
1 6.750 o. a·:14 0.239 3.316 0.044 0.518 43.876 0.866 4. 842 
a 6.250 1.001 0.9~0 4.743 0.048 1.123 47.653 2.239 4.477 
9 5.750 1.105 0.842 4.965 0.052 1.138 50.539 2.02a 4.190 
10 5.250 1.130 0.678 4.~;a 0.055 1.092 52.577 1 •. 789 4.133 
11 4.750 1. 22a 0.5,JS 4.775 0.057 1.008 53.803 1.559 4.259 
12 't.250 1.2.~7 0.358 4.4qs 0.057 0.910 54.237 1.383 4.516 
13 3.750 1.231 0.244 4.124 0.057 0.805 53.884 1.262 4.857 
14 3.250 1.187 0.162 3.717 o.oss 0.697 52.680 1.189 5.238 
15 2 • 7 S :J 1.110 0. l 1) 9 3.291 0.052 0.588 50.714 1.166 s.649 
16 2.250 1.002 0.07S 2.854 0.047 0.478 47.539 1.187 6.025 
17 1.750 0.872 1).064 2.433 0.041 0.371 44.086 1.273 6.474 
18 1.250 0.01; 0.066 1.979 0.032 0.256 38.225 1.423 6.842 
.... 
0 
19 -0.2;0 C,.454 0.090 1.431 0.013 0.118 29.530 1.747 7.347 
N 
) ) } ) J J ) j J J ) 
******CONCENTR~T!ON AT 20.SB DAYS AFTER COW.PUTATIONS BEGIN****** 
DISTANCE ;::RGAN-f\. Nt-14-N N03-N O~GAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CBOO OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.432 0.073 0.970 0.018 0.090 17.643 0.653 6.209 
3 8.750 0.494 0.058 1.245 0.022 0.101 24.690 0.529 6.065 
4 8.250 O.S92 0.054 1.665 0.029 0.155 32.002 0.489 5.939 
5 7.750 0.716 n.089 · 2. 212 0.035 0.264 38.887 0.573 s.714 
6 7.250 0.:-351 0.22s 3.093 0.042 0.476 44.857• 0.869 5.353 
7 6.750 0.982 o.;33 4.094 0.0-.7 0.816 49.682 1.472 4.938 
B 6.250 1. 097 1.043 5. 211 0.052 1.280 53.317 2.460 4.634 
9 5.750 1.184 0.603 4.900 o.oss 1.058 55.763 1~684 4.520 
lJ 5.250 1.235 0.470 4.761 0.057 1.002 57.110 1.546 4.690 
11 4.750 1.248 0.299 4.396 0.057 0.879 57.381 1.335 5.003 
12 4.250 1.21s 0.1g6 3.963 O.OS6 0.760 56.566 1.226 5.405 
13 3.75J 1.147 0.111 3.4'H 0.053 0.635 54.608 1.173 S.843 
14 3.250 1.036 0.070 2.395 0.048 0.510 51.420 1.188 6.286 
15 2.750 o.sas 0.054 2.496 0.041 0.385 46.911 1.273 6.725 
16 2.250 0.10,; 0.055 2.007 0.033 0.261 41.037 1.436 7.155 
17 1.750 0.514 0.068 1.551 0.022 0.144 34.334 1.667 7.576 
18 1.250 0.351 0.03S 1.200 0.013 o.oss 28.153 1.895 7.881 .... 0 
19 -0.250 0.300 O.li)Q 1.1no 0.010 0.030 26.000 2.000 8.000 v~ 
} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) J J ) 
******CONCENTRATION AT 21.00 1A¥S A~TER CC~DUTATICNS BEGIN****** 
DISTANCE ORGAN-t-.. NH4-!\J NQ3-N O~GAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP csao OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.427 0.066 0.952 0.018 0.088 18.493 0.641 6.241 
3 8.750 C.4~1 i).0;0 1.221 0.022 0.105 25.915 0.518 6.140 
4 a.2so 0.591 0.045 1. 654 0.029 0.155 33.613 0.482 6.050 
5 7.750 0.717 O.OS1 2.280 0.035 0.271 40.799 0.576 5.849 
6 7.250 0.854 0.224 3.125 0.042 0.493 46. 962. 0.892 5.501 
7 6.750 0.9~!: 0.533 4.133 0.048 0.842 51.877 1.509 5.097 
8 6.250 1.019 1.021 5.206 0.052 1.286 55.509 2.453 4.828 
9 5.750 1.182 0.543 4.317 o.oss 1.033 57.876 1.614 4.760 
10 5.250 1.226 0.404 4.639 0.057 0.965 59.079 1.468 4.964 
11 4.750 1.232 0.242 4.2;2 0.057 0.840 59.137 1.273 5.306 
12 'f-. 2 SJ 1. 193 0.141 3.307 0.055 0.719 58.030 1.178 5.721 
13 3.750 1.111 0.07& 3.315 0.051 0.592 55.688 1.142 6.160 
14 3.250 0. 9·=3 8 0.048 2.809 0.046 0.466 52.014 1.176 6.593 
15 2.750 0 .... , ,. •• ::, 4 ~ 0.039 2. 30 8 0.039 0.340 46.940 1.282 1.011 
16 2.250 J.644 0.04~ 1.830 0.030 0.21a 40.606 1.462 7.403 
17 1.750 0.461 ~.06J 1.413 0.020 0.112 33.895 1.687 7.749 .... 
18 1.250 0.3~1 0.073 1.140 0.013 0.042 28.657 1.873 7.953 
0 
~ 
19 -0.250 0.304 '}.Qg7 1.103 0.010 0.031 26.366 1.981 7.994 
) ) , ) ) ) ) ) J J j 
*****AVERAGE CJNCENT~4T!ONS GVER ~!~AL DAY***** 
DISTANCE ORGAN-~ NH4-N N03-N DRGAN-P INORG-P CHLDROP CBCO OXYGEN 
2 9.250 0.t.27 0.076 0.974 0.018 0.090 17.126 0.653 6.102 
:. 8.750 0.434 0.063 1.235 0.022 0.10s 23.635 0.536 5.941 
4 a.2so 0 - "TI • ., I '9 o.r,s9 1.525 0.028 0.146 30.436 0.492 5.799 
5 7.750 o. -~~n 0.085 .2.175 0.034 0.237 36.916 o.sso S.577 
6 7.250 0.813 0.197 2.~14 0.040 0.417 42.638 0.795 5.238 . 
7 6.750 0 .~137 0.402 3.751 0.046 0.674 47.37S 1.198 4.832 
a 6.,so 1. 0 so 1.006 4.98'7 0.050 1.198 51.068 2.360 4.514 
9 5.750 1.140 0.721 4.915 0.054 1.088 53.704 1.863 4.339 
10 5.250 1.200 0.563 4.91!) 0.056 1.028 55.349 1.664 4.416 
11 ... 750 1.227 0.390 4.515 1).057 0.922 56.034 1.447 4.655 
12 4.250 1.21~ 0.261 4.144 0.056 0.812 55.763 1.309 s.002 
13 3.750 1.172 0.168 3.715 0.054 0.696 54.507 1.226 5.403 
14 3.250 1.090 0.109 3.260 0.051 0.580 52.205 1.200 S.825 
15 2.750 o. 9"' e 0.076 2.799 0.046 0.464 48.831 1.233 6.251 
16 2.250 0.331 0.062 2.344 0.039 0.349 44.337 1.325 6.660 
17 1.750 0.673 0.063 1.925 0.031 0.242 3-3.159 1.478 7.066 ._. 
18 1.2,0 0.513 0.072 1.551 0.023 0.147 33.720 1.650 7.408 
0 
VI 
19 -o.zso 0.401 O.i)85 1.305 0.016 0.084 29.588 1.820 7.683 
~ ) .) j j ) } j ) J J 
*~***** ~INIMU~ CJ~CF~T~AT!CNS L .l 5 T :• A Y ::: ::: t.: :;o::::~ 
JI ST A,~ C = J~G~~i-T\ ~Ji"i4-N N'13-r..J Q~G4~-? INORG-P CHLOROP CBOD OXYGEN 
2 ~ • 2 5 (j 0.422 O.CS6 0.952 0.018 0.087 14.871 0.641 5. 82 5 
3 a.1so D • :. 7 2 o.o~~ 1.177 0.021 0.099 20.284 0.518 5.603 
4 8.250 0.54S O.f!45 1.50:? 1).026 0.129 26.039 0.482 5.400 
5 7.750 0.647 o.o;? 1.951 1).032 0.192 31.609 0.498 5.130 
6 7.250 o. 75c; 0.12·~ 2. 57 5 0.038 0.330 36.681 0.668 4.741 
7 6.750 0.375 0.171 3.177 0.043 0.463 41. 0 4 2· 0.764 4.284 
8 S.250 0.9~4 i).821 4. 5 84 0.04S 1.056 44.564 2.120 3.944 , 5.75'.:'i 1.16;3.~ 1). 5 1 7 4. >303 0.051 1.016 47.223 1.566 3. 72 8 
10 s.2;c, 1. 1 <:: 6 (1. 3g9 4.6~1 0.054 0.957 47.062 1.463 3.724 
11 4.7;J 1.204 0.2~5 4.19.S 0.056 0.823 50.034 1.265 3.885 
12 4.25:) l. P4 .').l~S ~.731 0.055 0.700 50.153 1.177 4.157 
13 3. 750 1 ".-. . ,..,. '::'; 0. ;-, 7 =· 3.225 Q.051 0.571 49.346 1.142 4.495 
14 3 • .?. 3 0 o. ·j>j~ ].·J4:; 2.. 71 7 0.045 0.444 46.325 1.162 4.875 
15 2.750 0 • ~ ·1 G .).039 ., , ., ~ '- .... ~ - O.G37 0.320 41.631 1.164 5.299 
16 2.250 G. "l 1 f, o ... ~40 1.754 0.0213 0.198 3S .• 878 1.173 5.657 
17 1.75Q G • .. 2 S r, • 0 3 ; 1.3.!.9 l).018 0.094 30.004 1.240 6.119 ..... 
1a l.250 ;).3!~ O.G3 1.110 0 • 0 1 1 0.033 25.853 1.347 6.469 0 °' 19 -0.250 0. 3 ;) 0 0.04 1.100 0.010 0 .o 30 25.965 1.495 6.694 
j ) ) ) r, ) j) ) J J J 
* :;: :;: :;: :;: :;: :;: fJ A X ! _.., IJ ~ C ;J r-J C c. f ~ T ~ .u. T I :; t" S L A s T Q ~ y ::: ::: ~:: ::: ::: t,: 
GISTAf'.4CE S ~~A~~-~. f'JY4-•.: NG3-t-..J CRGAN-P INORG-P CHLORO? CBOO OXYGEN 
2 9.25~) r).43: 0.0P5 o.qc;5 0.019 0.091 18.842 0.664 6.250 
3 8.750 O.tt·:: (;.c,75 1.2?6 0.023 0.111 25.915 o.sso 6.164 
4 B.25J J.601 0.072 1.756 0.029 0.165 33.613 0.501 6.089 
5 7.750 0.73G 0.1~1 2.410 0.036 0.287 40.799 0.612 5.954 
6 7.25•j O.S6: G.28~ 'l ~.,-_, . .::.,:, 0.043 0.520 46. 962. 0.958 S.714 
.., 
.~.750 l. ;:: ('t 1 ·}.6;2 4.3()2 0.049 0.882 51.877 1.624 5.373 I 
b 6.25J ! • 1 l 3 l.03t: 5. 2 ,3 [J 0.053 1.293 55.509 2.495 5.069 
·~ 5.750 1.1·:>'6 0.873 5.014 0.056 1.138 57.876 2.097 4.832 
10 5.25;) 1.23S 0.71S 4.970 0.058 1.098 59.479 1.866 4.964 
11 4.750 1 -, C' i. ........ .,. ~ o.s, .. .:. • 7 3 0 0.0513 1.019 60.762 1.636 5.306 
12 c..25:J 1.2~; 0. J ·; 5 ... 522 ').058 0.925 61.190 1.454 5.727 
13 3.750 1. 2 34 n.211 4.181 .).057 0.924 60.751 1.324 6.173 
14 3.250 1.19; r.1~0 3.7~2 I). 05 5 0.719 s;.ss1 1.239 6.613 
15 2 • 7 5 0 1.1:~ (i.131 3.392 0.053 0.613 57.446 1.338 7.038 
16 2.250 1.J21 o.,J16 2.953 :).04~ 0.505 54.534 1.522 7.442 
17 1.75:) o. r,s 0.0:?1 2.547 0.043 0.402 50.315 1.755 7.789 .... 
1a 1.250 C. 7:; ·; ::i. o·:H: 2.1:1 0.036 0.295 45.841 1.936 7.977 0 '-I 
19 -0.250 0.6(\'; D • 1 0 () 1.763 0.028 0.205 40.651 2.000 a.ooo 
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Table A-7 
List of Sensitivity Puns 
Parameter Tested Conditions Components Expected 
Base Lov, High To Be Affected 
Significantly 
CDOD Decay P..ate 0.080 0.040 .120 CBOD, DO 
Nitrification Rate .090 .045 .1.35 Amtionia, Nitrate, DO 
Phosphorus 100 0 200 Phosphorus, Chloro-
Point Source pl1yll, DO 
j ) ; j } J) 1) ) ) ) ) 
T~~1~ 6-~. ~~~ults of Sensitivity Runs 
~~s~lin~ Conditions 
:.:: :.:: ==-~ :; : .. ;: ~ \' -·. ,. ~. __ ... ·~, c ;·· ··J .-:· ;. , 7" - ~ T : ~ ,\ s ~-~ v t· ~ ~ r =- ~ :, i.. J ~ v :~-: ~l" ~~~ :::: :~~ 
: :- ,. ·r ; ~ i ~: ·::: ~ r· r ~~ i.i -~·! t,• ~ f. - t,~ r!'.:3-N '.J~".;A~-P INGRG-P CHLOROP CBOO OXYGEN 
~·· - - .. r-.. '"'· ,2 7 () • ,; 7 f., 0.974 0.018 0.090 17.126 ·~ . '-'· ·~ '. ~ o.653 6.102 .. 
J 
:, . ... ·' t! • '6 C 4 ').f·~1: 1 ., ":J :::: o.•J22 0.105 23.635 ....... .,J - 0.536 5.941 - , . - - .... :) . " ~ '.:. 1.623 0.(12'3 0.146. 30.436 ~ ... ,.··. •· .. i ••. : """ 0.492 s.799 
. ""/ • 7 ;.. :~- ;; • ·~, ,? 7 ;J • t·, :"., c; ~.175 0.034 o.237 36.916 0.550 5.577 
6 
., ..., : .. ,.. ... - n .1 :n 2. ·H~ 0.040 0.417 42.638 .. "•<l" 0.795 S.238 
l 
,{ ~ .. 
.) . '~; • ·:1 ~~ 7 0. 4 •j2 ?. 7 51 0.046 0.674 47.375 1.198 4.832 
"' 1 ...... ~}0 'i • GO t, 4.S:19 0.050 1.198 51.068 ,._: .. ~ ,; . 2.360 4.514 b .- ;·. 7 _'. ' . .' ,.~~r, .-, • 7 21 t. • 7) E ;1.054 1. 08 q 53.704 1.863 4 •. 339 "° 
l ;j .. 9\ .... 1 .~();1 l~.S63 4.?-10 0.056 1.028 55.349 .. ,,. • I • 1.664 4·:416 
~. l .... 7' j: 1 1. 2: 7 r1.?:;r, 4.~16 0.057 0.922 56.034 1.447 4.655 
12 li " ~ ·~ ·. , - .. -~ . . .. •: :-. • : ~ 1 .~.144 ,J.(•56 0.812 55.763 1.309 s.002 
.! ~· :~ • 7 S •·. l • '1 ....... r:. 1 ~ ~ :; • 7 1 '3 0.054 0.696 54.507 . - 1.226 5.403 
l ~ ·: . ~: :; : : .... , .... ., ,.., • : :J? 3. ~U) :).051 o.sao 52.205 1.200 -5. 82 5 
l S· 7:; ... t',. ·:; 7 .~ .~, • :: 7 ~-.. i ~ .... ~ 0.046 0.464 48.831 . ~ . . .. ·' - • f -::, .,· 1.233 6.251 
1 f,J ~ ""....:. r. ".::, 31 {). ·152 ?.344 0. 03 t;a 0.349 44.337 ........ ·# 1.325 6.660 
~7 l. 7 ;. -. (; • L, { :_: ~1.c·s" , C ~ ~ ....... ._,.,,., 0.031 0.242 39.159 1.478 7.066 
1. ~ 1 ., :.:. ~ n.::-i=: n.r,1?. 1.:; 51 i).023 0.147 33.720 .,. - .... 1.650 7.408 
1 ·:: - .~ • 2 ; .. ~ ;: • ~ ... , l :, • c~ ,) : 1.?-0S 0.016 0.084 29.588 1.820 7.683 
t } ) J ) ) ) ) j J } 
rliJr. C30D D~cay Rate 
:;: ;.~: ::: ;:: :~: ,1 V .~ ; _: r: :: ,. ,.. qr- ~ t ! T:: ,'.i T T.: r~ S ·JV~ C! ;.: PL~ L D :l Y t.: ::::~ * :;t 
~~T :. T ). 1 ,t~ .... ·,~~ ~ r:..~1-··t -~~4-N • .. lrl~-~I 
I •-' .., •. n~GAN-P INORG-P CHLOROP CSOD OXYGEN ., .:-,1 ',' :-: -. :!.427 c,. 0 71-, 0.974 0.018 0.090 17.126 . o.537 6.010 ~ . . '· -· 
~ :.7_~C· '!. ~s" .~ l'lf: ,:... ., 1. 2 3 5 0.022 0.105 23.635 0.388 5.838 - ,.) • -' J .. 
4 ,;.~:,,~· A - .... I Ii • -. j c+ 0.r.59 , . 2 -.. :, , 0. 0 2 g 0.146 30.436 0.310 s.698 - ..,. ' .. ·1.•:.:7 Ct •. ~ -3 5 2.175 0.034 0.237 36.916 0.319 5.481 .,, ' . : : .' 
...... : . ~; ::. ."· ' ~ • :: l ~ ~,. l ~ 7 =. J14 0.040 0.417 42.638 0.486 5.134 
7 ,._ e • _:, •.• !~, • Q .3 7 C·. 4 •)? ~.751 0.046 0.674 47.375 0.787 4.707 
... J • .? :: -~ i • ~!: ... 1 • 0 0~ ~.':139 0.050 1.198 51.068 1.825 4.348 
.. ~ • 7 ~ !.i 1. H.~ 'i. 7 21 4.915 0.054 1.088 53.704 1.278 4.193 
!.O ,... - . - ~ .-:r1;,, ~ 1 .~63 4.310 0.056 1.028 55.349 1.061 4.302::: - , • j ..... '• 
11 :.,- • 7 ~ -~ 1.?2.1 Cl • -:. ·;10 4.516 0.057 0.922 56.034 0.853 4. 57 5 ° 
i 2 "' - .:. f''I • 1 ...... , ., 1 .:, • "' .. _ 4 •· 0. 2 ·Sl 4.144 0.056 0.812 55.763 0.739 4.947 
13 ~ ...... , .. 1 1 - ... Ci~!~·~ ?,~715 0.054 0.696 54.507 0.694 5.363 .~· . ' :; .. .,; . ·' ~ 
14 ':" ... ! . "'! ;:1 ii. 1 J q 1.2~0 n.os1 0.580 52.205 0.718 s.789 . ,. 
l I'S 2.7;.t ('.~7'- f'l • 0 7 S 2.7;9 0.046 0.464 48.831 0.815 6·. 212 
16 .: • ~ :- ,._! '~' • .., ~ 1 C .0~2 ;~.~44 0.039 0.349 44.337 0.984 6.617 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
C---H Y OD!:! PD) t-J,~ ~.IC MOD EL SOURCE 
f---TO INCREAS~ DIMENSION, CHANGE ALL LABELED COMMON, PLUS BLOCK DATA 
COMMON /GEOM/ DIST(20),DX(20),SAM(20),BM(20),ARDC20), 
2 DIST2(20),ARCD(20),VOL1(20),VOL2(20),DTXC20) 














C---NEXT TWC LIN~S MUST ~E CDNSISTcNT WITH DI~ENSIONS IN COMMON BLOCKS 
O~TA ~YY,~¥0,~XS,AVY,AVJ,AVS,AVU,MXU/160*0•0/ 
J~TA MNY,~NU,M~~,MNS/40*200.0,20*900000.0,20*60.0/ 
c---Sf\. s;r TC Z~PQ ~1k :·Y= SIMULAT!'.JN:FGC? SALINITY USE 0.8 
.IkTI0:!3 
r.:.1 G=1; 
:i: '.::~P=! 7 
C---T~T.S i=!l;:-
·rt.:.= o. 
/~LJ~!CCL U~!T =~~ PAS~I~G HYOR~ OUTPUT TO WQ MODEL 
l*T!:~L 9~T~ K~OT !NA SEPA~ATE FILE 
/ :·: C ·.J ;:. 1-: '·. ~ L G ~ J ~ ~ T P. V I<, = o T I N A S = P A Q A T E F I L E 
/ ::: T : ·-~ -: - ~- := -' ~ ;: .4 ; ,.J ;.'.\ T ~ R C I SC H i: =? J M S E P F I L : 
CCUL1 ~: ~J~?J!~T SOUR(~ FILE 
J~ftJ (I~?~) TSALT,!JUAL,IVBP,IT!OE 
.: J P ,_.. t ·r ( 1 0 T S ) 
w-=!:rr= ( ! 1,.1 ':::) 'S:.LT T~ ~~ MJ'):LLf~' 
::LS: 
W-...:Iir- ( I '1' ' :·~ ) 'S~LT IS ~.JJT .,, C [1 : L L E 9 ' 
i:: •. ,.... .,. = 
•. ,, ,J •• 
re C!:U4L.;;.1) T~FN 
w K I 1 -: ( ~ W , :·~ ) 
~J-.;!IT~ rrw,:'~) 
'~1n~~uL!CS ~TLL ~QT SE PASSE~ TJ WQTER QUAL!TY PROGRAM' 
! ;:: ( ! T : J c • :.- :.. • 1 ) T t- 1-: ~: 
w~rr=cr~,~) ' ,=sEQV~0 T:Jtl ~~IGHTS ARE INPUT' 
~ i.. S :: 
w~yrc (!W,~) 'TICOL ~~I~~TS AQ~ GENERATED BV HARMO~ICS' 
17 =~R~tT (J(,~~.Z,4ax,=~.2) 
1~ f~~~~T (/' QO~S =RJ~ START= ',F5.1, 
!'~E4D~Al~R ~L~~ = ',~5.2,' (~*~3/S~C) ') 
125 
CALL GEDHY(IVP.P.) 
WRITE (IW,18) TP,Q2(ML) 





C---READ IN AMPLITIJDES ANO PHASES OF TIOAL COMPONENTS 
C---OR F!RST SET OF TIDE DATA 
IF (!TIDE.NE.1) THEN 
READ (IR,35) (~~PL(I),PHASE(I),!=1,9) 
35 FORMAT (2~10.2) 
WKI!f. (!W,15) 
15 FCqMAT(//lX,20('*'),'AMPLITUD~S ANO PHASES OF TIDAL CONSTITUENTS 
lAT OO~NSTR~A~ 3~U~OARY',20('~')/) 
W~!Tf. (IW,16) (A~PL(I),PHASE(I),I=l,9) 
16 FSR~AT (/' TIOAL AMPLITUD~S (CM) AND PHASES (RAO.)'/ 
ISX,'~~ ',c10.2,F17.3,/SX,'S2 ',F10.2,F17.3,/5X,'N2 ', 




C---ASSIG~ I~ITIAL R~~NOARY ~EIG~T T~ TOATA(O) 











FJ~~AT(5X,T5,' TIJAL ~~J~~TS pcR LIN~ IN FORMAT',SX,6A4, 
'T!~F !~T~'VAL',~10.1,' SEC'/,' =ACTOR TQ CONVERT TO CM ',Fl0.4) 
P~A~(I~TID,F~T) (TDATA(I),I=l,~PERL) 
W?I~E (!~,21) (TDAT4(!),I=l,NPERL) 
FCR~nT (//' ~T ~~O~L STARTJO, T~; TIDAL INPUT IS', 
li2r7.3,/1Z~7.3) 
er i1ns !=1,~~~~L 
21~5 TOlTA(I)=T~ATA(I)*CJNV 
C---~:~S w!k~ ST~E~S IN 1Y~~S/C~**2 
;;=A~(!C'·,2) ',ITN0 
..it\ IT f ( ! ~, 5) 1,q '"~ :, 
5 ~SR~AT(//lX,10('*'),'wIND ST~~SSCOYN~/CM**2)=',FS.2,10('*')/) 
c---CGNV~~T wr~: TJ 1YN~5/M**2 
..J I N ') = W HH' / 1 0 ') 0 0 •. 
(---Rrac SAL:~:rv c~~c~~T~ATIDN AT T~~ CPEN MOUT~ AND THE NO OF HOURS 




1 =~RMAT(/' *~*n* ~~XrMU~ SALI~!TY AT ,awNSTREAM SEG~~NT=',FS.2,'*** 
l**'llX,'~**~~ TI~E INT;RVAL ~~J~ sec TO REAC~ MAX. SALINITY(HRS)=' 
2 , F 4 • 2 , ' !': ~·: t: ::: ~·t ' ) 
c---:~~ur PA~AM~T2CS ~~L~T~~ TO DISPE?SION CCEFFICIENT 




8 FORMAT(/lX,'M!N!MUM DISPERSION COEF~ICIENT AT SLACK TIDE IN M**21S 
lEC =',FS.2,/lX,'MULTIPLIER FOR TAYLOR DISPERSION =',F7.2) 







4 ~ORMAT (II' STA~T!N~ DAY OF RUN= ',F8.3, 
!/,' NU~~FQ D~ O~YS TO BE RUN= ',FS.1, 
!/,' TI~~ INCREMENT IN DAYS= ',F7.5, 
$/,' NUMBER 0~ TI~~S TO PRI~T OUTPUT= ',IS) 
102 =SQMAT (//' ~y~ DECAY RATE= ',F6.3,' DEQ DAY') 
C---TIME AT WrlICH OUTPUT TO ~E PRINTED 
READ(I~,2)(TOUT(!),I=l,NP) 
WRITt (IW,101) 
WRITE C:W,104) (TOUT(I),I=l,~P) 
103 FCRf'!.~T (/' OUT;JIJT PR!NTED ON '.JAYS') 
104 ~ORMAi (7Fll.3) 
C---~~AD TIMFS TO PASS ~YOPAULICS TO W~TfR QUALITY MODEL 
IF (!~UAL.=Q.l) ThEN 
READ CIR,11) NS~H,NSEM,~HS 
W~IT~ CIW,10) NS3~,NSE~,NHS 
10 FCPMAT (//' :l::;-;ILJ PA5SINr; HYr')l<AULICS AT STEP ',I10, 
s/' STCP ~aSS!NG HYD~AULICS AT ST~P ',IlO, 
;/' ?ASS ~vn~AULICS EVE~Y ',!5,' STEPS') 
11 FOPM~T (~I10) 
0 1 = G T T: ~ 11 t<i 4 C C1 • 0 / :': J T I S T I ·~ ~ S T E P :!: N ~ A Y S 
c---NirT=I~TE;FR :TERAT!JNS PE~ DAY 
NITT=(l.+3.S*DTT)/DTT 
6 
1 (, r, 




S f.'. S T =- 3 f !) () • ::•: T ".1 F H 
I~ (S~5T.LT.1.) S~~T=l. 






2 •) 0 1 'T = I1 • ! 
127 
C---TI~E IS IN S~CON~S, DTIME IS IN DAYS FOR TIDAL PREDICTION 
::>Tit~E=DTIME+OTT 
TIM':=TIM::+DT 
IF (MOD(IT,NITT).EQ.O) THEN 
C---READ FROM A NONPOINT~SOURCE ~ILE 
IF (IVAR.~Q.1) THEN 
READ (!RNP,17) Q2(~L) 
WRITE (IW,13) TP,Q2(ML) 
END IF 
Et°' D Ii: 







C WQ!T~(I~,FMT) (TOATA(I),I=l,N?ERL) 
20 FC~MAT (//' AT TIM~ ',c6.1,' THE TIDAL HEIGHTS ARE', 
~ /12F7.:,/12~7.3) 
'JO :::o; I=1 ,nP=RL 
T~ATa(I)=TJATA(I)*CONV 
205 CJNTI~U~ 
Et,:": J F 
.:",0 !F 






C- --Cs:,.~ ;JT ~ TA. Y Lr:-~' 5 ;) ISP E o S ! '.J 'J .: Q ~ SALT O ~ QUA l ! TY MOOE L 
!~ (ISALT.~J.1.G~.I1UAL.~Q.1) THEN 
DC 7 I=ML,..,U 
7 ~tr>~~~Ase+AK*AFS(U(!))*~~A~N(I)*H~(I)**·833 
IF c:stLT.fQ.1) r~:~ 
C~LL cc~sc (5~5T,S~AX,QS) 
CALL S~LT(O.,S~AX) 
E~~J~~ I!= 
c---s~:~r r1~~ ST~~ 
SO 210 l(=.~L,.,.U 
Y::.(i< )=Y?.(i<) 




C---PASS ~v:P~ULYCS TC ~ATER JU4L!TY MCC~L 
r~ (I(U~L.~Q.1) r~;~ 
r~ (~T.GE.~S~~.~~C.IT.LE.~~E~) THEN 
C---CJ~µ~T~ V2L~CITY ~T UDST~EA~ TQANSECT 





!F(IT.LT.ITPL) GO TO 310 
C---COMPUTE AVERAGE, ~AXIMUM ANO MINIMUM 
TPP=TP-TMAXl 
AVN=AVN+l.O 










62 I~(Y2(K).GT.~XY(K)) MXY(K)=Y2(K) 
64 IF(U(K).LT.~NU(K)) MNU(K)=U(~) 
66 IF(U(K).r.T.MXU(K)) MXU(K)=IJ(K) 
215 CuNTI~IJf. 
310 C•JNT!~UE 





FC~MAT(//6('~'),' CO~DITIONS ~T ',F7.3,2X, 






1 I = \1 L , ~ U ) 
~O~MtT(lX,!5,4X,~e.2,14x,F6.3,6X,Fl0.2,lOX,F8.2,8X,F6.2,8X,F6.2) 
!~(!T.LT.IT~AX) G~ TQ 390 









~ ! :. ~1 i.. , t.- l! ) 
za fORMjT(lX,f5,~X,?~.2,14X,F6.3,6X,~10.2,lOX,F8.2,SX,F6.2,8X,F6.2) 
;~'<ITi:(!~, '30) 
3 ·) f= : R r~ ,~ T C / / ' ::: ::: ::: :·.:: ::: !') A ! L Y M A X I JJ U '-i ~:: :·: ~:: :;: ::: ' ) 
',l?.IT:(IW,2?.) 
~RIT~(I~,28)CT,JIST(I),MXY(I),MXC(I),MXU(!),MXS(I),O!ST2(I), 
5 : = ;~ L , ~- U ) 
WRIT:C:'4,32) 
32 ~JR~tT(//'~***~ JAILY M!NIMU~ *****') 
v: ~ I T E ( ! ·.-1 , 2 q ) ( I , G r S T ( : ) , M. ~1 Y C I ) , ~ N Q ( I ) , MN U ( I ) , MN S ( I ) , D I S T 2 ( I ) , 
~ r = M L , t'. u ) 
129 
26 FORMAT(lHl,'***** DAILY AVERAGE*****') 
GO TO 600 
390 KWT=K~T+l 
ITPRIN=CT~UT(KWT)+O.S*OTT)/DTT 
GG TQ 200 
600 CONTINU!: 









CO~MQN /PARMS/ G,ML,MU,ML2,MU1,MUL,DT,WIND,YUPS, 
2JCAY,IT,I~,IW,IRTIJ,IRG,IRNP,E3ASE,AK,~S,SK 
~ATA hCOUNT/1000/ 





G~ T1 11)1") 
C---FL1CD---TIDE C!CULAT!JN 
10 IF(NCCUNT.~Q.O) GJ TC 11 
I?(~CCU~T.LT.SMST) G8 TG 12 
S 2 C MU)::. S lA ~ Y 
GG TC l i)1) 
11 CS=(S~AX-Sl(MU))/SMST 
12 ~~COUNT=~JCi:lHJT+l 
S2 (tW) =Sl C ~!J)+f"S 
100 CC~!T H•I.F: 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
su~;GUTI\~ SjLT(;l,02) 




COMMCN /DJR~S/ G,Wls~U,ML2,~U1,~UL,DT,WIND,YUPS, 
lJCAY,IT,I~,IA,IQrIJ,tRG,IR~P,~3ASE,AK,MS,S~ 
D Pt f: NS! Q tl o ( 12 0 )_, : ( 120) 
c---c.:::~~PUT::~ C:Jt·.CEf\JTC>~T:'1~~ I~J S;':;·~:tJT ML 3ASEO QN 
C U?5T~~A~ SGU~~~~y J(~L-l)=S(BQU~~A2Y). 
C(~1L-1)==1 
P( ·~L-1) =fl. 
iJ I F C ~ L ) = 0 • 
G :~ t·i A = A L _:, 1-i ( ~ L ) 
U f: L T : 1 • ,) - C, A .. , A 






IF(Q2(K2) .LT. 0.0) GAMA2=1.0-ALPH(K2) 












DD 200 ~~=1, MUL 
K=MU-t~ 
S2(K)=P(K)~S2(K+l)+O(K) 
IF (S2(K).LT.O.) S2(K)=O. 
200 CONTINU: 
C---SPECIAL ASSIGN~ENT F~? LONGITUDINAL DYE PLOTS 
S2C1)=3l 





C CALCULAT~ QJW~STREA~ SUR~AC~ ELEV~T!nN 
DIMENSION AMPL(9),~~AS~C9),SI~~A(9) 
C SI~~A CDRRESPGNDS TD SPfEJ IN RAJI4NS/DAY 
C M2,S2,N2,Kl,~4,Q1,M~,5~A,SG 
DATA SIG~A /12.141,12.56637,11.913,6.3,24.282,S.84, 
io.22&,0.034,0.0111 
SUM=-0. 
'j .:.; i O ! J = 1 , 9 
10 SU~=SUV+AW 0 L(N)~CJS(~HAS~(N)+TI~E*SIGMA(N)) 
T 1 D F = S U ~ I l O <J • 0 
kETU~t~ 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
SUcP.Ot.;T!1!:: TTQ~2 (Y,T) 
SGM~J~ /TD~2/ TO~Taco:24),TT~AK,~TSTIN 
XJ=(T-TT~1K)/)TSTI~ /*XJ !S BET~~EN J & J+l 
J:XJ 





Et .. D 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
SUS~8U~IN~ ~YD~J 










CALCULATF CQ'S *** 
DO 10 K=.,1L2,J.1U 
I< l=K.-1 
K2=K+l 



















8J 20 !<=ML2,~Ul 













C *** CALCULDTF W~T~~ SURFAC~ 
JJ 3') •-'=1,'••UL 
x. =~u-.~ 
30 Y2(~)=~(<)*Y2(~+1)+J(~) 
c---U?DATf vrLU~~, CJ~V:YA~C~ 
=.LEVt.TICJN ...... ~·· .... _ .. ,._. '!'· ... , 
AR~~ ~ND HYDRAULIC RADIUS 
C *~~ C~LCULAT~ CISC~~~G~S***** 







COMMO~ /GEOM/ QIST(20),DX(20),SAM(20),BM(20),AROC20), 
SDIST2(20),ARC0(20),VOL1(20),VOL2(20),DTX(20) 
COMMON /BGCAL/AM(20),VOLM(20) 
CO~MON /PARMS/ G,ML,MU,ML2,MU1,MUL,DT,WIND,YUPS, 
$0CAY,IT,IR,IW,IKTIO,IRG,IRNP,EBASE,AK,MS,SK 
COMMON /HYO/ Y1(20),Y2(20),Q1(20),Q2(20),S1(20),S2(20), 
!FMANN(20),QLAT(20),ALPH(20),E(20),DIF(20),U(20),HR(20),0CM(20) 
C------GENERAL!Z~D V~LUME AND ARFA COR~ECTION FOR TIDAL VARIATION------
C------ASSUMFS CONST~NT CHANNEL WIDTH ANO SURFACE AREA------
Y2(ML=-l)=Y2(ML) 














CSMMON /GESM/ J!S!(20),DX(20),SAM(20),SM(20),APD(20), 
2 DIST2(21),APCJ(20),VJL1(20),VDL2(20),DTX(20) 




0 HI E r,J S I G "-l T I T L ~ ( 3 5 ) , l ~ A '-1 !: ( 3 0 ) 
R~A~(!;>,J) TT.'TLZ 
.= ~ R ~>. .:l T ( 1 'I , j 5 A 2 ) 
W~IT~(!,,,2) 
2 ~rc~~T(l~l) 




-4 ;, IT e ( I .' , S ) ~ L , ""IJ 
~ FGPMAT(S1,'*~*~*~~* U~~TP~AM 31UNCARV TRANSECT NC.=',IS,' ******' 
l / , 5 X. , " ::~ :;: ~:: :·: ::: ::: :': ~: C n ~ U S T R '·1 ?. rJ U N C :\ o Y T Q A N S = C T N O • = ' , I 5 , ' :.:: :;: -::o:: t,: ::: ' ) 
... L 2 = ·.~ L + 1 
'·: S = !-1\U + 1 
;.~t;l-=MU-1 
'iU L :: .:.~ U - •;. L 
1,1 0 ~EA;-. ( U , ;:, ) ~!JG, f\ S , "·IC t~-: 
a ~cR~~TC2!5,3Jl2) 
IFUJQG-:;q) 2(\(), 300 ,~Ci(} 
200 ~~!T~(IW,10) ~DG,NS,~J~~ 
10 FC~~A~ (//lX,'I\OUT 9~TA GRJU~ = ',I4, 













GO TO (11,21,31,41,51,61,71,81),NDG 
11 READ(IR,20)CDIST(I),I=ML,MU) 
20 FORMAT(7F10.0) , 
14 FORMAT (1X,I4,F15.2) 
00 16 I=ML2,MU1 
16 OX(I)=(DIST(!-1)-DIST(I+l))/2.0*1000.0 
DX(MU)=CDI~T(MUl)-OIST(MU))*lOOO.O 
GO TS 100 
21 READ(IR,?.O)(ARDCI),I=ML,~U) 
wRITE(IW,2~) 
22 FORMAT(//' TRANS NO. DIST FROM MOUTH DRAINAGE AREA'/ 
$ 1 4 X 1 ' K I L Q \1 • " , 1 1 X , ' K M ::: :~ 2 ' ) 
WRIT~ (IW,24) (I,CIST(I),ARDCI),I=ML,MU) 
24 FOR~AT (1X,I4,F15.2,2X,F15.2) 
.:;o TO 100 
31 REAw (!R,20) (Ql(I),I=~L,MU) 
GO T!J 100 
41 READ (I~,20) (Yl(I),I=~L,~U) 
GO TO lO!"! 
51 REAQ(I~,20)(Sl(I),I=ML,~U) 
61 GO TO lOO 
71 REA~(I?,20)(FMAN~(I),I=~L,MU) 
GC TO 10n 
81 R:AU(J~,2u)(ALPH(I),I=ML,MU) 
SQ T: l;Jf, 
300 ~RITE(I~,52) 
52 ~~R~AT(//lX,20("*"),'INIT!~L C~~DITIONS',20('*')/lX,'~EACH N0.',5~ 
54 
.:.. 0 i) 
500 
17 
1 ,'surF4CE ;LEVATIGN',5X,'DISCHAQGE",7X, "SALINITY',SX,'MANNING CC 




Ut: 51)0 :=,~L,;.i!!Jl 
J!ST2(T)=CJIST(I)+~IST(I+l))l2. 
C G ~J t ! N IJ c: 
OIST2(~J)=n.s~(0IST(MU)-D!ST(~U1)) 
~:~~e1 c~x,~6.2,48X,=e.2> 
I ~ ( : V A;! • :: '} • 1 ) T ~ :=: ~I 
W~I1F CI~,~) 'TI4~-va~I~~LF CCNDITIJNS' 
c---TIME-vA;!A~L~ UDST~E4~ DISCHA~GE Q~AD FqoM SEPARATE CILE 
P~AD (!~N?,17) ~2C~L) l*H~ADWATEP DISCH READ =ROM A SEP FILE 
C-----!~ TI~E-~~PEND~NT 
r: LS E 
W~IT~ (!W,*) ~~T~A9Y C8N~ITIONS" 
;~ 2 ( · ·1 L ) = :~ 1 ( ~.~ L ) / ::: S T F A '.J Y J ! 5 C H I \J C L U D = D I N ~ ~ I N F I L E 
~NC :!:f: 
[.!2 ~C:1 I=:-rt_,vu 
~,Jl Y.2(:)=Yl(:!:) 
c---c~~N~?L---~E~~~T~Y R=~D F~GM s~~~RATE FILE 
CALL s;r~E1M(!~G,I~,~L,~U,MU1) 
C---NJW---VCLUMC VSL2 A~J ~~CJ INITIALIZED 
CALL lJS C';!J 
~---S~T lNITI~l V~l~rrr1;s,~JLU~~s 








C LOGICAL UNIT IS PASS~D F~OM ~A!N PROGRAM. NORMALLY THESE DATA WILL 
52 
C IN A SFPARATE FILE ~RJM JTHER INPUTS, BUT THIS COULD BE CHANGED 








c---DCM(QEPTH OF C~ANNEL c~~T~OIO) IS ~EEOED FOR DENSITY GRADIENT TERM 






100 R:AD(IP,~,~NO=~n~) r~~!:;,~S,"JAME 
a FJR~AT(2IS,3nAZ) 
IF(~QG.G~.9~)R;TURN 
200 ~~IT~(I~,10) NCG,NS,NA~E 




G G T !J ( 1 1 , 2 1 ) , ~JC S 





, I = ''1 L , ,~ U ) 
,T:.\tL,MU) 
,!=Y.L,MU) 
C ~ c: A C ti S :J ; = ~ C ::: i\ ; ·: A I t; U N I S J F 1 0 0 0 S 1j U A R E M E T E Q 
~;.~T:"'.(!n',12) 
1.2 ::c~t~AT(lX, 'TPAJJS r~IJ. ',1X, 'CG~JV~Y. AQ.~A',3X, 
1 ' i ~ l ~~ S ~ C T D E P T rl ' , i X , ' t: ~ ~ Tl'< 0 I 'J D E o T H ' , 
i/l4X,'S~U!;~ ~~T~~',3X,'S:UARE ~;T~R' 
j , 3 X , ' ti E ~ -:: ~ ' , q X , ' 1 I) () :; '-' :;: ~:~ 2 ' ) 
~QTTE(!W,14) C!,J~(!),H~(I),~CM(I),I=ML,~U) 
l -. ~ : P '"i A T ( 1 X , I 4 , 3 ~ 1. 5 • 2 ) 
c-----CHA'1NEL WIGTH IS CEPiv;o =p1~ c~~VEYANCY AQEA ANO TRANSECT DEPTH 
c-----~r~~-cE 0 ~NnENT (~GSS-S~CT!C~!L AR~A ~UST BE INITIALIZED 
ac l? T='-~L,•W 
;~(:):!~(~)/~M(!) 
t=<CG(I)=;~•.-(I) 
1 2 C~ rH I t-., IJ-: 





22 ~ORMAT(lX,'RF.ACH NO.',' SU~FACE AREA',6X,'VOLUME', 




00 25 I=~'L,MUl 
VDL2(I)=VGLM(I) 
25 CSNTINUE 










1~T~ ~~D /20*0.0I 
DATA ~1,Cl,Sl,U/g0*0.0/ 
DATA QLAT/20*0.0/ 
1J A T A E: / 2 0 ~·d: • Q / 





c---WATER QUALITY SOURC~ 
C---TO INCRFASE OIM~~5IONS, CHANGE QLL LABELED COMMON PLUS BLOCK DATA 







CDM~ON /(QMPU/ )IV(2J),AQ(20),99(20),0I~(20),DIF1(20), 
SALPHA(20),C~LPrlA(20),P(20),0(20) 
COMMS~ /?AR~S/ ML,~U,ML2,~Ul,MS,DT,8TD,DT2,IR,IW,IH,INPS, 
$GAM~S,DfLTMS,~UL,THENl2,THEN23,THEP1? 
C O r-P~ 0 N I ~ N n S / ~Jl IJ P , N 2 U P , N ~ U P , P 1 U P , P 2 U P , C U P , C BO OU P , 
i J O IJ P , N 1 U A , t·,, 2 U A , "'~ 3 U C. , P 1 U A , P 2 U ~ , C U A , C ~ 0 D U A , 0 0 U A , 
$NlD,N2J,N3D,P1D,?2D,CO,C3~JJ,DCD,DTX,~COUNT 
CGMMON /PLA~K/ T~~P,T?MP1,T~~P2,T~M,TU,T~,PTT,XKCG,XKGRAZ, 
iOEAThC,;R~so,TR~5P,AC,~1,C~AT~CP,c~,P~CY,KG~A2,AP,AN, 
!OEAT~CN,KCG,RIS,~!N,J~TrlC(,KCS,THETAG,THETA~,THETAD 
c---~ATER ~U~LirY FAFAM~TE~S 
COM~GN/?CJDQ/C~:rc2n),~~JD(20),D8(20),DOWAST(20), 
1 C(C(20),CK2(20),W~EA(20),RKRO 
co~MOf 1 /P~~SD/?1(20),?2(2G),~Pl(20),WP2(20),KP12(20),XKHP12 
co~~DN/NITR1/~!1(20),N2(20),N3(20),WN1(20),WN2(20),WN3(20), 
: K N 1 ; ( 2 0 ) , K 1·~ 2 3 ( 2 ) ) , P P E 2 ( 2 0 ) , :, ~ r 3 ( 2 tJ ) , X K H 1 2 , X I( H 2 3 
co~~O~/PHYTJ/((20),GC(20),TU~~(20),WC(20) 
co~~GN /MI~MAX/ ~~N1(20),~N~2(2~),~NN3(20),~NP1(20), 
'£ ~., ~i P 2 ( 2 (J ) , '" "~ r: ( ~ C. ) , ."1 NC ~ D ( 2 0 ) , '-1 r,i Cl D ( 2 C ) , 




c---JIME~5!C~5 TN N~X~ r~: LINES ~usr ~GREE WITH COMMON 
:; ! M : ~,i S ! ., N .~ V ''Jl ( '2 :-! ) , !. V ~; 2 ( 2 0 ) , C V N 3 ( 2 0 ) , AV P 1 ( 2 0 ) , AV P 2 ( 2 0 ) , 
14VC(20),lVCBCJ(2r),AV1J(2C),TTC30) 
~ ~ u. l '.Jl , :'i 2 , 'l 3 , '·I .1 L: o , ~.1 2 U P , N ~. U:, , ~J 1 f) , M 2 0 , N 3 0 
C: ~ r~ L t N 11 , K; ! l 2 1 ~- f; 2 :. , t<_ ~i 3 3 , , o 11 , K. Pl 2 , K P 2 2 , 1( CG , KM N , KM P , I( CO, KC S , 
lKG~~Z,\(Sno~,NlUA,N2Ul,~3Ui 
PH r: G ::- ;: T ! ··C = -' 
?. c A L "'· · J ;,, 1 , ~1 V ~ J l , ~,. ~~ . J Z , ~ X ·~ 2 , ~~ ·.p,~ 3 , ,_, Y ~ 3 , •-1 N P 1 , M X P 1 , M N? 2 , M X P 2 , 
1~Nc,~x~,~NC~0,~xcs0.~NDQ,~XJJ 
c---I~ IS LJ:;!C.l.!_ LJ~Ji-T .:o;- Tt~PUT C:!L-=: 
C---:A TS Lf"-,;C'.ll UN: ... ::J:;, :,~TNTJ 1 1T 
C- - - : H I S L ': :j : i:: ;'.l L L:.'·:: 1" ::: J,:, r1 Y '.) i-( C ,,:, Y ~J ~~TC I "'·4 o UT 
C - - - >J P S ": S L ~.- .:_; ! C !i L G ': : T .::: :: P ~J J "J D : I • !T S : J !.: C = 
j A T " ! '.< , I '..J , T H , I ·; :, 5 , .~. ;, ·: i',; T I ~ , 6 , 7 , 1 5 , 1 / , P L I T ~ I ') • I 
.:E~D(;· ... ) ~L,M!J,r;I')i 
10 c2~~)T(~!101~lJ.~) 
.. ;: : T ~ ( I ...J , 2 C1 ) r., L , · -: U 
2 0 r O R ' 1 j T ( 1 H 1 , ' S T .~ i : "1 ~ i ;._ U :-.~ 2 : ~ ': F U P S T R ': A PJ 3 0 U ~J D A ~ Y = ' , I 5 , 1 0 X , ' S T ~ T I O N 
J i'l u ;.1 ': t ; .... '. 7 ~I :i ..., N s T ;; :. ~ '..-1 :~ l lJ r ~ '."\ \ r· ( = , ' r '3 ) 





40 FORMAT(/1X,'NUM3ER OF DAYS TO !E RUN=',F6.2,2X, 
1' TIME !NCR~MENT IN DAY)=',~8.6/) 
41 FORMAT(7Il0) 
!F (TIMD~P.NE.1) ~RITE(I~,50) 
!F (TIMDEP.c~.1) WRIT;(!W,60) 
50 FOR~AT (/lX,'STfADY CQNOITIDNS') 
60 FO~~AT (/lX,'TIME OEP~NDENT CONDITIONS') 




c---TI~E sr;p S!Z~ PUT!~ VA~IOUS UNITS, FOR CONVENIENCE 
DT=DTT::~P.6400. 0 
0 T 2 = 0 • 5 :-t D T 
Q T M = D T T ::~ 2 4 • 
iHD=C"!'T 
NTSQ=(1.+~.5*0TT)/~TT 
i :.~ ;:.. l 1 = T ~ 1\ X - l • () 
!TMAX=(TMAX+O.S*~TT)/STT l*TGT4L NU~3Eq o~ INTEGRATION TIMES 
C - - - T I ~·i =: S C r-J ,.;_ j-J I C \.! 0 UT P U T T C O E P q I M T ~ J 
P[A~(IR,90)(TT(!),I=l,~TOQ!~) 
BC c: S ~ ;,1 t. T ( 7 i:: l ;j • ;, ) 
r.i =!IT E ( T 1:1, 4?) t\ T j:':::? Pi 
4 2 F Q R ~ l\ T ( I 1x. , ' 2 :J : :· U T ..i I ~ L ?, : P '? ! • !T ~ J ' , I 3 , ' T I ~-, = S A T DA Y S ' ) 
~RIT: c.~~~,~r,) (iT(I),I=1,',TP~!\J) 
~. ~ il 1 ( T ~ ~ j ': ) i L .). ::-
;.: C :~ I) f'-1 T = ( 3 f; 0 'j • ;;~ T '- :. '"; ... J • ~I :·~ '") T ) / "." T 
!~CMCC~~r.~r.0) ~c:u~T=l 
~~1r=c1~,!SO)TL~G 
150 coRM~1(/1X,10(l~~),flµT!~f ~j~ ~:WNSTRFA~ CONDIT!ONS TO RECOVER T 
lTHJS~ := J;~N ~~Y,10(1~*)/20X,c5.2,~~MDURS/) 
~~~~(!;,~0)TH~Nl~,!~~~23,r~~~!2 
wR!T~(:w,3~)TM?~l2,T~~~2~,T~~P12 
;3 =aP~AT(/,'*****~x~~~(~T!1L r=~?E~ATURE 8EPENDENT CCEFFICIENTS*** 
~ ' , / , : X , 'r .i r> 'J 1 2 = ' , ::- 7 • 4 , / , 3 '' 7 ' :: -'.":: ~ ~~ :. 3 = ' , F 7 • 4 , / , 5 X , 'J: 0 R P 1 2 = ', 
f. =7..;.) 
c- - - ··, u TR ! ::: t·, ... - ·=· .:. L :i T-:; :,. C J := i= ~IC: I:=~ Ts 
,"< ~: l ~- ( I ~ , ~ ~~ O ) \ ; :. 
~ .:: A ~. ( I ., , -: ._. ) ( >: ., • 1 1. : ( -~ ) , I = 2 , ~.J ~ : ) 
~ :. /J L ( I =~ , ~ ,-, ) ( X. -<. -'I 2 ~ ( : ) , I = 2 , ~ J ~ ? ) 
: ~~ l ~ ( I ~ , ? ; ) ( \ I". ::. 1 2 ( T ) , : = 2. , ·, :. : ) 
:r:(t .. ~z..:-;-r.,~) G:1 T~~ 1-:::) 
t'., :~: J r: 1 ; = ·-1 L , .·.1 LI 
.'( !\ '.i l 2 ( : ) = X tt: ;-.~ 1 Z ( .~ ) 
Xi< 1-; 2 ~ ( I ) = t.. !< ~: 2 :· ( 2 ) 
~~l x~~12C~)=~~~12C2) 
1ti ;i : T 2 C ~ 1,, , 1 :, ., ) 
Q ·~ 1 = :. I = ;,1 L , ,.. '.j 
'..J i; TT::- C : ',~ , 1 ~ 4) ,. r- ~. 1 2 ( i ) , X < "..J '.'.:; ( -I ) , '/. K :'.) 1 2 ( I) 
138 
15 2 C ON T I 1·JU E 
153 FGR~AT(3X,'NUTRIENT TRANSFEK COEFFICIENTS: KN12 ',6X, 




5Al FQR~ATC/' KAL~-SATURATION CONCENTRATION FOR HYDROLYSIS ', 
l'(MG/L)',3X,Fl0.1) 
~RITE(I~,SG?.) XKH23 
582 CQRMAT(' ~ALF-SATURATION CJNCE~TRATION FOR NITRIFICATION ', 
1 'C~G/l) ',Fl0.3) 
W~ITF(Iw,5R3) XKHP12 
523 FO~M,T(' ~ALF-SATU~~TION CJ~~~NTRATICN ~OR DRG. PHOSPHORUS ', 
1 '(:-1G/L) ',F!!).3) 
RFAD (I~,~20) ~S2 
RE40 (!R,P1) ((~ll(I),I=2,~S2) 
READ (IQ,c0) (KN33([),::2,NS2) 
READ CIP,80) (K~11(I),I=2,NS2) 
R~AD C!~,qO) (KP22CI),!=2,N~2) 
R~4D(I~,BO)(KC3JJS(:),t=2,~S2) 
IF(NS2.GT.2) GS TS 24n 
)0 232 :=~L,MU 
KN 11 c I)= ,on 1 < 2) 
K t-.J 3 3 ( ! ) = !( ~l 3 ::; ( 2 ) 
:< P 1 1 ( I ) = '< ? 1. :J C 2 ) 
l<'P2~(!)=KP2:?(2) 
2.2 KS~~.G.J5(T):i<(:-·.:;JS(2) 
2 4 0 1,.J R I T 2 ( : ...J • 2 c; f., ) 
250 FO~~~T(//20X,'*~*~*S~TTL!~G RAT~S (~/,AY)~****'lllX, 
1 'I\ '-1 l l r , 6 X , 'i< ~~ ·; ~ ' , ~ X , ''< P 11 ' , -:; X , 'KP 2 2 ', 5 X , 'KC d ODS ') 
~:s 2t 1· !=""L,M·J 
260 ~RIT~ (!~,2 7 0) I,KNll(I),K'!3~(I),KP11(I) ,K~22(I),KCB00S(I) 
270 FCR~6r (!5,2X,~~1G.~) 
2 .3 0 ~ :i . ~~ 9 ij '!' = M L , ~·1 U 
~ C .:~ ,: (. <; ( r ) == t<. C: ·:-: .:·, '3 C I ) .::~ J T J 
1< ~-l 1 l C 1 ) -= ~: t.J 1 1 ( : ) :': C T :) 
KNJ3(T)=K~3~(:)~:TJ 
~Pll(:)=~011CI)*C~u 
2 ·; 0 I( ? .:: Z. ( -: ) = i<'. i:- i ' ( '!' ) ~·: S T J 
32G FGR~~T(l1T5) 
c---~EAJ T~F ~HvT~?L~~~ruN ~~LAT~~ c~EFF!CI~NTS 
~3C ~~~r (!0,540) ac,~~,~P,?Q,~J,K~N,K~~,XKCG,RIS,RRESP, 
\J ~ I T c ( : \,j , 'i , 0 ) 
i..: ~ .IT ·: C I ~~ , S ~ 1 ) ~ C , ~ "! , A P 
~~:TF (T~,5S~) DJ,:: 
~qr~~ c:~,5~3> K~N,~~P 
~~:TE (~rl,5~~) X~(G,~IS 
~;IT~ ,r~,s~~) ~~E~~ 
wQIT~ (!~,SS~) XKCS 
55C ~~QMlT (II' C~YTC 0 L1N~TJ~ C1f=F!CI~~TS') 
551 FJ~M~T (/' Clr:~~/C~LO~~P~YLL ~AT!8 (~G C TJ MICROGM CHL) ' 
·:.~17,3,/' ~,!:,.~.;~.:\/Cf-!LO~f.1P~PILL R~TIO (MG N T'.J MICROGP.i CHL) ·, 
139 
$Fl5.S,/' OHOS?~ORUS/CHLnROPHYLL RATIO (MG PTO MICROGM CHL) ', 
$Fl3.5) 
552 FORMAT(' P~OTDSYNT~ESI5 QUOTIENT ',30X,F10.5/ 
$' RESPI~ATION QUOTIENT ',33X,Fl0.5) 
553 FORMAT(' HALF-SATUP.ATION CONSTANT FOR NITROGEN UPTAKE (MG/L) ', 
$F12.5,/' HALF-S~TURAT!JN CONSTANT FOR PHOSPHORUS UPTAKE (MG/l) ', 
$!=10.5) 
554 FORMAT C' ~AXIMU~ GROWTH ~ATE Cl/DAY AT 20 C) ',18X,F10.5, 
$/' S~TUPATION LIGrlT INT~NSITY CLANGLEYS/DAY) ',12X,Fl0.1) 
555 FORMAT(' R~SPIRAT!ON RATE Cl/DAY AT 20 C) ',21X,F10.5) 
556 FCRMAT (' SETTLING RATE (METERS/DAY) ',27X,F10.5) 
WRITE (IW,570) XKGRAZ 
570 FORMAT (lOX,' G~AZING AND JTHER DEATH FACTORS= ',13X,F6.3) 
PRCY=.4 
WRIT2 (!~,557) FRON,FROP 
557 fOR~AT(' FRACTIGN N!TQ8GEN ~ECYCLED TO ORGANIC PO~L',F22.5, 
$/' FPACTION PHQSPHORLlS ~ECVCLED T~ 8RGANIC POOL',F20.5) 
WRITE (IW,5S8) THET4G,TH:TA<,TrlETA8 
558 FOQM~T (' EXPJNENTIAL 34SE ~O~ GPCWTH ',2~X,Fl0.5, 
$ I ' E X P IJ ~ l E N T ! ;:. L ~ A 5 E F 1: ::: R :; S o ! R A T I O r-.J ' , 2 1 X , F 1 0 • 5 , 
$ I ' f. X P !'1'-! ~ ~J TT AL 3 t. 5 E F 'JR SR AZ ING !: TC. ' , 2 0 X, Fl O. 5) 
,\ C ~ = X ~Cs:::: CT ::O 
S K ;:: N ~ r: = C, C ::; f~ N ::: A ? 
s K ;.·H ! p =- .13. ~·i !'.~ A D 
SKFP:AD 
C---~Y:':R.::_L ~:-f,:J('. ~;yJ;lH,LIC J.:.Tll t:Q;;'-'1 UNIT I~ 
C---~YC~~L ?F4:~ I~T~~c:L)TI:N ~~CT1~S ~Q~M UNIT !R 
C.4LL ~f'"';.i!L 
::: T X = : T / ( lJ X ( ;,t '..J ) + ) X ( •; U - 1 ) ) ::: 2 • Ci 
3·1 1) IT='1 /:'.:!~HTit\L!!~TT'JN 
T?=O.O 
) V '4 = 1J. ,., 
: :J . ~. 0 tl v = ~·· L , v U 
~ V 1-.~ 1 ( !". ) = 1j • C: 
.:'..V:i2('c)=).O 
;. V -·i ~ C v. ) = f. • rJ 
ii V o ; ( < ) :: ,j • !} 
~v.:·.;,cr)=·).r., 
£~ \i C ::.. ~ ~ ( It'. ) = t1 • O 
::V;:',2(1( )=C•. Ct 
r, J '.~• .~ \/ C ( K. ) : t·: • 0 
C ~- L L : ··1 P U T / :'.~ I "H T I A L I Z A T I ~ N 
C I ( 5 : C ~: U 1· .. ..,. S 5 ·r ~ :, ~: ,;: ."l ' S V >~ ., J UT I ~'i ~ ! "'I P U T • I T ',i I L L C G q R E C T 
.- S : T ~ ' T I ': ~ 1.; T f S ~ ;:. ~ C ~ "!" :., I ;") :'4 : r: -' T .~ = T f. ~ i: I ~ S T I N P U T • 
I C .=-i I :: T = ,.,_ I -i 1' :.J 
P(-:L)=i;.'~; 
c---:~VA~CE T!~= ~y J~~ ~TE~ nr 
631 IT=!'!'.q 
ICS~::T(SI+l 
C S ! V ~ J L 1 V ~~ !. U ~,. ::.: S ~ ~J J C ::; T A : N 1-1 Y J ? !\ U L I C S = 0 R TH I S T I r-1 i: S T E P 
140 
DO 62C I=ML,MU 
620 VOLO(I)=VOL(I) 
READ (IH) ARCO,VJL,U,E,Hl,SAM 
E(ML)=O. 








l*BINA~Y READ FROM UNIT IH 
l*TrME FROM START,IN DAYS 
!TH=~OOCICSI,~TSC) !*TIME IN HRS FROM PREV MIONIGH 
IF (IT~.~Q.n.AN~.TJ~D~P.E0.1) CALL INPUT l*O~CE PER DAY 
700 CALL !H)V!j!;= 
C---CALCULAT~ GR1WTH CF P~YTGPLANKTON 
:c (TH.~T.TU.~~O.TH.LT.TJ) THEN 
C---C~LCULAT~ LIG~T !NHISIT!8N 
r..~ L I T : ~ ~ T. U ~:: S I N ( P T T ::: ( T "'f - T U ) ) 
G :1 7 5 (l ~ = ~~ L , '-W 
TU~=TJ~S(M)~1A(~) 
/*DAYLIGHT HOURS 
I F ( C C M ) • :; T • :, • ) T 'J 5 -= T U 3 + :-< ~ C ~ ) ::: C 01) ~:; 0 • 0 1 8 
C - - - C .!l ~ C U L ;i "7 E i-1 U T ::, I i7 ~f: L I ~ I T I \I G r: R ~~ S 
I r= ( ~, ? ( _..._ ) • L. -. • 0 • ) T ~ ~ ~I 
1c (~3(Y).L;.0.) T~~~ 
r~!=1. 
r= (~~c~>.~~.n.) THCN 
= ~: = "! 2 ( .•., ) I ( :·'J 2 ( "1 ) + ~ .-.• ~-J ) 
;: L::. 
::: ._ j : ( :·-4 ?. ( .11 ) -+- ~ ~ ~ ( ~~ ) ) / ( '~ ?. ( ,,. ) + ~i 3 ( ~ ) + K M ~~ ) 
!~ (?Z(U).~r.r.) ~~=~ 
f P -= ~· 2. ( ·,1 ) / ( P 2 ( 1·1 ) .., K ,., D ) 
':ls~ 
!~:~~Lr~=/EX=(TU~) 
C - - - =-~ l ;·~ 1 ;,1 .J f.A : ;: t: .··: , •-= P ~ ! :; := C · I 'i G ~ ".'; :fJ T ..of ':"? t T = 
:; C ( ~ ) = .l v. : •) l ( :-;:_ .. , , i: ~· ) :;: i(. C ,:; / T U::. ::: ( 1 • Ci / E X o ( A L I ) - 1 • 0 / ': X P ( ·~ L I T E ) ) 
c- - - ;; ~ c := :> ·-: .. r~ !'." ;: ·.: :- v ~ ~ T 'Ju ~ ')Pc : r :-.: 5 ·1 .: ;" 
::::: ( ;.~(·-i).L;~ •. 1.) r-,:-".J 
~;,=:(~-·)::•"'.. 
~Lsr r= (~?(~).L~.0.) T~~~ 
F,: ::. t 2 ( .... ) = 1 • 
:: L-;.: 
:::- ~ ,:: ? ( >; ) = i; 2 ( ~.,. ) ~:: ,' J ?, ( "' ) / ( ( i<. •·H H 'J 2 (•,1 ) ) :': ( K Y N + t.J 3 ( ~ ) ) ) 
1 + • l 2 ( ~ ) ~:! ;.~ · ·· • ~ / ( ( · i ?_ ( 1,• ) • N 3 ( ''1 ) ) :·: ( t< ·~ ~ + '-J ?. ( f-' ) ) ) 
~ 1'J,.. ~ t: 
- t. .... • 




C---NIGHT-TI~F HOU~S: Z~RO GR~WTH 
DO 770 r,.4="'1L,i~U 
770 GC(~)=O.O 
C---SDLVE THE MASS BALA~CE EQUATIONS 
C---SfT UP DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 












IF(SKPNDC.L~.0.)G8 TO 7?9 
lF(AN.LE.O.)GO TD 7q2 
:: ( .''1 L -1 ) = ~4 ~ U C\ 
CALL N 3 ,7 1: 
c < r~ L - 1 ) = 'J 2 'J :, 
CALL N2 ~·J 
C ( ML - 1 ) = j\Jl UP 
C il LL Nl ::- ~ 
IF(;i;: I :: . ,·, . ) - .... TC 7 8'?. . - t ~ • 
'.J(:',1L-1) =:-12U 0 
C~Ll r:" 2 ::- '~ 
J(ML-1 ) :: p ! ·..!:, 
C~Ll ~l .. ... 
C( •t.L- ) =CIJP 
CALL ~-HE,:) 
l*JN~ SU~ROUTINE PER MODEL COMPONENT 
c - - - i fr e, r.. r r v ~ ;:, ::: = : r c T '-: , ·, !.~ L u = ·s s c ~ ~ c: • 1 =: n ~ u r 
1aa CALL ~~TT~~ 
C - - - (. '.j f,~ ? :J T f. ~ V 1::. :; .~ G i C .J :·J r. f ~H P. A T I ::' ~~ S D V E R L A ST D A Y D F RUN 
I~ (TP.L~.T~4X1) ~: T~ ?30 l*T~ax1=TMAX-1. 
AV'J=~Vq+l. 
::1 G 7 J ': ii. = ~ L ' .l~ U 
;;. V i~ l ( '-'. ) ::: !!. V \ 1 ( 1< ) + ~. 1 ( 1<. ) 
~V~2(~)=~V~;(K)+~2(<) 






7 3 Ci C 'J \1 T I N iJ :: 
I~(TP.LC.T~~,?) .~~ TG 2?0 
: := ( \ J ( It_ ) • I... i ... ~ !·~ ~. l ( I\ ) ) 
1 ~~ : ~ ~ .• 1 ( ,. ) :: N i (Y ) 
! ;: ( r~ ;" ( i<' ) • LT • ·~ r-, r~ 2 ( :< ) ) 
1 M 1-1 t., 2 ( l. ) = ~ ~ 2 ( i( ) 
°!: :: ( t,_ ~ ( I( ) • :_ i • •-' 'J: ~ ~ ( ~, ) ) 
l • .., IJ l,1 3 ( l< ) = "., :'-: (:,: ) 


























B C O S rJ '-1 T P~ J :: 
830 IF(IT-!T?'IN) 5~1,S~0,3Q9 l*T!ME STEP AT WHICH TO P~INT OUT 
8~0 ~~!T~(IW,~50) TT(K~T) l*SPfCIFIEO TIME FOR PRINTOUT 
450 ~a~~OT(///,6('~'),'C~~c~~T~~TIO~ AT',F6.2,2X, 
~ , Q .l 't s :1 F T ~ ~ C ~ ... p I I ; .Cl T : :'.P J s ~ ;. G ! ~, ::: ::: :'.: ::~ :'., ::: , ) 
w ':? ; T r: ( I 1,i , ? i:-- ti ) 
-~ S ') F- D C: ~,, ! T ( 7 :< t ' C\ I S T ! ~ .• ': ~ ' , 3 X , ' Q ~ ".; ;.'l N - 'J ' , 5 X , ' ~ J ·14 - N " , 5 X , ' t,J Q 3 - N ' , 
~ , X , ' C' k' ;; ~ N - P " , 3 X , ' r N r i; G - P ' , 3 Y , ' C H L :J R O P ' , ~ X , 'C S :J O ' , 4 X , 'Q X Y G E N ' ) 
~~!T~(IW,S7n)cr,c:ST(!),N1(!),N2(I),N3(I),Pl(I),P2(I),C(I), 
lC?JDC!).orcTl,I=vL,~U) 
~) : 3 ~ C- r = ~~ '- , ',j U 
A V N 1 ( I( ) :: il V r ~ 1. U ) / .:.. 'H • 
. A V r,-42 ( !< ) d V •,J 2 (r. ) I c. Vi. 
t. V ,·1 3 ( !( ) = .l\ V; P ( i.: ) / .'.'l ·J · ! 
A V ? 1 ( ,< ) :: ·· V P 1 ( ,I( ) / .! V '·~ 
~V?ZCK)=4V 0 JC~)1;v~ 
~ V C ( I<. ) = !I_ V C ( I" ) /.:Vt. 
~ V C ~CD ( !< :, = 1 'IC;: J.:) (,<.)I .W ·i 
... ViJ':1(!-' )=.!v:~cl( )1.:~v· . 
.,: ~ I T :-: ( l i·f , ~ '""' t, ) 
::~ ·; (, ;: S ~~ \1 A .,.. ( l ~ 1 , ' f: :'.: ~·, ~:= ::: i V f: P :~ :; : C ~ "J C f. N T ~ Cl. T ! 0 N S O V !: ~ F I N A L 8 A Y :::::: ::: ::n:: ' ) 
',./ :; ! i f ( - :i , ·; A ) ) 
w ;; I T E. ( ! :.J ~ S (, ·~, ) 
::;00 ~C;C".!•1:!.,.. (/1 '/. ':::::~::::;::'::::~·: fJ:" .. I ... 11J'-' CJI\JC:~HR~TIONS LAST O~Y :',::::::::_'::~:::') 










9 3 0 C O t.JT ! NU i=: 
KWT=KWT+l l*A~VA~CE PRINTOUT COUNTER ANO LOOP BACK 
ITO~IN=(TT(KWT)+0.5*DTT)/OTT 





C 0"'1t-1CN /HY!) G/ D ! ST ( 2 0) t DX ( 2 0), A~ CO ( 2 0), VOL ( 2 0), ~ A ( 2 0), 
1H1(20),U(20),~(?n),SAU(20),1AAST(20),VCL0(20),DX1(20) 
COM~8~ /PAR'~S/ ML,M~,ML2,MU1,MS,DT,DTD,OT2,IR,IW,IH,INPS, 
iGA~MS,DcLT~S,~UL,T~FNl2,T~EN23,THEP12 
cs~~o~ /COM 0 U/ )~V(20),AA(2l),~P(20),0I~(20),0IF1(20), 
$AL~H:(20),CALD~C(20),P(~0),1(20) 
~ EV~LUAT~ AJVECT:v~ ~~tG~TI~G F~CT1QS ANJ CO~PUT~ AOVECT!VE TERMS 
'.:JG 1 ! :tv1L, MUl 
i. 
Il=I·d 
:= (U(I).GT.n.) 7~~~ 
G td" = :! L P ~ ; ( ! ) 
t t'! ;·, i? 
IF cuc: 1 ).GT.n.) r~~~ 
C,~~'1=,1L:":--it( I1) 
~ L 5-= 
Gi:l.,.1 :(jLP~;J(I1) 
~CL:J .-(;;lM 
c~ ~ L : = 1 • - ~ l ;., 1 
.J ,;: v ~ T ) -:: ~ • + :: • ~·: ( :; A •.• l ::: U ( : 1 ) ::: ~ ::: S J ( ! l ) - Q r. L ::: U ( I) ~~ A Q C Q ( I ) ) I V O L ( I ) 
~A(I)=-1.*JT*1~Ll*J(!l)*A~CS(!l)/VCL(I)/O!V(I) 
J D 2 I = J..; L , '" I 11 
;:: IF (:) = '""T ::: fr I):·: .h C :: ( I) IV~ L CT) I J 10 (I) 
o:~1CT)=~T~?c:1)*~~rccr1)1v:Lcr,1nx1cr1) 
::--------
S !J :, ~ :J UT : ~.J :: r: :J U ./, ( 
C '.J ~~ ., ~ "i / P .~ ~ \,, S I ··' L , ~· U , 1-), L : , ~ U ~ , -A S , D T , ~ TO , D T 2 , ! R , ! W , I H , I N P S , 
·~ G l\ .•.· .,. S , L'::: LT '-1 ~ , ~· ~ L , ~--: ~ ~: 1 2 t T ..J .~ t-.J 2 3 , T ~ ~ ;, l 2 
C ; ,.. .. ~ ;-: ~i I~ .... ~.:,:,. I ·~ 1 !j p ; ~! 2 u O • r~: ~p ' D 1 u:, • ? 2 up ' Cup ' Cs a Du p ' 
~ ~-; ,J U a:- , ~; 11 ' A , ~., ., U a , .J 3 U :. , P 1 '_i t,. , ~ 2 U il. , C U ~ , C ~. ~ D U I\ , D !J IJ A , 
c~1~.~20,N~J,~1:,P~[·,C~,C~nJ1,01c,nTX,~COUNT 











IF(U(MU).LT.C.O) GO TC 10 
~iCSUNT=O 










lG IF(NCr. 1Y!T.i:(~.0) G:; :.J 11 
!F(NC~U~T.LT.MCJU~T) Ga Tr 12 
C ~ G D ( ,.~ lJ ) : r: 2 C ~J :~; 
Of:(~U)=·:r~J 
~ 1 ( '~ t; ) : t..l l ;"'\ 
~~ 2 ( '~ u ) = ~-I 2 C 
N 3 ( M U ) : ~ 1 ~ ~· 
? 1 ( 1-~ l; ) = p 1 l'"I 
i=> 2 ( ''; L ) = r; t r--i 
C C : ·~ U ) ::- C. J 
11 c~~c:=(C9r~n-c3J:(MU))/MCSUNT 
SO~=crsc-~J(~U))/~C1U~T 
'.) U 1 = ( "! 1 ... - N l U' 'J ) ) I ~ S 1 J ~ T 
G ·~I ~ = C ~--: 2. •·. - ~J 2 ( , .. U ) ) I MC C: U 'i T 




12 NC :u~ ... ..,.::'h::.:UNT+ l 
CEO D ( ~) U) = C ; ~ J ( ,'1 '.J) +CC~ Cl 0 
D~CMC)=-:c~~)+~oo 
f ~ 1 ( ""U ) = "i 1 ( :·: U ) ... J. ~ ! 1 
~ 2 C '/; U ) = ::Z ( \~ U ) ... ~ ~ l 2 
~: 3 ( ~.41_; ) = •· I 3 ( ;1: ! J ) + _; ~ ~ ; 
?l(~~)=rl(MU)+;"! 
P2(YU)=~2(NU)+0~2 
: ( tt.lJ) ·< (MU)+ D:. 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------s U ~- ~ C U: I "·t = ~ ~ ;: : 








CC~MON ICOMPU/ ~IVC20),AA(20),BB(20),DIFC20),DIF1(20), 
$ALPHA(20),CALPH~(20),P(20),0(20) 
COM~ON /PARMS/ ~L,MU,ML2,MU1,MS,OT,DTD,DT2,IR,IW,IH,INPS, 
$GAMMS,DELTMS,MUL,THEN12,THEN23,THEP12 








11<. G R A Z , KC S O O ~ 




DO 1 l<=t-4L2,MU 
UHAS=S~RT(U4+0.5*A5S(U(K))/4l(K)) 
r< 1 :1(-1 
CK2(Kl)=CC~K~J*UHaS+~RE~(Kl))/~A(Kl))*DTD*1•024**CTEMP-20.) 
1 UH=AeS(U(~))/~l(K)/2. 






C ( :,. ) = ( C 1: + .;;. . : ( M ) ::: 1 ( LJ - 1 ) ) / ( 1 • 0 - 5 9 C •A ) ::: P p.- - 1 ) ) 
C;Q 103 ,,t:1 ,MIJL 





C G ~ ;.H:· n I o '"1 f T !J /: C ;. 0 ) , ~ C ( ~ D ) , T U ::: 3 ( 2 0 ) , \..J C ( 2 0 ) 
CQM~~~/~V1G/J!~T(~0),nX(2C),O~CJ(20),V~L(20),HA(20), 
~ n 1 ( .2 0 ) , LI ( 2. (i ) , F ( ?. 0 ) , S A M ( 2 0 ) , '.;) ~.! A 5 T ( 2 0 ) , V G L O ( 2 0 ) t D X 1 ( 2 0 ) 
CC ... '1 r. ~l ICC •1 ;, U / [.i IV ( 2 0) , A A ( 2 ·) ) , ~ 3 ( 2 0) , DI!= ( 2 0 ) , DI~ 1C20) , 
!~l;~t(20),C~LDW~(20),D(2J),:(20) 
c r~ ··~ ·J. c ~ 1 1 ? :1 ~1 •.J ~> / :A L , •·· u , ·"' L 2 , .., u 1 • '1 s , c r , n T J , o T 2 , r R , I w , I rt , I N P s , 
.; ;; A ~~ ,,, s , ~: ::: L T 1 ... s , t-4 1 J t , r H = N 1 2 , T rl .:. N 2 3 , n~ = o 1 2 
















~ ( ''): t. ~ ( ~,.) / ( 1 • :J- ~ 9 ( ~.,) ::: P ( M-1 ) ) 
G(M)=(CC+P?(M)*Q(M-1))/(1.0-B~C~)*PCM-1)) 
100 CJNTINU~ 
Ci J 1 Q := r.' = 1 t M IJ L 
K=~u-~· 
CBCQ(K)=P(()~C~~J(K+l)+O(K) 
C !F (C~J~(K).LE.0.00101) cqor(()=O.O 
1 0 5 CP-i T I NU E 
R=TIJ"~~ 
f. tJ 8 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
s u ~ R C u T ! "J :- N .3 -~ -j 
C ~ f i 'A C tU l-,i! T ~ ~ I N 1 ( ?. 0 ) , 'J 2. ( 2 0 ) , '! 3 ( 2 0 ) , ·~"I 1 ( 2 0 ) , 11 N 2 ( 2 ') ) , W N 3 ( 2 0 ) , 
t t< M 1 2 ( ~ j) , K :J 2 3 ( :: 0) , ? R ~ 2 ( 2 0) , ";, ~ .H L 0) , Xi( "'11 2, X K H 2 3 
r r:: 1 •• , r.; "·' I ? :-n i 1 / C ( : ij ) , .:.; C ( ? " ) , T :.P 0• ( 2 0 ) , w C ( 2 () ) 
( :] •,: ~.~ c: ~! I ...: Y n G / :1 : S T ( Z (• ) , l X ( 2 11 ) , :. ~ C O ( 2 (1 ) , V O L ( 2 0 ) , H A ( 2 0 ) , 
r~1(2(),i!(20),:(20),S~~cz0),:~45rc20),VCLCC20),DX1(20) 
C~i1M:N /(~~~GI J:VC2~).QA(20),~~(21),0IF(20),DIF1(20), 
~ALP~~(20),('L;~\(2~),~(2J),~(20) 
CC: :' '·· ~- ~-· /:. ~ :in:~/ ·~ L , ~,1 d, ,. L 2 , .. ~ U 1 , ~1, S , 2 T , r. TD , D T 2 , IR , I W, I H, ! NP S, 
! ·~~ . .:. ,. ,',1 s , :.1 :: L T .·-1 -::- , l,- ·~ L , ..,. ~ =: ;,J 1. 2 , r ~ :: r, 2 3 , T '"' ~ ? 1 2 
C 1J :· ~' : '.'·~ / ;:i l t~ >-~ K / T ::: :-1 ~ , T : r.~ ;, 1 , T :: •.' o 2 , T ~ M , T U , T D , ,:, T T , X I( C G , X KG R A Z , 
: :: :-- .~ r t"' ~ , ci '-: = s :i , T ~, c: s ::i , :i r , :.: ·: , :-- :: ~ r H c c , ;, ,:j , r. R ·: v , K G R I\ z , -~ P , A N , 
!~~,r~c~.k(~,?:~,~r~,,D~THC(,~CS,T~ET~G,T~ETA~,THFTAD 
C ; ;f, ·~ r-: ~: I ~ = ''• I :l ==: ··.j C:· ·~ ( 2 •) ) , : :: "J f4 l C 2 0 ) , i::,. ~ N 'i 2 ( 2 ': ) , 9 =: r.J "J 3 ( 2 0 ) , 2 : N P 1 ( 2 n ) , 
~?;~c2c2n),XC~C(20),X~CN[C(20),X~?NN1(20),XB~~N2(20),XBENN3(20), 
! X 3 :: ... it:· i C ;, n ) , "{ :. -: '.··~ ~ Z ( ::. 0 ) , X ~- E '·• : : ( 2 C ) , ?.. ~ 'l JC ( 2 0 ) 
C:: 1 • ...r-: t; /:? il T ~ I K ~' 11 ( -~ ·, ) , K ~B 3 ( 2 "I ) , !'-.. P 1 1 ( 2 0) , KP 2 2 ( 2 0 ) , KC B Q D S ( 2 0 ) , 
:, = J L I( "~ l 1 , K. \I : i. , :( ;' i 2 :. • i< >,,; 3 ~ , w: :, 1 1 , I(_ P 1 2 , K. P 2 2 , K. C G , I( \1 N , t< M P , K C D , K C S , 
;: '.J 1 0 I"\ :,• : I' l. t ··~ ! J 1 
: C -= V r I ~; ( "' ) ;;: ( ": r: .:: : ( ".~ ) :·~ r, : C • ~ ) / ( x < Y 2 "1 + ~ 2 ( M ) ) - P P. E 1 ( "' ) ::: A N ::: G C ( M ) :.~ C ( M ) + 
~ ( f ~ : ~ : , ., ( •.• ) - ~·, tfi 3 C v ) ;;! w:i. ( ~ ) ) / ~ µ ( •,1 ) ) + ..i N 3 ( M ) 
:: C :: C ~. ! ;~ 1 ( 'A ) ~·: ( '! ~ ( "-'-+ l ) - 'J 3 ( ,\) ) - 1: = ( ·-~ ) ~:!! ( ~13 ( M) - N 3 ( M-1 ) ) + 
5 ( SC+ \J I L·: ( •.-• ) :'.: t .• 1 ( ,,~; ) / V:: L ( ·1) ) / ... IV ( i_, ) 
;:;; < •'. ) = .:. ~ ( •., ) 1 < 1 • n - ::. .=: c •,, ) ::, ;, ( -~ - 1 > ) 
C ( '·: ) :: ( :: ": + .:: :.:; ( :.'. ) ~.: ~ ( •,,i - l ) ) / ( 1 • ,.., - ~ :, ( •-~ ) :·~ p ( M - 1 ) ) 
14 7 
00 1oc:; ~1::::1,MUL 
i<. = MU-r-~ 
N3(K)=?(K)*N3(K+l)+O(K) 











<: 0 ro, ~~ C ~J / C Q 1~ P U / fJ I V ( 2 0 ) , A A ( 2 'j ) , ~ q ( ?. 0 ) , D I F ( 2 0 ) , 0 I F 1 ( 2 Q ) , 
5ALPH~(20),CAL?~l(20),P(20),~(20) 
CO~MO~ /PAP~S/ ~L,MU,M~7,~U1,~S,DT,OTJ,DT2,I~,IW,IH,INPS, 
!~A~MS,J~LTM~,M~L,TH;N12,T~~~23,T~~~12 
co~~:~ /PLAN~/ T~~P,T~,~~1,TFMP2,T=~,TU,TD,PTT,XKCG,XKGRAZ, 
!DE,T~C,9R?S~,TQES?,BC,RQ,C~tT~~o,p:,PRCY,KGRAZ,AP,AN, 
~OEAT~(N,KCG,~:S,RI~,D~T~CC,KCS,T~ET~G,THETAR,THETAO 




L J 1 C ,, .. ,. -= ~ l. , ~.t J 1 
S ~ = ii C L 2 ( ·n ::: ( K '! 1 2 ( •q :::t~ 1 ( v ) / ( 'I I( ~ ! 2 + M 1 on ) - K P.J 2 3 C M ) -:,': N 2 ( M ) I 
S ( X !<. ·1 ~ : + t 1 2 ( ~,1 ) ) - ;::- ~ ~: , ... ( .• ,; ) :'.: A ~; ;;: G C C "'! ) ::: C ( '-1 ) + ~ :: ~ J N 2 ( M ) / H A ( M ) ) + W N 2 ( M ) 
CC=(CT~~c~)*(~2(~+1)-N2C~))-JI=C~)*C~2(M)-N2(M-1))+ 
:f ( 5 : + 'J C L C ( M ) :'= r; : ('.t ) ) / V C L ( ,_. ) ) I "> T. V ( r-' ) 
P(~)=~l(~)/(1.0-~S(~)*0(~-1)) 
Cj ( ·:1 ) = ( ': ( "'- -~ ?, ( l~ ) ~:: ~ ( '·1 - 1 ) ) / ( l • 0 - ~ 9 ( Ii ) ::: o ( M - l ) ) 
.1 0 ~ C .1 .·.; T T ': ~r 
105 
J J l ~I :: .,. = :l ' ,, u L 
I( :- r.~ ;J - ,,1 
: ~ 2 ( K ) = P ( K ) :: '.J 2 ( K + 1 ) + 11 ( 1<'. ) 
:= (~2(~).L~.~.~~nJl) i2(~)=0.~ 
C J f·: T ! ~w ~ 
~::TU~.t: 
~ U : ~ G l .1 T r \J ~- "·' 1 -= > 
C ::; t,, '1 : : t ~ I • 1 ~ T :· ~ I , ; 1 ( 2 0 ) • t ~ 2 ( 2 0 ) , ·~ ~ ( 2 f'\ ) , ~ \J 1 ( 2 11 ) , W N 2 C 2 0 ) , W N 3 ( 2 0 ) , 
1. •. ,.{ 1 ~ ( ? ~. ) , 1c. :..J;: :. ( ? ~ ... ) , P t: := ,"> ( :': :11 , :-i :~ ~ 3 ( : 0 ) , XI( ~ 1 2 , XI( '12 3 
C :. ~ i ,.A C; N / :, --i Y T r / C ( 2 :' ) > G C ( 2 0 ) , T U ~ 8 ( 2 0 ) , 1,J C ( 2 0 ) 
:0~~(r;/~Y~S/0:51(20),DX(2C),ARC~(20),V~L(20),HA(20), 
.; ~ 1 ( 2. IJ ) , U ( ~ C· ) , = ( 2 G ) , ? ! .,, ( 2 O ) , : .: il S T ( 2 ·:) ) , V C! L J C 2 0 ) , 0 X 1 ( 2 0 ) 
CG'·'.··' SP.; / ( r '"I~~; I : : V C 2 (,) , AH 2 '1 ) , :; r.. ( 2 J) •(;IF ( 2 0) , DI F 1 ( 2 0) , 
~~LC~t(~G),CQL?HA(20),P(20),~(~0) 
4: ::": ;,1 _..,, ~ I / ;- !'.i ~ V. s / :.1 L ' •i u ' ~~ L ~ ' '·4 u 1 ' ~-, s ' C' T ' J TD ' D T 2 ' I R ' I w t I H ' ! "' p s , 
t C: i\ : : ;~. , ;:~ ~.: L : '' ~ , t.- J L , T rl ~ t·l 1 2 , T \.,; ~ ~J 2 3 , T !-.i !: ;:, t 2 



























COMMr~1~~rS 0 /?1(1J),?2(2~),~?1(20),WP2(20),KP12(20),XKHP12 
C O "': ~~ C ~: I :: .~ Y T S / C ( 2 0 ) , G C ( 2 I) ) , T iJ R 0. C 2 0 ) , w C ( ? f') ) 
CD~~r~1~voG/DIST(20),0X(20),~~C~(20),VOL(20),~A(20), 
'~1(~0),U(20),~(20),5A~(20),JWAST(20),VOLOC20),DX1(20) 
CO~MDN /C~MDU/ 8!V(20),AA(20),R8(20),DIF(20),DIF1(20), 
i,LPH!(i~),Ctl~~!(20),0(20),1(20) 
CD~~CN /D~~MS/ ~L,~U,~L2,~Ul,M5,CT,9TD,~T2,:R,IW,IH,INPS, 
1GA~~S,J~LT4~,~UL,T~FN12,TYPN23,TrlEP12 
C 1 M ~~ C t; / P f. ~. ~,: i<'J T =: M F , T =.: M P 1 • T c: '-'. P 2 , T c M , T U , T O , P T T , X K CG , X K G R A Z , 
1~:;TH~.~~rsc,r~=S?,~C.~1,~E~THC~,oQ,PRCY,KGRAZ,AP,AN, 
tGFATHC~,<:G,RIS,;~~,~~T~CC,~CS,T~ETAG,THETAQ,THETAO 




1 X t<. \ 1 2 ( L ·"' ) , X ~ "J ? ;?. ( 2 0 ) , ·-: ~ ;:> 1 2 ( 2 ") ) 
?~AL K~ll,k~l?~~~23,KN3~,r 0 11,KP12,KP22,KCG,K~N,K~P,KCD,KCS, 
1 "·· G ;;_, :.. Z , 1<" C .:~ .... l.'. S 
r_. i°" 1 n n :.1 = • L , :;; Li J 
SC=V:L~(Y)~((~012(~)*~1CM))/(XKH~l2+P1(~))-~P~GC(~)*C(M) 
! + ( ' ? • l ~· ! ( ~-~ ) - i< t1 : ~ ( .. ~ ) ~:: P 2 ( M ) ) / ~ ~ ( l.l ) ) + W P 2 ( ~1 ) 
CC=c::c,c~)~(P2(U+!)-D2(~))-JIC(~)*(P2(~)-P2(M-l))+ 
:;. ( S '.: + './ :: ~ i"" ( '4 ) }': ;:-, ? ( >-1 ) ) / V r. L ( •l ) ) / ~ I V ( '~ ) 
P(~)=!~(~)/(] .J-j1(~)*P(~-1)) 




C !F (P~(K).L~.0.00001) P2(K)=O.O 




5 U 5 R O U T I :~ ':: P 1 ~ Q 
COMMCN /COMPU/ D!VC20),AA(20),B8(20),DIF(20),DIF1(20), 
tALPHA(20),CtL~~A(20),P(20),0(20) 
COMMON /PARMS/ ML,MU,ML2,MU1,~S,DT,OTD,DT2,IR,IW,IH,INPS, 
!~AMMS,DFLTMS,~UL,THFN12,THEN23,THEP12 











lXKN12(2~),XKN2?(2~),X~ 0 12(20) 
R~AL ~~11,KNl?,K~23,~N33,KP11,KPt2,KP22,KCG,KMN,KMP,KCD,KCS, 
ll(G;.AZ!'i<f.3"JDS 






~ c M ) :: < cc + ~ :) en :·~ J c-1- 1 > > 1 < 1 • o - ~ :H ~.n :~ p c M- 1 > ) 
10 0 CG NT Pl ~J !: 
-·., 
'( : }.4 ! J - ·1 
C, l ( I{ ) : p ( ~:. ) ::! ~ l ( ~ + 1 ) T :: ( Y, ) 
!~ (Pl(~).L~.C.00001) Dt(K)=0.0 
c---------------------------------~-------------------------------~----s I b ~ C I J T : i'~ t:' :, H y :: :~ 
C Q; '. '·• ~-: •., / ;:. -; v T.., IC. (; ?: 0 ) , i.. C. ( 2 0 ) , TU ~ P ( 2 !) ) , W,: ( 2 ·J ) 
C C '·; . ). C ~., I ~ Y -. :~ / ~ : S T ( 2 j ) , ) X ( 2 0 ) , ~ P. :: ·~ ( 2 0 ) , V Q L ( 2 0 ) , H A ( 2 0 ) , 
i ~-, l ( 2 t ) , I: ( 2. c·. ) , :: ( 2 S ) , S A ,'~ ( ... ,J ) , -~ w .11 ST ( 2 0 ) , V !: L '.) ( 2 0 ) , J X l ( 2 0 ) 
C r: ;i !I\ ~ '·J / C ~ •i :-> u / '.:1 I V ( 2 G ) , :'.\. ::. ( .:.: () ) t ?. -:.. ( 2 0 ) ' D ~ ::: ( 2 I'.' ) t D ! C 1 ( 2 0 ) , 
C . J ~ • \~ C. t: / ;:> :, ~ •' ~ / '·'. L ~ '1 U , '·' L 2 , -.~ U l , ~.., 5 , '.J T , r, T C , '.) T 2 , I R , I W , ! Ii , I N c:, S t 
': ·:. ~ :,,. ·~ S , ·~: -: l r ~-1 ~ , •.t L' L , T "1 7 .. , 1 2 , T '-- :: •.J .: '3 , T '1: P 1 2 
C :; .... ~ ·~ : '·i I ::> L ~ '·! I<. I T ~ ;~ P , T ~ '~ P 1 , T :: ,., ::> J , Ti:: M , TU , T J , P T T , X k. C G , X K G R A Z , 
~O~~~~r,~~~s~,T1~So,~c,Q~,~E~THC 0 ,PQ,P~CY,KGQAZ,AP,~N, 
l ~ .. ~ .:.. T 1- :·. • ; , :< ~ ,., , ~ : ~ , ;~ ~ '; , D :: T µ, C C , v r: S , T ;... E T A. G , T "-1 E T A R , T H E T ~ D 
C .-. · • •. · '~ • . I ~ ~- t • I ~- : · 1 ~: ~ ( :~ -~. ) , :i :: "·! ~ J 1 < :' ., ) , 0 :: ~ N ·' ( 2 t' ) , r3 ~ '-J N 3 ( Z O ) , ~ E N P 1 ( 2 0 ) , 
150 
$~ENP2(20),XCKCC20) 1 XSEND0(20),XSENN1(20),XBENN2(20),XBENN3(20), 
!XBE~P1(20),XBENP2(20),XBENOCC20),BENOC(20) 
REAL KN11,KN12,KN23,KN33,KP11,KP12,KP22,KCG,KMN,KMP,KCD,KCS, 
1 KGR.4.Z, KC80DS 







D!J 105 M=l,~Ul 
K=MIJ-M 
C(K)=P(K)*C(K+l)+O(K) 






COMMON /30000/ Xl(141) 
CO~MON /PHCSP/ X2(101) 
CO~~ON /N!TRO/ X3(202) 
CGMMCN /P~YTO/ X4(80) 
C---SU5POLlTJNE TG 3~!~G NfG~TtV~ P?EDICTED VALUES UP TO ZERO 



























C - - - ,:. := ! S :H.: I""; r: G M P :. t T ~ H Y ~ P. A !J L I ': ~ N 'J . G E O ~ E T ~ I C D AT A 
151 
C READ IN!TI~L C~~DITI2~S 
READ (IH) ARCO,VOL,U,F,Hl,SAM 
DO 14 I::~L,~U 
14 VOLO(l)=VCL(I) 
i:(ML)=O. 




1 REAJ(IR,2) TITLE 
2 FOR~AT(1X,35A2) 
WR TT!: (II..J, 4) 
4 !=nR,1~AT (1 ~1) 
WRITE(IW,2) TITLE 
WR!TF(Hi,25) 
26 F8R~AT (lX,'RFACH ND. K~. FPC~ MOUTH CROSS SECTION TRANSECT DEPT 
! ~EACH DEPTY REACH VOLU~~',/26X,' SQ. METER METE~ 
S MfTF~ CU~IC MET~Q') ,~ _ .... ~nR~AT c1v,r4,~F1s.2,6X,El2.4) 
~~TTE(IWt28)(I,JIST(I),ARCG(I),Hl(I),HA(I),VOL(I),I=ML,MU) 
C---C!LCULAT~ CISTANCF ~ET~=~N ~UCCESSIVE TRANSFCTS AND SECTION DISTANC 
D C 1 5 K = M L , ~-1 U 
JX(K):(G!ST(~)-JI5T(K+l))*1)0~.0 
15 C1NT!"·:U~ 
J X ( ;.1 U ) = "' X ( PJ\ IJl ) 
CC 17 !=~L2,MU 
17 OXl(I):(QX(!-l)+JX(I))/2. 
CXl(~L)=~Xl(~LZ) 
S C l 6 :( = ~ L , t>: u 1 
16 ~!ST(K)=(~IST(K)+::3T(~+l))l2. 
~ISl(MU)~:IST(~U)-O!ST(~Ul) 
~c~9 (tR,24) (JLP~A(I),!=YL,~U) 
24 ~a~~~T (1~~5.2) 
~ ~ !. T E ( I W , .?. 0 ) 
3 0 F ::3 i'< '~ ; ,. ( I 11 X , ' ::: :: .l C u ~-~ :i • ' , 2 X , ' T I D A L V ~ L C • ' , 4 X , ' D I S P E R S I O t\J ' , 6 X , ' A L P H 
1 ' / 11 Y , •• ,•-! • : -?. C.: S :.: C • ' , 3 Y , ' ~.• ::: ,:: 2 P : R S '.: C • ' ) 
~~IT~(I~,32)(:,uc:),=(!),ALD~A(I),I=~L,~U) 
32 ~J~~~T(lXt!~,,x,c10.2,;x,FtC.l,9X,~~.3) 
L !~ 2 3 !<. = M L , !-~ U 
23 C1LDH!(K)=l.-~L?~~(~) 
30i) '.:: ;;TIJC:·i·..J 
~~ .. , .} 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
5 U :~ :7! '~ lH I •,i ~ I .._~ !:· U ·T 
C "J I~ '-1 .: ~ J / ~ n. ~ ~-~ S / t-'. L , '·~ IJ , ~ L ?. , ~ U 1 , ,.., S , D T , !} T D , D T 2 , I R , I W , I H , I N P S , 
~GAAMS,0~LT~S,~UL,T~~Nl2,T~~~23,T~;Pl2 
C rJ :1. M; ~- I :. S 1<. T :>/)I( rt-~ P: , Si( o "Jc , S ~ o ;> 
C Jl.Al.;:~, I;~·~ 'JS/ t~ lG~, P.j 2U P, l'J3UO, i:> 1 UP, P 2UP, CUP, C50DUP, 
'!- 0 0 UP , ~ 11 u .:. , ·~? U ~. , ~1 : 1J :\ , P 1 U A , :, 2 ;J ! , ,: U ~ , C ~ GD U ~ , DO U A , 
~\1D,~2~,~~~,;l),?2J,C~,C3ro~,J~D,DTX,~C~UNT 
Cl~~~~ /PL6~K/ r:~~,TfY?1,Tf~~2,rc~,TU,TJ,PTT,XKCG,XKGR~Z, 
iof~T~C.~~~s~,~r~SP,!C,~0,~f~T~CP,~J,PRCV~~GRAZ,AP,AN, 
5JEATr(N,~CG,RIS,~:N,D;THCC,<CS,T~ETAG,T~;TAQ,T~ETAD 
















CJMMCN /LOA~S/ ?SC(20),P~~1c2o)~PSN2(20),PSN3(20),PSP1(20), 
l?SP2(20),PS~ODC20),PSG8(20),nSQC20),JSN1(20),0SN2(20),DSN3(20), 
sCSP1(20),DSP2(20),SSCCZO),OS90D(20),0SOJ(20) 
C I Mc: N S I 1 ~! T ! TL f C 3 5 ) , NA ·~ f ( 3 0 ) 
REAL ~1,~2,N3,N1UP,N2UD,N3UO,~lD,N2D,N3D 
REAL NlUA,NJUA,N3JD 




4 FSR~AT (JX,35A2) 
~¥ITf(T.W,44)T!TL~ 
~0 n~AD (!',6) ~a;.~~2.~!MF 
C ,:{ ::: ::: N S 2. = N ~ + 1 
6 ~1R~AT(?I5,~0A2) 
!~C~C~-1S) ~5,200,200 
5 5 ·t'/ ~ I T E ( : :..J , j_ 0 ) N D G , i ~ S 2 , •-.: !l :-1 ~ 
10 F1RMAT(//1X,'!~our nATA ~R1UD:',!4,4X,'~UM3ER OF POINT IN THIS GR 
1UP=',!~,4X,~0~2/) 
G0 r~ cq1,101,111,J21.131,141,1s1,161,111,191>,NDG 
C ~'.= :;: ~:; ~: S P f f T ~ Y c iJ U ~ i .... A ?. Y C J V) I T I Q N S 





?. t: fJ. :J ( I ~ , 1 2 ) ,,, ;~ U c , \I 2 D 
; ~ .\ J ( 1' ~ , 1 2 ) ~ • :: U ::, , t- l ~ :" 
;eA1 rr~,12> D1u~,P1c 
~=A~ (I~,12) P2U~,?20 
~~~D(TR,12) CUP.(~ 
~ :_= t. ~. ( ! ~ , l 2 ) : ;.: :·: ·: 1.,; :, , C :, 8 ] "' 
11 i- i1, ) ( !. ~ ~ l :?. ) ' C U P , 0 n ~; 
~. ~ :!: T F ( I 1...' , l ) 
~~IT~([~.7)~1U;,~2uo,~3uo,PtUD,P2UP,CUP,C~JOUD,DDUP 
CJPMAT(Sx,"UPST?~~M ",8~1n.3) 
r: ~. •., !1 T ( 11 •; Y. , "~:: ~ N " , 5 Y , ",., ~ 4 ~J ', 5 'f. , 'NO 3 N' , 5 X, 'DR G P ', 




GO TO 4i) 
C ALWAYS qeAO TEMP AFTE~ 800 DEC~Y ANO SOD 
101 READ(!R,12) T~~p 
WR!T~(:w,9) T~MO 
9 FQR~AT(' Tc~?ERATURE= ',F5.2,' DEGREES CENTIGRADE') 
WRITE (IW,*) 'NOTE: QEAD TEMP AFTER 300 DECAY ANO SOO' 
T~M~l=O. 3~ 7:::T=.MP 
TE~PZ=O.OO&S*TEM?*T~MP 
DO 11 I =ML, MU 
KN12(I)=XKN12(I)*THEN12**(TEMP-20.)*DTO 









G Q 1 4 ~ K = ·~ L , ~-~ U 
CKC(~)=XCKC(~)~TCCKf**(TE~?-20.~)*DTC 
145 (,Ql-,TP!U~ 
GC lt5 ~='-'L,~U 
1,.. \ ~ ._; l. T I V :: r: L !. 1 X ~ S , i 'i ': L U :• l N :-; S !: !) , A K f : 'J T J S E O I ·~ E ~ T 
~ c • J C. 2 ( K ) = ':l :;:. .: ;· ~ :· :: ( ~ ) :;: 0 T ': ::: T C ~. C "'.; !'.: ~·: ( T ~ ~-~ P - 2 0 • 0 ) 
3 ~ ': r-.; 1 ( K ) = 'i ~;i ~ '·i ~., l ( K ) -::: r: T :J :..~TC 0 - ~J 1 :;: :': ( T f. MP - 2 0 • ) 
i::- :: • 'C tJ 2 ( i< .• ) = X ;; ~ ~ J • i ! ( " ) ::: Li T :) ::: T C B 'J : :·: :·: ( T ~ M O - 2 0 • ) 
~ f ,-.: ! ~ ( i< ) ='I~=•.'·~:· ( K) :'.: ::, T 'J ::: TC -: ~. ~ ::~ :'.: ( TE'° P- 2 0 • ) 
6: ~1 P 1 ( .\ ) = 'i :. : •.: C'• ~ ( !·, ) ~·:"" T ') ·:: T t-: ::, 1 ::n'.r ( T: '-1 ?- 2 0 • ) 
P C , .J ·~ C ( K ) ;.~ X :, = ~-4 ~~ C ( w~ ) :,; G T :J ::: TC P. 'J C ::: ::: ( T ~ ~-1 P - 2 IJ • ) 
l ' .. -:: ::. ~ >-~ :, ? ( i". ) = '! ~ ::: N := ~ ( '< ) ::-: ~ T ~· ::: T C ~ ? 2 :'.: ::: C T :: M P - 2 0 • ) 
GS TC 4-) 
111 C J \Tl .. '. U ~ 
14 ~s~~~rc~x,10c11.2) 
C - - - ::;~ l 7 : u L ·: "' .. ~ ... , I ,.. ! C '. 
~ 2 .:. ::'I ( ! -< , ? 2 ) ( ~-; 1 C ~ ) , ~ = ,... L , I) v ) 
~ : C!. :"'; ( ... ~ , 3 2 ) ( t- ~ :_ C : ) , I = '·• L , •.• ~ J ) 
;::h(!~,3?)(~1(I),!=~L,MU) 
:~r~(~:,~~)( 0 1(~),I:~L,~J) 
; : \ :) ( • ; , ~ .., ) ( :1 ? C ... ) • : = ~' L ' ~ J ) 
~~~~,~~.32)(((:),!=VL,~U) 
:, : :: • .._1 ( r ;: , .' : ) CC:: : ~ ~: ( ! ~ , .! = ... , L , •.~ U) 
;: : . :. D ( ... ~ , -~ -: ) ( :-, ~ ( : ) , ! = ··1 L , ,.~ .J ) 
:, 2 .: :: ; •;, t. T ( ~ ,. :: : • :, ) . 
w ~ l T :- ( : ,1 , j : ) 
1 ; :.. :· ~ ·~ ;1"" ( 7 x , '::' I S T 6 ~! C : ' , 3 ''. , '': i:::; .l ~ - ·: ' , ~ X , 'NH 4- N ' , 5 X , 'N rl 3-N ' , 
1 .:, 'I , ' :: ~ S ~. :-~ - ., ' , ? t , ' I ~ ~ ~ :, ·:: - :, ' , 3 Y , ' C ~ L :' ; 1 P ' , 6 X , ' C b O D ' , 4 X , ' 0 X Y G f: ~J ' ) 
. .: , I '!' -: ( I ;.: , ! ·: ) C : • - : ~ 7 ( : ) , ~ ~ 1 C ! ) , ': 2 ( I ) , :sJ 3 ( ! ) , P 1 C I ) , P 2 ( I ) , C ( ! ) , 
1 C ~- ~:,. ( :::: ) , ' 1 ~! ( T ) , I -:: •.• L , '·! J ) 
] 2 1 ,; ;:: : T f ( : '.! 1 2 ~- ) 




JO 12:. !=1,..,iS2 
R~AD(I~,34) K,PSQ(K),DSNl(K),oSN2(K),PSN3(K),PSPl(K),PSP2(K), 
1PSSOC(K),PS90(K) 
34 FJR~AT CSX,I5,SF7.1) 







~ ..: ? l ( K ) = ( P S P 1 ( K ) + 0 S :, 1 ( K ) ) ::: [; T n :n O O O ~ 
~P2(K)=(PSP2(~)+0SP2(K))*JTr~1o00. 
~9JD(~)=( 0 S~10(K)+DSBJD(K))*~TD*1000. 
ca~nsrcK)=(~S~(()*PSCJ(K)•JSQ(K)*OSOO(K))*DT 
C NJ t J P G I ;J T C n I S T ~ I ~ U T !: C ) S r.: IJ RC 2 ~ 
131 CQ/-.JTH;lJ:::' 
37 ~oP~AT cr~,J~7.2) 
·h;c.rr:: cr,1d,s) 
' 
?- 6 c: 'J t~ ··~ .l T ( 1 X • ' ;; ~ ,, C rl ~~ C: • ' , S X , ' ·~ ~; :} "t ::> ' , 5 X , ' w ~a N ? ' , 5 )( , ' W N 2 N P ' , 5 X , ' ~ N 3 N P 
Ls>. , , ~ ti 1. 4J p , , s x , • ~ o 2 1·4 ~ , , ~," , , ·(: c ~JP , • 4 Y , , ·Ii e co NP , , 6 x , • c n NP' 114 x , 
! ' ~~ ::'.! :': 3 I :~ ' t ::; ( 3 :>. , ' '< :; I D Y " ) , 5 X , ' -:: ~ / D Y ' , 5 X , ' K. G I D Y ' , 6 X , ' '-1 G IL ' ) 
i? r :1 n c ! ":" s , ~ 1 ) ~ , 1 s :: < i< ) , :is,~ 1 < i( ) , ci s" 2 c i< ) , 1 s t..J 3 c K ) , n s P lC K ) , o s P 2 c K > , 
,~scc~),~s=:~c~>,:5J~c<) 
,.; ~ i T 7 C "! ··'i , ~- ~ ) ~: , L S : ( I\ ) , :·: ;-, r~ 1( K ) , r, S f·J 2 ( K ) , GS N 3 ( t< ) , D S Pl ( K ) , D S P 2 ( K ) , 
:w1~T(~)=(?~G(~)•151(~))~~T 
.~ N 1 ( !< ) = ( :: ~ \ 1 ( '<' ) + C SN ~ ( j(~ ) ) ::: r) T ') :': ! 0 !) 0 • 
·... f .! ;:_ c r- ) -: < :, ~ ·• 2. c K ) + C} s ~1 2. c '< ) ) ::~ J T i ::: 1 n o c • 
,; "L; (t.) =Co 5 r ~ ~ ( "· ) +CS N 3 U, ) ) !:: ''H '.) :;:i ') •10 • 
l·i p 1 ( !{ ) = ( :'\ C O , ( I( ) ... ; s : l ( i( ) ) ::: } T J ::: 1 .'.) •1 ") • 
~C~(()~c;:~~(K)•:SP2(~))*JTS*l000. 
·,...: ~; ~- ( 1<. ) = ( ~ S-::: "' ( ~. ) + ::: S 3 C 0 ( ,() ) :'e J TC),': 10 0 IJ • 
:c~~STCK)=co~cc~)~~;o~cK>+~sQCK)*~so:cK)l*9T 
1.i C ( -<. ) :: CJ ) C ( !' ) ):: r' T .-; ~:: l ;, c, (i • 
c---~:~ 0=(t( Crf~~:~!~~TS AT 20 ~~GR=~ C 
l~l ~=jJ(!~,32)(XC~C(I),I=~L,~Ll) 
...; !" 7 T .- ( : .J , .7 · .. ) 
.'. 4 ~.: r: .: ·.t lJ 7 ( l X , " ., ~ 1 :: ~ t ~ :: • ' , :. "I , ' C : : J ~ ~ C A v ~ T 2 0 D E G • C E N T • • ) 









C RKRO = 3~93 FOR O'CONNOR-DOBBINS 
31 FORMAT(' PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANT FOR REAERATIDN:',F7.2) 




71 ~ORMAT(lX,'REACH N0.',2X,'LIGHT EXTINCTION Cl/METER)') 
WRITECIW,70)(!,TURB(I),I=ML,MU) 
70 FORMAi(1X,I5,6X,Fl0.2) 
GO TO 40 
C---BENTHIC ~LUXES. NEGATIVE VALJES, INCLUDING SOD, 
C IN O IC AT e:. LOS S 
161 READ(IR,32)(X3ENN1CI),I=ML,~U) 







2R FORMAT(lX, 'P~LE~SE RATE (G~/~**2/0AY AT 20 DEG. CENT.)') 
~lRITE(IW, 281) 








291 FORMAT(/' TFMDERATU~E DEP~NDENCE BASES'/3X,'TCBN1',SX,'TCBN2', 
$5X,'TCSN3',5X,'TC3Pl',SX,'TCRP2',5X,'TCBOC',5X,'TCBDC') 
WR,TECIW,39) TCBN1,TC3N2,TC~N3,TCSP1,TCBP2,TCBOC,TCB00 
33 FOR~AT (7F10.4) 
GG TC 40 
C T~M IS TI~E IN ~QURS ~ROM MID~ITc TO MODEL START 
C N.~. IF OAYLENGTH IS CHA~~ED, TFM MUST AGREE WITH O~IGINAL VALUf 
171 IF (NS2.EQ.1) TrlEN 
READ(!R,12) RIA,T=M,TU,TD 
12 FOR~AT (7~10.n) 
172 FCR~QT(' SGLAR RAD!AT!ON TOTAL OVER ONE DAY =',Fl0.2) 





166 FJ~~AT (/' HOURS CROM MION!TE TO MODEL START =',Flo.a, 
;/' HGU~S ~Rn.~ ~IGNITE TO SU~ UP =',Fl0.2, 
$/' HOURS FROM M!ONITE TO SU~ DOWN =',Fl0.2) 
;IN=RI~/~!S*l.~70; 
? IN= RT ~1,:: 2 4 • / (TD-TU) 
~TT=3.l416/(TQ-TU) 









FJR~AT (lX,'~~~CH NQ. REAE~AT!ON (~ETER/OAY)') 
~RITE(!W,21) CI,WREA(I),I=~L,MU) 
FORMAT (IS,~X,Fl0.4) 
GO TC t.e, 




co~MCN 1c~Mou1 s~c1,a) 
CQMM~~ /N1TDC/ V\(202) 
CO~MS~ /PMQS~/ X?(lOl) 
C Q "I (P C N I ~i ~ t J I X f, t,J ( 3 0 'J ) 
CG !-,Pl C N / :FH; ~)JI X ~ ( 1 li 1 ) 
CCMMCN /PHYTC/ XP~(RO) 
C O M \1 G N / M ! f·J M A x / x ·~ l, I C 1 6 {') ) , X r-' X ( 1 6 0 ) 





G :~ T :.. Y. .~1 '"·! I t -S '.) ~:~ 1 •) 0 0 n • / 
~ :', T . ! 'I L ::, : I :, t... ,) ~'.: ~ · • I 
S t; T ,:l ll , .• V. / i S (i :.: - l •J : f) ·:, • I 
:, :" T ,~. r -~ I ": .j ;:~ 1 • , ·:+ ~l ~:: C • , 4 0 ~:: J • : , !.+ 0 ~:~ 11 • / 
ENO 
(--------------------------------------------------------------------
